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ABSTRACT
TAKING CARE:
WOMEN HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS AT MIDLIFE AND MIDCAREER
MAY 1998
SUSAN RILEY CLARKE, B.A., WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Patt Dodds

Much of the literature about teachers’ lives and careers is problematic. It often
fails to involve teachers themselves (Schubert, 1991), specifically women (Miller, 1993;
Noddings, 1989). Moreover, it is often written from an administrative, thus frequently
white male perspective (Casey, 1992). If documentation about teachers may be race and
gender biased, teachers’ voices must be included more if we are to interrupt inequities in
schools and education research. Women teachers - the majority of whom are now 43
years of age (National Education Digest, 1996) - represent an important population.
Their own experience with possible educational and professional inequities and the
transitions typical of midlife and midcareer all could add interesting dimensions to their
pedagogy and role modeling for adolescent students, particularly girls.
This was a qualitative research project based phenomenological interviews
(Seidman, 1991) with eighteen participants. In three ninety minute segments,
participants were asked to relate how they became teachers, to describe their jobs, and to
reflect on the meaning they make of their careers. The diverse women were between
thirty-five to forty-eight years old and have taught full time for at least fifteen years in
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urban and suburban high schools. Interviews were taped, transcribed and analyzed for
thematic similarities and differences. Peer debriefing sessions were held at intervals.
Major themes from the data included women teachers as care-givers, their
growing frustration with administrators over the course of their careers, and a perception
that their achievements, experience, and professional opinions are often ignored.
Participants expressed feeling powerlessness in often racist, sexist, homophobic work
places frequently influenced by “good of boy” networks. On the other hand, at
midcareer these women have more confidence in their teaching and with themselves
than ever before, and at midlife have developed a greater awareness of their own needs.
Some have sought professional development and mentoring to stave off the effects of a
flat line career and monotony which can typically accompany midcareer. To prevent
“burnout” which can affect human service professionals (Maslach, 1981) most are
redirecting energy from careers to self-care. The relationship between midlife teachers
as models for adolescents in transition was not clearly established.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General Problem
Women who are at midlife today have lived on the edge of cultural change, part
of which involves a turning point for sexual roles in our society. Within the last few
decades, the women’s movement progressed from burning bras in the sixties to Anita
Hill’s testimony to the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing,
China. One of the most dramatic recent media images has been a symbolic one: the
female winner of the Boston Marathon crossing the finish line, her bare, muscular legs
streaked with menstrual blood. Once a topic unmentionable in mixed company has now
been rendered a visible identification of womanhood in triumph before millions of
spectators.
These cultural images of "women’s liberation" parallel how some women
experience midlife as a liberating transition, "a time of great growth, expansion and
satisfaction" (Baruch & Brooks-Gunn, 1984, p. 28). In Flying Solo, therapists Carol
Anderson and Susan Steward (1994) relate that their studies of single midlife women
have been stories of freedom, adventure, self-satisfaction and spiritual regeneration.
These cases were of women who challenged the status quo by choosing to become
single or remain without a partner. They have given up on their following their mothers
and female teachers who had accommodated to their husbands and families, "deferring
to male authority figures as a matter of course" (p. 56). And for the growing population
of midlife women in our society who are in the work force, over 50% since 1980
1

(Baruch & Brooks-Gunn, 1984), there is a very strong sense of joy and satisfaction in
middle-age from challenging work (Baruch & Rivers, 1983; Heilbrun, 1984).
So it seems that what was once widely understood from popular psychology
books as the fearsome "midlife crisis" might not be applicable to the midlife experience
of all women. Nevertheless, midlife is a transition period, and midcareer is a stage in
one’s professional life with its own set of characteristics, some of which may be
problematic. In spite of the good news for women, and evidence of a more positive
response adults may have today towards aging, a teaching career in a public high school
at midlife and midcareer has distinct aspects which deserve particular attention for a
number of reasons.
First, many women and men professionals experience this point in their teaching
careers as a time of feeling useless, alienated, and isolated. Sometimes these symptoms
end up in a kind of final stage called "burnout," which will be discussed in greater depth
in the following chapter. Briefly, this stage is characterized by a sense of hopelessness
about one’s job; the individual finds work almost impossible to continue, or works with
lack of motivation and commitment often accompanied by feelings of anger and
resentment towards clients and supervisors (Dworkin, 1987; Farber, 1991).
Second, high schools can be problematic work environments for women.
Regardless of their awareness of gender issues, many women at midcareer have worked
for years in an oppressive environment since by some measures schools are sexist
institutions supervised predominantly by male administrators (Apple, 1982; Khayatt,
1992; Weiler, 1988). The other is that female teachers will most likely exacerbate all of
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the above difficulties by remaining silent about their feelings. If they are experiencing
problems in their relationships to supervisors and in their attitudes towards work, they
are likely to keep these contrary attitudes to themselves. In this way, women will
contribute to their own oppression through their teaching and by colluding with the
system which has disempowered them (Middleton, 1992; Shakeshaft, 1986).
If women teachers are modeling an acceptance of their subordinate roles in
schools through midlife, midcareer transitions, their students witness adults accepting
the status quo of an inequitable society. Some literature on girls in schools informs us
of the dangerous problem of gender bias in education, particularly in terms of its effect
on pre-teens and adolescents (Sadker & Sadker, 1982; Orenstein, 1994). Middle-aged
women teachers may be able to help undo the damage of gender biased education,
because a unique relationship may exist between them and their teenage students.
Both are approaching passages they must navigate within a male dominated
environment. Both age groups are making a critical transition: for adolescents, into
adulthood and consciousness of the societal expectations of their sexuality; for women,
into midlife, when the potential for childbearing years is over. Their careers may be at
midpoint, and the meaning or purpose in their lives may need to be re-examined. With
the parallel between adolescence and midlife, both women and men teachers at this
stage could be model appropriate, healthy behavior for their adolescent students.
This would be meaningful work for middle-aged teacher because at the age of
about forty, people are primarily focused on our relationship to the generations of
younger adults. One life span developmental theorist asserts that a major responsibility
for people at middle age is "educating the youth generation and fostering the
3

development of the initiation generation so that they will in time be ready to succeed
their seniors" (Levinson, 1996, p.17). Because of the problematic conditions for women
teachers stated above, however, midlife, midcareer teachers may be transferring to
future generations the same unequal power structure which will shadow the second half
of their own lives and careers.

Specific Aspects of the Problem

Stages of Midcareer and Midlife
Psychologists such as C.J. Jung, Erik Erikson and others contend that middle age
often provokes a crisis of identity (Levinson, 1978, 1996; Sheehy, 1976). At midlife
many people frequently feel the necessity of having to come to terms with their
mortality, which is often accompanied by a feeling of isolation and a growing sense that
life is beginning to pass them by. Life span theorists indicate that we frequently enter a
time of precarious transition in which "we are neither who we used to be, nor who we
are becoming" (Bolen, p.8). In Hero With A Thousand Faces (1968), Joseph Cambell
asserts that the quest for wholeness in the second half of life is universal. In the familiar
epic of medieval western civilization, Dante begins his famous odyssey in The Divine
Comedy at a midlife crisis: "Midway upon the journey of our life/1 found myself within
a forest dark,/ For the straightforward pathway had been lost..."
Some career development researchers ( Burke, Christensen, Fessler, McDonnel,
& Price, 1987; Evans, 1989; Huberman, 1989) tell us that a substantial number of both
male and female teachers with somewhere between twelve and twenty years of
4

experience may enter a period during which they are more and more concerned with
growing stale from a sense of monotony with their job. More than likely they will enter
the last phase of their careers with unsettled feelings of dissatisfaction.

The Occupational Hazards of Teaching
The institutional setting of a public high school can further exacerbate the
^problems teachers may be experiencing as they make their transitions through this time
of their lives and careers. Most high schools are isolating places (Lortie, 1975;
McLaughlin & Lee, 1988) where problems are often hidden rather than examined, and
where adults are in a lonely position of working with a perpetually young population of
students, as they themselves grow older. They have little time or opportunity to
associate with colleagues and interact socially or professionally with peers. The effects
of this isolation have been found to be experienced more intensely at middle age
(Evans, 1989).
Middle-aged professionals who experience some of the typical characteristics of
midcareer such as demotivation or a sense of loss of career opportunity are also facing
many changes in their roles as teachers. They have had to change from information
givers to social workers, which stretches their capacity as teachers (Duke, 1984;
Silverman, 1988). The students they teach have changed as a result of contemporary
social problems. Some clearest instances are teenage pregnancy, suicide, widespread
substance abuse, and violence which often accompanies drug trafficking and teenage
gang membership. These changes may incur more stress and feelings of alienation for
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teachers who began their careers 15 to 20 years ago under different expectations about
what the job of classroom teacher entailed.
In addition, some teachers at midcareer are marginalized or disaffected by
change efforts, inservice educational opportunities, and educational reform. For some,
their past involvement with reform efforts when they were younger, enthusiastic faculty
members, often made little or no significant difference; therefore, these teachers now at
midcareer may have become disenchanted and cynical. They know that innovators
move on to other reform efforts, or worse, criticize them as veteran teachers who
possibly resist changes because their age and experience tell them they probably won’t
work (Calabrese, 1987). Thus, many teachers at midcareer are feeling both concern for
a growing sense of monotony in their work and a frustration over the fact that
administratively directed ("top- down") attempts to rejuvenate their work through
change are meaningless. They’ve learned that reformists typically do not listen to their
opinions which are based on years of experience. Coupled with changes in their lives,
their attitudes concerning career, and with the job itself and its clientele (students) is the
underlying element which could place female teachers in greater jeopardy of facing a
job crisis at middle age: gender.
Women teachers in particular may be negatively affected by the public high
school environment. For many reasons, schools are sexist institutions, from the
predominant number of males in higher positions than females to the curriculum itself,
which for example may involve a greater frequency of choosing male authors of
textbooks or literature that portrays images of strong male characters and submissive
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female characters. Most schools transmit the language and ideology of the dominant
culture. The keepers of power in our dominant culture are white males.
We can refer to the status quo of our society as the "hegemony", which is an
organizing principle, a world-view that is diffused into every aspect of daily life.
Hegemony may be thought of as the dominant ideology of our society which is
internalized. Opposing the hegemony is problematic because hegemonic ideas become
part of "common sense." We accept this social reality as we have received it, especially
as it is reproduced through such institutions as schools (Weiler, 1988). When women
take positions as classroom teachers, unless they consciously and consistently interrupt
hiring practices, refuse to teach a sexist curriculum, and confront systems which
promote the ideas of men and ignore those of women practitioners in faculty rooms and
school board meetings, they themselves are ensuring that the male hegemony is being
reproduced. They perpetuate inequalities in society by teaching them and by modeling
them through their own positions of relative powerlessness. In this way, many teachers
are unaware that they are reproducing the male hegemony which oppresses them
through the patriarchal model of schooling (Grumet, 1988; Shakeshaft, 1986; Weiler,
1988).
In order to survive in a patriarchal system supervised primarily by male
administrators, women may need to develop "coping strategies that deal with role
conflict, sex bias, isolation, and powerlessness" (Calabrese & Anderson, 1986, p. 39).
Given what we are learning about women’s developmental psychology, it may be that
the work environment of public high schools seriously conflicts with the ways some
women intuitively choose to work and cope with their environment. The way some
7

women construct reality is typically different from men’s (Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986; Gilligan, 1982; Miller, J.B., 1976), and their ways of
coping may therefore include strategies which may be extremely difficult to use in the
public high school work environment. On the other hand, the expectation that women
operate from a "feminine" ethic of caring and have inherently female traits which make
them suitable for work with children and other nurturing tasks can confine women
teachers to stereotypes (Bartky, 1990; Puka, 1989; Wood, 1994 Moreover, the act of
silencing their own voices, typical of women intending to cooperate with
administrative authority, must contribute to their oppression.
In summary, regardless of gender, midlife is a time of transition for most of us,
a time in our lives which can bring about stress or precipitate a need for self-reflection
and possibly change. Regardless of gender and age, teaching high school can be an
isolating, difficult task today. When middle-aged teachers reach a midpoint in their
careers, these job characteristics may be accompanied with feelings of frustration and
stagnation typical of the midcareer stage. For middle-aged women teachers all of this is
further complicated by the sexist nature of the institution in which they work, the
difficulty they may have in voicing their opinions about it, and the problems they may
encounter coping with an environment which operates in a manner contrary to
"women’s ways." Since teachers are important role models for students, and since
schools can be gender biased against females, the manner in which midlife midcareer
women teachers work through this period in their lives is especially important.

8

Purpose
In this study, I seek to broaden our understanding of the experiences and issues
faced by female high school teachers at midlife and midcareer. These women have
experienced the conflicts and demands that the changes of midlife transition typically
bring about for many people. They have questioned the ways they could be modeling
conformity to the dominant male hegemony, and they have thought about ways to
change the inequities in their school settings. Midlife and midcareer has been a time of
change for them which has ramifications for education. I present the stories of eighteen
women to help us understand what it is like for female teachers in public high schools as
they confront important transitional phases in their lives and careers. My hope is to
direct more attention to an important "passage" these women are experiencing, of
which too little has been written or understood. My research focuses on the following
broad questions:
1. What do women high school teachers experience at midlife and midcareer?
2. What are these midlife midcareer women teachers’ strategies for coping with
the high school environment in which they work? How have their strategies changed
since they began teaching?

Significance of the Study
This research is significant for the following reasons. First of all, the literature about
midlife has overemphasized negative images of people at midlife. This happened as a
result of the reliance on studies in the past which involved only male participants who
measured the success of their lives in terms of reaching career goals and financial gains
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(Levinson, 1978). When these men had reached midlife and had not yet achieved all
they imagined they would have in their careers, they experienced crises. Women may
experience midlife and the important markers of work life events differently from men.
Women’s career patterns are more fluid than men’s; they have more multiple social
roles; and most women don’t have the same insistence on measuring accomplishments
in terms of time as men do (Baruch, Barnett, & Rivers, 1983). Because specific
explorations of women’s lives have just begun (Gallos, 1989), more research must be
done specifically on women’s career development:
...it is time to admit that on the whole, women face a different set of
opportunities and a more compounded set of problems than those seen by
most men. Theories of men’s careers do not fit women’s lives and
developmental concerns, and women’s careers are no longer novelties
that can be ignored. (Arthur, Hall & Lawrence, 1989, p.127)
Much of the literature about teachers’ lives and careers is problematic. Too little of
it has involved the voices of teachers themselves (Schubert, 1991). Some literature
reduces teachers to simplistic stereotypes and inaccurately portrays their work in
judgmental case studies, or in feature articles about what’s wrong with education
(Lightfoot, 1982). Moreover, because the literature fails to incorporate the voices of
practitioners, some of it is often written from an administrative perspective (Casey,
1992). This can have serious implications regarding gender since high schools are
predominantly supervised by male administrators.
More gender biases shadow the literature about teachers. Studies about
teachers’ attitudes towards their careers often fail to distinguish between those of
women and men. In Lortie’s definitive study of schoolteachers (1975), the paperback
cover of which displays a male teacher at the front of his classroom, although much of
10

the demographics are analyzed by gender, his discussion of psychic rewards never
distinguishes between female and male responses. Other authors lead us to believe
women and men may view rewards differently (Gilligan, 1982; Belenky et al., 1986).
The authors of A Nation at Risk (1983) entirely ignored gender as a category in their
discussion of educational reform by failing to include sex or sexual orientation in the
major premise that race, class, and economic status should never deter an equal chance
in education.
In addition to these serious omissions, little research focused specifically on
women’s experience (Miller, J.H., 1993; Noddings, 1989). "Mankind" has falsely
described women, a subordinate group, in terms derived from its own systems of
thought (Miller, J.B., 1976, p. xix). In fact, Gail Sheehy (1976) wrote her popular book
Passages because when she researched midlife crisis to answer her own personal
questions regarding the phenomenon, all of the literature was written by or about men.
Much of our research on women’s careers is fragmented and exploratory,
lacking a coherent framework into which the developing pieces can be fit (Gallos,
1989). Some of the literature about teaching which does focus on the experience of
women contradicts assumptions which have been long established. For example, the
historical assumption that most women entered teaching for the love of children and
nurturing is challenged by some women teachers themselves, who inform us that the
opportunity to move out of family subordination into an independent existence was their
motivating factor (Conway, 1987).
In the literature about women teachers, the notion of women’s silence could
further obscure the truth of the reality of their classroom teaching and their views of
11

their teaching careers in general. In order to operate smoothly in traditional contexts,
women may sacrifice their voices to the dominant patriarchal social order. Women
may be repressing the expression of feelings about their job in order to cooperate in a
workplace governed by men, in keeping with the submissive position they have
inherited. The profession was comprised in the early 1900's of 82% females who had
almost no power over conditions, curriculum, or even their own personal lives as single
women, and who were Mto give out lessons about democracy, yet take orders and remain
silent at (their) workplace" (Hoffman, 1981, p.212).
Much of the literature about teachers, then, often ignores many of the realities
of women’s experiences. It may be simplistic and misleading. The following
contradiction is inherent: although teaching is a career dominated by women, it is
supervised by men. This perpetrates an environment of institutionalized sexism
(Apple, 1982; Khayatt, 1992; Weiler, 1988). It would follow, then, that education
literature about teaching may be gender biased: inaccurate at best, discriminatory at
worst.
Research which is focused more specifically on what it is like to be a woman
high school teacher, I believe, will do a great service to education and to society. First
of all, it can heighten an understanding of women’s experiences in their teaching
careers which can in turn serve to reveal some of the difficulties which often accompany
women’s work. Second, if midlife, midcareer women teachers become more aware of
themselves as role models to a population for young adults who are experiencing their
own often painful adolescent transitions, they may begin to interrupt ways that women
themselves help maintain a sexist school environment, thereby contributing to their own
12

oppression. Third, as women at midcareer and midlife become more aware either of
each other’s successful transitions or of each other’s struggles and coping strategies,
they will validate their lives’ work, a process which is empowering. If our public
schools are taught by veteran women teachers who are empowered, and by men teachers
whose consciousness has been raised to understand their role in eliminating oppression,
students will be educated in a much more positive and equitable way which in turn will
build a safer, more equitable society.

Personal Significance and Parameters of the Study
Finally, I make my position in this research project clear not as a psychologist,
nor a sociologist, but as a feminist woman high school teacher. Feminist researchers
"begin their investigation of the social world from a grounded position in their own
subjective oppression... Feminist theory rejects the possibility of value-free research and
asserts a political commitment to changing the position of women and therefore to
changing society" (Weiler, 1988, p.58). As feminist theory is committed to change, so,
too, am I as a researcher.
After the past five years of graduate course work, clinical experience, research,
and writing, I present this as a feminist document. Like the work of Sandra Lee Bartky,
the author of Femininity and Domination, my work does not have women’s joys and
triumphs as themes. It may
cast our gender arrangements and their effects in a highly critical light...It
is crucial to describe with some accuracy the way things appear to
(women) - a project that requires, often as not, that we contest the official
story about how things are supposed to appear...The feminist knows that
the thing revealed in its truth at least will, likely as not, turn out to be a
13

thing which threatens or demeans. But however unsettling it is to have
to find one’s way about in a world which dissimulates, it is worse not to
be able to determine the nature of what is happening at all. (Bartky,
1990, p. 10)
I realize, however, that my work here only begins to examine the experiences of
women teachers. I am a European-American heterosexual woman raised and educated
in a white middle-class society. The voices of women of color, of different social
classes, of different sexual orientation, or with different physical abilities must also be
heard in the process of equalizing our society. Because research is only beginning to
emerge about women teachers in general, we are missing perspectives from minority
women. We need to seek out for the voices which will describe how silenced and
marginalized the experiences of minorities remain. My hope is that this study will
generate more interest in and understanding of all women teachers and their work,
which can be one small but crucial step to helping all students build a safer, more
equitable world.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED LITERATURE

A few broad areas of theory and research provide the background for this
dissertation. First, after a brief discussion of what is meant in the focus of this work as
midlife, I will describe what many people experience as midlife, midcareer transitions.
Second, I will review some of the work of life span theorists who describe
characteristics of career stages and then focus more specifically on the stage of
midcareer. Third, I will describe the particular aspects of the job of teaching at
midcareer, closing with a discussion of some of the changes in the job which have
affected teachers in the last two decades.
Overall, in discussing each aspect of the literature I include how feminist theory
serves as a focus to examine some contradictions and concerns which arise from each
topic. Viewing the literature about midlife, midcareer teaching professionals from a
feminist perspective alerts us to the problem central to this study: many women teachers
who are at midlife and midcareer today may be experiencing a debilitating set of
symptoms. They may remain silent about these feelings or they may even be unaware
of them. But their experiences could seriously affect their own sense of their career and
their students.
Much of the literature I have reviewed is generic rather than gender specific.
That is, the studies do not mention which aspects pertain specifically to women or to
men. I will indicate wherever possible literature which provides these specifics. Unless
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I state otherwise, however, it may be assumed that the professionals being described are
both female and male.
I attempt to concentrate as specifically as possible on the literature about
secondary teachers who are at both midlife and midcareer stages. The studies of career
paths of teachers indicate that for many women, because of marriage and family roles,
first and second "spells" in teaching, with time out in between may occur. A woman
who leaves the faculty to mother a family may return to her career later (Mumane,
Singer, & Willett, 1988). These teachers’ experiences may not provide the same sense
of continuity and longevity as those teachers who have one continuous spell in teaching.
Therefore, whenever possible, the literature discussed will pertain to teachers who are
clearly at midcareer. This criterion also means that teaching was probably these
women’s first career, since fifteen to twenty years ago, women had few other
employment alternatives besides teaching or nursing. So most women who are mid¬
point in their careers are usually middle-aged as well.

Characteristics of Midlife Midcareer Transition Periods
Although the current midpoint in women’s lives may be theoretically fixed from
life expectancy statistics at 39 (Baruch & Brooks-Gunn, 1984), in general when
theorists use the term "middle age" they are not implying a midpoint on a horizontal line
dividing one’s life into halves beginning with birth and ending with death. Rather, this
refers to an approximate time in adulthood itself. Those who are at midlife are in
between feeling young and feeling old - generally between 38 and 48 years of age
(Levinson, 1996), and we are preparing to make a transition into becoming more senior
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members of society. We are also typically exploring, testing out, and questing new
ways to live.
Since midlife is a period of transition, it can incur a sense of confusion or crisis
because we are suspended between two places and sometimes don’t know which way to
turn. In fact, the one reliable factor in the unsteady, dynamic period is change
(Lachman, 1984). In western culture, the point in time we call midlife is characterized
by a time of transition during which the individual reassesses his/her life, the meaning
of the past, and the prospects of the future second half of life. Jungian theorists consider
the task of the second half of life to be a psychological journey toward wholeness called
"individuation" (Bolen, p. 35), during which we shed our past and typical ways of
understanding our reality and embrace one which feels more true to who we are as
individuals regardless of our societal roles and expectations.
When professionals reach midlife, their attitude toward their careers may be
influenced by the experience described in the literature the following way:
Sometime during the approximate ages of thirty-seven to forty-five, it
becomes apparent whether or not the work of establishing occupational
career family and identity begun in the twenties and thirties has been
successful; and it tends to involve reappraisal, questioning what one has
made of one's life and searching for ways of expressing, fulfilling and
satisfying oneself in the future. It is the transitional phase from youth to
maturity...the central issue is accepting and coming to terms with one's
own mortality (Sikes, 1985, p.52).
The study of career development and the research of life-span theorists (Evans,
1989; Huberman, 1989; Levinson, 1975) indicate that there are basic characteristics to
which all midcareer professionals are prone, brought on by the awareness described by
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Patricia Sikes in the above citation. These are de-motivation (boredom, loss of
enthusiasm, diminished job interest) and a leveling off of performance.
In any workplace, these characteristics may manifest themselves in various
shifts in what is important to the individual. First, there is a change in interest from
preoccupation with one's job performance to one's personal life. In midcareer, instead
of honing the tasks of being a successful employee, there is a sharper awareness of
bodily changes and shifting family dynamics, as parents age and children leave home.
In the corporate world, this change is particularly evident with professionally successful
women who reported frustration, emptiness, exhaustion, disillusionment, and a sense of
personal failure when they realized the personal costs of their professional success"
which had included time away from family or having children at all (Hardesty &
Jacobs, 1986). Second, there may be a sense of loss about career opportunity; one has
fewer options and perhaps less time to invest in professional development. Third, a
professional's sense of rewards may shift from the intrinsic to the materialistic,
especially in light of approaching age and the need for financial security. Fourth, as
one's mastery of job tasks is taken for granted, maintaining competence becomes less
\

rewarding, so there is a feeling of loss of recognition for one's job performance. Finally,
with the collective impact of the above, the professional at mid-career feels a growing
sense of isolation because these dilemmas are rarely acknowledged (Evans, 1989).
As these characteristics may apply to most midcareer professionals, it is
important to consider the distinctions that this dissertation’s research may reveal from
the stories of women. Phases of development for women do not have the linear and
predictable quality that male life patterns suggest; "Historical, social, political forces
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contribute to some different life patterns for women and challenge implicit contentions
that women go through the same phases and pace of development as men" (Gallos, p.
119). In fact, many women don’t have the crisis men do because they don’t insist on
seeing achievement in the same way, or measuring accomplishments. They even live
longer, so they don’t have the same sense that time is running out (Baruch, et al., 1983).
At middle age and beyond, when a woman realizes she will never have children,
or another child if she is a mother, she experiences a new energy, a new kind of
creativity is released. Whatever new pursuit she decides to follow, she pours herself
into it more than she was able to when child-rearing was an option (Sheehy, 1976). In
general, for many women, the great joy and source of most of their satisfaction in life at
middle-age comes from challenging work (Baruch et al., 1983; Heilbrun, 1964). This
statement about women in midlife and career needs to be applied now to a discussion of
how teachers feel about their careers at this time in their lives.

Characteristics of Different Phases in Teachers' Careers
Michael Huberman (1989), who discusses life span theory with reference to
teachers' lives and careers, finds that "reasonably strong trends" or thematic stages of a
teacher's career recur across studies in the current empirical literature. At career entry,
the new teacher experiences "survival and discovery." This is followed later by a
"stabilization" phase which in teaching is marked by a definitive commitment to the
profession and usually, the granting of tenure. On the other side of these phases is that
of the forty-five to fifty year-old. In this age group, a gradual loss in energy and
enthusiasm is reported, accompanied by self-acceptance. This stage -"serenity" - is also
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characterized by a greater relational distance to pupils, a disinvestment of relational
closeness. The last two stages are labeled "conservatism" and "disengagement" as
people grow tired of the problems of teaching and look forward to retirement.
In between the first two and the last stages discussed above, Huberman identifies
the point at which teachers diverge into three thematic types. One describes an
"experimental" phase where a teacher feels comfortable enough to try new techniques;
another is a stage of "new-found activism" from an increasing awareness of institutional
barriers coupled with a desire to overcome these; and the third is a "newly emerging
concern with growing stale, a malady one sees among older peers" (Huberman, 1989,
p.35).
Although they range in severity, this midcareer stage can bring about problems
precipitated by a growing sense of monotony somewhere between the twelfth and the
twentieth year of teaching. Lumping together symptoms under a broad category called
"midcareer crisis" may not be totally accurate; nevertheless, the period is one in which
most teachers are taking stock of their past and their career and having self-doubts.
Forty percent of the teachers in Huberman’s research seriously considered leaving the
profession at this time.
Studies of career stages diverge the most here, a pattern consistent with the idea
that at this point in adult lives, there are unsettling transitions which may go different
ways for different individuals. This is an important idea: the way midcareer affects a
teacher can be as diverse as the experience itself. There are multiple "streams" at mid¬
career while the entry, stabilization, and disengagement stages are fairly uniform for
many teachers. Depending on what happens at midcareer, "the disengagement will be
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serene, or it will be bitter and problematic" (Huberman, 1989, p.37). The outcome of
this critical period can lead to a harmonious disengagement from the career or a
negative one. Something is happening at midlife and midcareer for teachers which is
important in the way that they complete the rest of their job commitment. Teachers
with between twelve and thirty years' experience provided "chilling findings"
(Huberman, 1989, p. 46). The number of teachers who did not achieve a positive
resolution after self-doubts and reassessing their careers was greater than the number of
those who did.
Some limitations about Huberman's studies ought to be considered. First, his
was a study of Swiss educators over a decade ago. He discussed the notion that people
come to resemble the institutions in which they work, and Swiss school systems he
described as homogeneous. Thus these respondents' interviews provided a consensus
that the variability of American school systems, for example, might not replicate. Even
so, Huberman's overall discussion of the stages of self-doubt and reassessment which
leads to resolution or non-resolution at midcareer raised a serious issue for all teachers.
Huberman contended that research ought to be done on what happens in institutional
environments where disengagement, "the stale breath of routine," and midcareer crises
are part of the teacher's career cycle.
In The Life Cycle of the Teacher (Sikes, 1985), a broader age group (between
thirty-five and fifty) described this middle point somewhat differently. Teachers
indicated that this was "a time during which morale was high, second only to the first
three to five years in teaching in terms of job satisfaction and contentment" (p. 53).
Because of seniority and age, these teachers had achieved authority and status, a
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confidence in their ability, and acceptance of their role as teacher. A later study,
however, suggested that teachers at midlife who report this kind of satisfaction with
teaching as a profession are those who have either entered late after having had other
careers, or those who had taken breaks such as maternity leaves, or leaves of absence in
general during their tenure (Heynes, 1988).
Another study (Christensen et al., 1987) synthesized the work of career theorists
into a comprehensive working model which included eight stages of a teaching career
cycle: pre-service, induction, competency building, enthusiastic and growing, career
frustration, stable and stagnant, career wind-down, and career exit. The stage labeled
"career frustration" occurred during mid-career, when teachers reflected upon the
reasons why they were in the field. The eight stage model took into account the fact
that teaching is not always linear, but "more of an ebb and flow, with moving in and out
of stages in response to both personal and organizational environmental influences" (p.
13). In this way, it claimed to represent an integration of existing data with the "real
world" of teacher careers.
Although theorists look at stages of careers in slightly different ways, there
seems to be a middle period which reflects many of the themes of midlife transition
discussed earlier. I now consider the midcareer phase in light of gender.

Gender and Career Span Theory
In Huberman’s study gender differences appeared in the ways teachers
experience midcareer stages. Women "made out better than men" in terms of
resolution. They were more likely to choose teaching if they had the chance again; they
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reported fewer episodes of actual burnout; and they described themselves as more selfactualized. His study also demonstrated that "men were more subject to radical selfassessments at this point than women, who appeared better able to relativize the
importance of their career in relation to other commitments in their lives" (Huberman,
1989, p.35). Men seem to have suffered from an overinvestment in their professional
persona, while women, who have other roles they considered equally as important as
their career (such as mother, homemaker, and/or wife) didn't experience the let-down of
career expectations. Perhaps most didn't have high career aspirations to begin with,
since they always tried to juggle roles such as child-rearing and homemaking. Men
never mentioned such difficulties as home cleaning or child care. Without these
concerns, it may be conjectured that these men had more time to invest all their energy
into a professional image. When their identity was called into doubt during the
reassessment of middle age, nothing provided them with the skills women have usually
already learned to enable them to maintain equilibrium. Research has sown that "even
with career and professional achievements, traditional roles remain a central part of
women’s identity, and their occupational commitments are based on a different
psychological stance from men. Work is something important to do rather than
something to be" (Gallos, 120).
I believe it is crucial to consider what the literature is saying about women
professionals in the above discussion: because women have juggled so many different
roles, and because they do not have the same career expectations as men, they will pass
through this middle stage with more ease and adjustment than their male colleagues.
The literature makes this sound like a job benefit for females: "I knew that if I made the
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school the center of my life, I’d bum out - like all those men around me are doing"
(Huberman, 1989, p. 48).
Teaching is a career suitable for married women, because of its "flat career line,"
which allowed for periodic absences such as extended maternal leaves without loss of
status (Evans, 1989). Women could leave temporarily, or their energies could flow
back and forth between family and work without losing anything but time. In fact, this
flat career line is supposed to work most satisfactorily for those who give teaching less
than full commitment. They will not be disappointed or embittered by the related lack
of reward, position, or salary.
On the surface this arrangement would be beneficial for women teachers. After
all, studies have shown that teachers who have rich personal lives outside the classroom
are better able to deflect stress and protect themselves from the negative side effects of
the career (Freudenberger, 1983; Sikes, 1985; Huberman, 1989). Teaching, then, allows
women to have both a profession and a commitment to other traditional female roles.
These assumptions which are perpetuated even today, subtly depreciate the status of the
occupation of classroom teaching: it is a woman's job (Lortie, 1975).
But, when women do not have the same career expectations as men, and when
their careers are only a part of other jobs they perform, are they accepting less status at
the workplace? For example, instead of a profession, is teaching still considered
something women can do to complement a husband’s income and still be available as a
full time homemaker? This is the position taken recently in The Seasons of a Woman’s
Life (Levinson, 1996). The author, who popularized the notion of midlife crisis in an
earlier work which had no female participants (1978), categorized adult women into two
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groups: homemakers and career women. He placed schoolteachers in the homemaker
category because although they are employed they make their primary investment in the
family. They live "mainly as traditional homemakers in a family-centered pattern"
(1996, p. 11). For the feminist, Levinson’s categorization of women’s labor suggests
some pitfalls which stem from the way teaching traditionally has been a woman’s job.
Its schedule and vacation periods, which parallel children’s, have enabled women to do
two jobs at once. Thus, their work as homemaker has been rendered their primary
responsibility, while their professional status has been a century-long struggle against
"being treated like children, wives, daughters..."(Carlson, 1992, p. 103).
In the workplace, women traditionally will back off from powerful roles for fear
it would cause a loss of femininity. They get mixed signals or lack of encouragement to
pursue a career if it might interfere with marriage and children (Freudenberger, 1983).
This may be the behavior and attitude which would lead Levinson to conclude that in so
many words, a woman’s place is in the home, but she can be in the classroom, too.
Because it’s not really a career, which would interrupt a family-centered pattern, she can
keep her job outside the home in proper perspective if she’s a teacher.
For the middle-aged teachers I am considering in this study, the notion of being
available as a full time homemaker has historical ramifications. It is important to keep
in mind that for the female professionals (in their forties or early fifties) today the
present is a trying time: "They have seen the world change, with vast improvements in
achieving equality of the sexes, but they are relatively powerless in their own profession
and may feel trapped" (Silverman, 1988, p.l 12). If they have kept up with the
developments in gender issues, one of their educational goals may be to change society
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through teaching diversity and equality, yet their own personal experience does not
reflect it. Women teachers in this age group belong to a generation of women who,
according to one researcher, are caught between the feminine mystique of their mothers
and the feminist mystique of the past thirty years (Gallos, 1989).
Betty Friedan’s epochal work (from which the preceding term originated), The
Feminine Mystique (1963), shocked and angered the post-war generation with its
revelation of the truth about the depression and isolation the women in her study
experienced. As a result of being dismissed from paid employment and being relegated
exclusively to homemaking roles, these middle class women were suffering from "the
problem that has no name:"
Each woman struggled with it alone. As she made the beds, shopped for
groceries, ate peanut butter sandwiches with her children...she was afraid
to ask even of herself the silent question: "Is this all?" For over fifteen
years there was no word of this yearning in all the columns, books and
articles by experts telling women their role was to seek fulfilment as
wives and mothers...They learned that truly feminine women do not want
careers, higher education, political rights... (Friedan, 1963, p. 13)
This is the legacy our middle-aged women teachers carry with them into their
classrooms and faculty meetings. Thus the power of the prevailing dominant
hegemony is secured. Men have important jobs, while women work to complement
them and manage homes and families while men can concentrate all their time on their
careers. As double jeopardy, women are oppressed, therefore, by the very aspect of
their career that they and others think is beneficial to them!
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Characteristics of Teaching Which Affect Midcareer
Some basic characteristics about the job of teaching are important to look at in
light of midcareer professionals, because the typical stresses and dilemmas of middle
age are "often exacerbated by life in schools" (Evans, 1989). The psychological
transition of the midlife professional may be a difficult task "not made any easier for
teachers who are constantly surrounded by young people" (Sikes, 1985, p.52). These
f

are isolation; alienation, especially with regards to administrators, reform efforts, and
administrative controlled reform efforts; burnout; and the changes in both students and
the role teachers have in today’s schools. A discussion of these issues and the
implications for women at midcareer will be concluded with a commentary on the way
teachers’ attitudes towards their jobs have changed in the last two decades.

Isolation
One of the most fundamental characteristics about teaching is that it is isolating
(Duke, 1984; Dworkin, 1987; Farber, 1991; Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1971). In fact, as
early as 1932, loneliness and isolation were known to lower teachers’ morale (Farber,
1991). Teachers do not see themselves as sharing in a common subculture. They are
forced to learn from their own individual experiences which in turn lead to a sense that
teaching is individualistic rather than collegial (Lortie, 1975). Though it is a career
which involves interaction, nevertheless, unlike other careers, it provides few
opportunities for practitioners to interact with one another. The isolation from peers
leads to loneliness (Levine, 1989).
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Lortie (1975) asserts that the further into the career a teacher is, the negative
effects of the job, such as isolation, are worse and contribute to "diffuse anxiety and
painful self-doubt" (p. 161). Therefore, teachers at midcareer face a growing sense of
isolation which life in schools intensifies:
Most teachers work in schools which are egg crate institutions in which
teachers are isolated ...problems are hidden rather than examined...
rewards are associated with past performance, not future challenge...
(McLaughlin & Yee, 1990, p.40)
The feeling of isolation which seems to become intensified at midcareer, is
usually more strongly perceived by high school teachers than by elementary or middle
school teachers. Rothberg (1986) concludes that teacher isolation is a more serious
problem for secondary school faculty, reporting that over 80% of the teachers in his
study believed their classrooms were "private worlds" that other adults do not enter, and
85% of the high school teachers said that their good work goes unnoticed "frequently"
or "always."
As seen from Lortie's (1975) analysis, teachers do not see themselves as sharing
in a common subculture. They are forced to learn from their own individual
experiences which in turn lead to a sense that teaching is individualistic rather than
collegial. Since teaching is a job generally done in isolation, particular occupational
consequences may occur for women in light of the development of women’s
psychology. According to Gilligan (1977) and Chodorow (1974), female gender
identity may be threatened by an emphasis on individuation. Women's lives may be
characterized more strongly by personal relationships and attachment, and they appear
to work more from a perspective of community, sharing, and nurturing. It would seem
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then that the isolating nature of teaching, particularly in high schools, could be a
detriment to the ways women may do their jobs and relate to the work environment.
The sense of isolation which seems to characterize teaching at midcareer, also
contradicts the essence of the "connected knowing" that Belenky and her co-authors
suggest in their ground breaking research reported in Women's Wavs of Knowing
(1986). With connected knowing (which does not have to be exclusively feminine)
"truth emerges through care, mutuality and reciprocity. The voice of connected
knowing carries an intimacy that presumes a sharing of self and other" (Helle,1991, p
.54). Isolation makes such sharing difficult in schools where "the organization of work
in schools...keeps classroom teachers largely isolated from one another"(Lortie, 1986, p
.574). Moreover, the external, patriarchal authority, which permeates schools operates
from an individualistic, competitive, "masculinized discourse of bureaucratic and
technical rationality" (Carlson, 1992, p.103) and negatively affects women who by
nature construct knowledge differently.
On the other hand, the work of these feminist theorists can promote an
essentialist view which is a problem "because of its relation to larger questions about
women and their roles in society" (Wood, 1994). The notion that the highest moral
value for women is relational poses another dilemma for women teachers. If women are
assumed to be devoted primarily to relationships whereas men are devoted to goals, or
products of competition, in an institution which provides care for children, women may
be saddled with typically female activities of providing support and nurturing children
while men are free (at a higher salary) to supervise them and direct school systems. In
Gilligan’s theory, women may be by nature more inclined to work together rather than
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individually. Yet this quality may work against them in competing for positions of
authority and supervision. Moreover, the theoretical claims in the development of a
female psychology can lead to type-casting women with "essential" characteristics.
These restrict women to nurturing which typically includes female roles such as
daughter, mother, wife, nurturer, caretaker. Because of these societal roles women have
developed the ability to shift from one preoccupation to another, dividing their
attentions and time. While this flexibility adds to the support structure of an institution,
it also can lead to their own passivity. Women learn that they have no control being
pulled in a variety of different circumstances where ever there is need for a "woman’s
touch."
Nevertheless, isolation is a problem both male and female teachers face. It may
also compound the problem that educators "often have a difficult time admitting that
they are not coping well...(and to) admitting to others their inability to cope" (Graham,
1993, p. 17). When teachers’ experiences are seldom shared, when neither the
difficulties of working in a school, nor the experiences of midlife and midcareer are
shared within a supportive community, women teachers could very well experience an
even greater sense of isolation.

Alienation
One dimension of isolation is a resulting feeling of alienation, a term used by
social scientists to explain behavior which is "deviant." The individual feels like an
outsider, unaccepted by his or her peers, and experiences a sense of separation or
estrangement from some aspect of his or her environment (Calabrese, 1986) or job.
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Since schools are by nature isolating for adults, it would seem that alienation may
typically follow.
Alienation affects the teacher at midcareer. When teachers arrive at this stage
and typically begin to focus more on extrinsic, material rewards than on intrinsic ones
as discussed previously, they find little gratification, for teaching in a public school is a
"flat occupational structure offering neither opportunity for advancement nor incentives
for performance" (Evans, p.12). A lack of reward or incentive could lead to strong
feelings of estrangement from one's job. Evidence of this is reflected in a study by the
National Education Association which indicated that the percentage of female teachers
who would become a teacher again decreased from 59.2% in 1966 to 24.8% in 1981
(Calabrese, 1987).
Another potential source of alienation from the job of teaching is education
reform efforts. Since the early 1980's changes in teaching have been introduced through
reform movements which were driven by administrative and legislative forces.
Teachers were sharply criticized as if they were the central problem with education.
When the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1985) polled teacher
attitudes towards these national level reforms, they found that a substantial percentage
of teachers (49%) believed that morale had decreased, and that they were "demoralized
and largely unimpressed by the reform actions taken" (p.9).
Gender adds complexity to the topic of alienation. Most research conducted on
isolation and alienation speaks of "teachers as a related group with little consideration
of gender"(Calabrese & Anderson, 1986, p.32). This is an important consideration to
keep in mind for the feminist focus of this research. Gender adds complexity to the
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topic of alienation. Women may feel estranged from their job because of the conflict of
managing both career and roles that society seems to have placed on them (such as
making meals, entertaining guests, and coordinating a workday and year with schoolaged children). They may feel unable to expend enough time and energy in their career
and simultaneously stay effective in their roles as wife, mother, or homemaker. Guilt
about neglecting other commitments in order to perform well in the workplace may
cause feelings of alienation. Finally, public schools may be particularly alienating
workplaces for females because of the fact that they are supervised predominantly by
males.

Women Teachers and Their Administrators
Because administrative control in high schools is usually male control over
female staff (Apple, 1982) the studies related to alienation need to be re-examined in
relation to gender. For example, the effects of administrative state-mandated
accountability measures in Texas resulted in teachers experiencing considerable
emotional exhaustion as well as the feeling that they no longer had control over their
professional lives. Administrative directives required "inordinate amounts of
paperwork, which contributed to teacher burnout" (Lutz & Maddirala, 1990, p.20).
Burnout, which will be discussed later, is usually preceded by alienation.
Another study involving administrators and women teachers in five Canadian
provinces (McMurray, 1986) examined stress, a prior condition contributing to burnout.
This Canadian study took a dissenting view from the opinion that teaching is a stressful
profession for women. The attitudinal questionnaires that were used were first
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distributed to administrators (principals) who in turn selected the female staff to
participate. The questionnaires were then administrated by the administrator. How
does a female staff member comfortably answer a questionnaire on coping with stress
when it is given by her supervisor (the sex of whom was not given as a variable in the
study)? Indeed, the supervisor may contribute to her stress!
Administrators add to the stress and alienation some women feel in their
teaching job. In one study women cited their administrators as their primary reason for
leaving their classrooms. They described how the authoritarian hierarchical
administrative structures and the behavior of male administrators were too offensive for
them to continue working under them (Casey, 1992). This study sheds different light on
the historical claims that women left their teaching positions because of an
incompatibility with other traditional female roles of wife and mother. Casey's women
teachers reported feeling devalued by their administrators and frustrated with the
masculine privilege upon which the organizational structures of schools were based.
Their stories reflect the dangerous predicament which results when
The administrative repression of teachers ... operates as a chronic and
covert psychological force, causing many teachers to leave school
employment without the appearance of crisis. (Miller, 1994)
In other words, although these women left their jobs due to male administrators, their
reasons were perhaps never directly understood or perceived to be related to an
alienation they experienced from gender related conflicts with their administrators.
The misunderstanding highlights two themes. One is about silencing women's
voices. The reasons these women gave for leaving their jobs were misread, which is a
form of suppressing the truth of women’s experiences. If women teachers aren’t
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empowered to struggle against this form of silencing, ambivalence — or worse,
estrangement — results in the absence of the struggle (Kottkamp et al., 1986). The
second theme is about denial. Women's actions are rendered meaningless if a problem
is not acknowledged by others to exist. This would undoubtedly lead women teachers
to feel alienated from their jobs.
The misinterpretation of why women leave teaching echoes a historical presumption
which would further women’s alienation. When men returned from World War II and
resumed jobs held by women in their absence, women lost their place in the career arena
and were literally forced to return home. Women teachers were let go to make room for
men, and it was assumed that they all happily went back to their roles as homemakers
and mothers, a presumption contradicted earlier in a discussion of The Feminine
Mystique (Friedan, 1963). Later, when women were needed back in the classroom
because of teacher shortages, more men assumed the authoritative positions of control
as administrators. Thus the collective power of teachers as a group was reduced and
subordinated (Lortie, 1975): although more women were teaching, they in turn were
supervised by more men.

Teacher Job Dissatisfaction
Teachers' attitudes about their career and how they experience their job are
indicators of a sense of estrangement or alienation from their jobs. A follow up study
to Lortie's data was done twenty years after Schoolteacher in the same Dade County
(Florida). Kottkamp, Provenzo, and Cohn (1986) surveyed over 2,700 teachers and
found a drop in job satisfaction and morale. A higher percentage of teachers (27.8%)
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stated that they received no satisfaction from extrinsic rewards (salary, prestige, power
over others). This was a change since 1964 (down 13%). The respect teachers felt they
received dropped from 36.6% in 1964 to 26.3% in 1984.
Lortie commented on the follow-up study. He summarized the profile of a teacher in
1984 as being older (middle-aged and beyond), more experienced, and better educated
than teachers in his 1964 study...and more disenchanted with teaching. Moreover,
teachers is this second study reported an increasing tension between their qualifications
and self-image and what the bureaucracy is willing to credit teachers with. "Structural
strain" caused teacher dissatisfaction because the governance of schools is a system
"that continues to work in ways that mature, experienced, and highly prepared teachers
do not consider appropriate to their qualifications and their current realities" (Lortie,
1986, p.571). This structural strain was also reflected in the way teachers in 1984
viewed administrative staff such as principals and department heads as less important
sources of help and instruction than they did in 1964 (by 18.7%).
Overall, responses to questionnaires about teacher job satisfaction in the 1980's
showed higher teacher dissatisfaction rates than data from the 1960's, ranging from 13%
to 21%. (Kottkamp, 1990). Other researchers concurred that the reasons for reported
low levels of dissatisfaction from 1953 to the 1970’s may be attributed to socially
conditioned responses from members of a typically women’s occupation (teaching)
within a social order which dictates that they should derive satisfaction from work with
children (Kottkamp, 1990, p.98). In other words, women teachers may have assumed
that the work they did should be satisfying because it is a "female attribute" to derive
such positive feelings from working with children.
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The Women's Movement has effected a change in attitude concerning job
satisfaction. Prior to about 1975, married women expressed more satisfaction with
teaching than single women did. Since the resurgence of the women's movement and its
energy directed towards consciousness-raising, recent data suggests that marital status,
whether a spouse works, and whether a teacher is married now have little relationship to
teachers' attitudes about their jobs (Kottkamp, 1990). This change may indicate a
growing disaffection for the job of teaching in that it is becoming less of a women’s job
that will fit in well with other traditional female roles.
But whatever the statistics may demonstrate with regard to job satisfaction, the
existing data in the literature to date need to be updated and considered in terms of
gender. Previous job satisfaction surveys may be misleading, for example. They were
developed largely from industrial and organizational models. The classroom with its
particular internal dynamics among one adult and multiple children is very different
from other occupations.
The way women may have internalized how they should feel about their jobs is
another factor. In this same vein, "technism," may interfere with how teachers’ surveys
about their jobs may be interpreted. Technism, a prevailing contemporary ideology
that places central value on what can be measured with numbers, contributes to the
"undervaluing of problems that matter to teachers." This kind of educational research
"drastically over-simplifies the world in which teachers work...undermines morale,
creates confusion and often persuades policy makers to allocate resources in ways that
make the job of teaching even more difficult" (Duke, 1984, p. 88). When these data are
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misinterpreted in this manner, teachers become alienated from their jobs and feel a
sense of uselessness.

Problematic Changes in Teachers' Roles
Teachers who have been teaching for fifteen to twenty years or more have seen
vast changes in their role as classroom instructors. These changes are causing a great
number of teachers to feel helpless and "burned out." This is a critical component
which could complicate the way these teachers experience the self doubts described
earlier as characteristic of middle age.
The actual job of what a teacher does in the classroom has become
...a more complex and demanding process as a result of efforts to
individualize instruction, implement diagnostic-prescriptive teaching,
mainstream handicapped students, and integrate students from various
racial and ethnic backgrounds. Teachers are called upon to eliminate
instances of sex and racial bias from curriculum materials and to avoid
communicating lower expectations to students from disadvantaged
backgrounds (Duke, 1984, p.33).
Massive changes in society are bringing about profound changes in all our institutions,
including schools. The loss of white, Eurocentric hegemony means that the teaching
force, still predominantly white and Eurocentric, will increasingly serve students whose
cultures, classes, and races differ from their own. "Teachers can no longer assume
shared patterns of behavior and belief with classmates and teachers" (Dworkin, 1991, p.
65). Schools have had to expand their role in caring for children, which complicates the
work teachers do. An epidemic rise in teenage motherhood, homelessness, sexually
transmitted diseases, child abuse, drugs, and poverty contribute to teachers' difficulties
in classrooms (Dworkin, 1987).
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Moreover, the rise in levels of violence and a general acceptance of it may also
be a grim reality for many teachers. Violence in the classroom, particularly in
secondary schools, raises new management issues. Teachers must weigh an assortment
of factors including legal liability issues, student rights, state mandates, and the physical
safety of themselves and their students when they attempt to intercept aggressive
behavior and to discipline violent adolescents. Further, as education is devalued by the
public and by a youth culture which finds drugs, arms, and organizational thefts far
more profitable than earning a diploma, teachers are devalued, and their jobs may seem
meaningless. Their self-worth will be under even more scrutiny in an already
precarious stage in their careers.
The assumption is that the changes cited above refer to urban areas where
violence may typically bring about crises in high schools. But changes in suburban
schools can be equally as demoralizing. Teachers in these schools, who usually have
reported higher job satisfaction than urban teachers, are now experiencing distressful
developments in their work with their high school population. First, their students'
substance abuse - alcohol and drugs - is becoming more and more severe. Another
change is a growing sense of apathy in their students, six percent higher than the apathy
reported in students of urban schools. Finally, teachers in suburban settings feel an
invisible stressor: the assumption that they are privileged teachers who have few, if any,
problems. This leads to a failure to take seriously the problematic issues that exist for
these teachers (Dworkin, 1991). Once again, it is necessary to listen to the actual voices
of teachers and how they experience their jobs, rather than to rely on research and
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rhetoric that portray teachers only from the vantage point of outside observers of their
work.

Change as Prelude to Burnout
Changes in teachers’ roles have caused great stress for teachers today, argues
Barry Farber, in his book Crisis in Education. As a result of the "school organization's
lack of responsiveness to the increasingly complicated and burdensome nature of
teachers' work" (Farber, 1991, p. 225), all the changes discussed above can result in
damaging consequences for the professional.

"Burnout"
One of the major problems resulting from isolation and the increasing changes in
teachers' roles today is "burnout." A recent summary of the literature states that
"Research overwhelmingly points to the severity of burnout...it continues to plague
secondary schools..." (Graham, 1991, p.4). This controversial term, which originated in
the sixties to describe symptoms related to chronic drug abuse, shifted in the 1970s to
refer to a psychological state of helping professionals who had become overwhelmed
with the stressful nature of their work. Teacher burnout in particular was discussed in
numerous studies during the next decade. In fact, burnout was the central theme of the
National Education Association's 1979 convention, and it is often the highest-rated topic
on needs assessment measures designed to identify major teacher concerns (Farber,
1991).
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Since the late 1980s, however, there has been a dearth of research which can be
accessed by the term "burnout.'’ There could be several reasons for this. The term may
have become too heavy with connotations of negativity, victimization, and poor job
performance. Burnout could have been seen as an escape, an "acceptable excuse for
failure" (Farber, p.26). Therefore, it would be a dangerous label to assume as an
employee. The term seems also to have been superimposed by the larger term "stress"
which is used to describe an escalating series of similar characteristics (of which
burnout is the last stage). The media has now reappropriated the term to refer to drug
abuse, and the contemporary business world uses burnout to describe the workaholic's
final stage in climbing the relentlessly competitive corporate ladder. In the education
research literature, the concept of burnout has major implications for how women
teachers may experience their jobs at midcareer.
Causes of Burnout. The original definition of burnout applied to people in all
human services, such as health care workers, social workers, and teachers, whose clients
are needy and require nurturance and care. General characteristics of burnout indicate
that it is a continuous variable ranging from low to high feelings of emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization (an unfeeling, impersonal response toward recipients of
one's care), and lack of a sense of personal accomplishment manifested by viewing
oneself negatively (Maslach, 1981). Burnout is a complex phenomenon caused by a
combination of individual traits and social factors; it is never a characteristic simply
withing an individual, but rather is a combination of the individual’s state and a
reflection of features of the larger society (Sarason, 1983).
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Other explanations of burnout in the helping professions focus on different
reasons for burnout. One theorizes that the individual has become ill-suited for a job
because she/he may have unreal expectations of the tasks and the prospects of the future
in terms of promotion (Freudenberger, 1980); the individual's devotion to a cause has
resulted in burnout because his/her devotion failed to produce the expected reward. A
second interpretation of causes explains burnout as due to both the environment of the
bureaucratic workplace and societal changes which produce a mismatch between what
we give and what we receive in our jobs (Chemiss, 1983). This discrepancy may cause
the individual to feel "burned out."
Theories about causes of teacher burnout range from an individual's
predisposition due to personality traits to the organizational design of our school
systems (Martin, 1992). Christine Maslach (1981), a leading authority on burnout,
argues that work situations overwhelm the teacher. Instead of blaming teachers, we
should look at the tasks they are expected to do and the culture of the job environment.
Her research suggests that burnout is widespread, and that it is situational and jobrelated, although personality does play a part.
Burnout may be a reaction to the fragmentation of work. Since teaching is
isolating, and since teachers are not directly involved in many administrative decisions
and policies which affect their work, they are not connected enough to the product of
their labor. From this perspective, burnout, a direct result of oppression, is typical in "a
society that continues to devalue women and withhold necessary resources from
minority children" (Farber, 1991, p.29).
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Burnout as a phenomenon is linked historically to changes in family, work, and
social structures in post-World War II America, when human service work became
more professionalized, bureaucratized, and isolating (Farber, 1991). At the same time
this work was becoming more isolating, the status of the teaching profession began to
be viewed negatively. Since then, the public has been denigrating the work teachers do,
while societal changes have been making their work even more difficult, as discussed
earlier. This may result in an "inconsequentiality phenomenon" when efforts to teach
(or help) are perceived to be so ineffective in light of today's societal problems that
teachers feel the job they do doesn't matter any more.
Characteristics of Teachers Who May Be at Risk of Burning Out. In general,
theories about which teachers may be experiencing burnout provide a variety of
descriptive characteristics.
(1) Middle-aged teachers are more susceptible to burnout than at other stages of
their lives (Martin, 1993).
(2) Urban teachers are often prone to burnout. In data collected in 1985 and
1987, an estimated one-third of urban teachers working in a large district considered
themselves burned out. While a teacher who may experience the stress of working with
teenagers today does not inevitable become burned out, a vast majority of urban
teachers has expressed feeling at least some level of burnout, and those who resigned
did so considering themselves "burned out"(Martin, 1993).
(3) Since the enactment of educational reform legislation, urban and suburban
data yielded burnout rates of between one-third and two-thirds of a district's teaching
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staff (Dworkin, 1991). Gender differences regarding burnout add the following
characteristics.
(4) Burned out teachers tends to be white, male, and middle-aged with 15 years'
experience (Iwanicki, 1982; Schwab, 1982).
(5) Women tend to have a higher level of emotional exhaustion, while men
tend to have higher depersonalization on scoring categories of burnout inventories
(Martin, 1993).
(6) Beginning teachers are prone to burnout. Males exhibit extremely high
burnout scores, and large numbers in this group leave teaching, while females may stay
in teaching, but experience burnout and attribute their inability to cope to lack of skills
from teacher preparation courses (Gold, Roth, Wright, & Michael, 1991).
(7) In general, gender related findings on teachers at risk have been
contradictory: "Some report higher levels of stress among males, others report more
stress or burnout among females...while others report no differences among male and
females"(Eichinger, p. 426).
(8) The behavioral flexibility associated with people of androgynous orientation
(an individual’s ability to integrate both feminine and masculine traits of instrumental
and expressive strengths) is a characteristic of teachers who report the highest job
satisfaction rate and lowest stress rate. All of these results suggest such teachers are
more impervious to situations which could lead to burnout (Eichinger, 1991).
Contradictions Inherent in Literature on Burnout. Contradictions are apparent in
research on teacher burnout and its relationship to gender. Some results on burnout
inventory questionnaires contend that more male than female teachers experience
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burnout (Martin, 1988; Schwab, 1981). This conclusion is based on the report that the
depersonalization men feel is greater than that felt by women, while women reported
feeling more emotional exhaustion than men. It does not appear from this that the
emotional exhaustion quotient is weighed as equally detrimental to teachers as
depersonalization. The problem inherent in this reasoning is connected to the feminist
theory known as the "ethics of care." This is the notion that women's traditional
nurturing activities should be valued more (Noddings, 1984). Such theorists claim that
properly valuing our emotional work and extending this quality of caring to formal
domains of commerce and politics will raise women's status. The development of such
an ethic of care needs to be carefully examined. Women may suffer moral damage in the
doing of emotional labor: "the pitfalls of care giving are the subjective effects of the
labor we perform on a daily basis, and the ways this labor structures the subjectivity of
those who perform it and of those whom it serves" (Bartky, p. 118). In other words, the
contradiction again is that women are oppressed by the very ways they come to know,
understand, and work in the world. In giving emotional care and nurturance, their labor
is taken for granted and devalued relative to other forms of labor.
In light of the interpretation of burnout data discussed above, it would appear
that the pain the women feel in their teaching job is less important than that of their
male colleagues' loss of ego and self esteem in theirs. Moreover, the acceptance of a
female ethic of caring predisposes women's emotional exhaustion to be taken for
granted. It is assumed as being an ordinary characteristic of women who are doing their
job. The silent problem is that many women will accept their condition as a normal
one, simply according to custom, without questioning what is best for them. Their
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isolation which could lead to burnout now becomes even greater because it is never
acknowledged: 'The subordination of women, as a pervasive feature of my culture,
will appear to be natural; and because it is natural, unalterable" (Bartky, p. 25).
More problems are inherent in discussion of what preventive measures
professionals can take to reduce or avoid burnout. Chemiss (1983) contends this to be
an individual’s investing a greater commitment to the job and its ideology. But research
on midlife transitions adds a different perspective. Most male researchers of adult
development agree that the path to replenishment in midlife is through nurturing,
teaching, and serving others (Sheehey, 1976). They overlook the fact that women have
been doing this all along. It is not through care giving that a woman looks for a
replenishment of purpose in the second half of her life...
It is through cultivating talents left half finished, permitting ambitions
once piggybacked, becoming aggressive in the service of her own
convictions rather than a passive-aggressive party to someone else's.
(Sheehey, 1976, p. 342)
But such considerations for women teachers are subordinated in a school culture
where students’ interests come first. What is important for a woman to do at midcareer
would sound inappropriate to admit in a school. In the conclusion of her ethnographic
study of five veteran teachers, Cohen (1991) echoes this dilemma. She notes that one of
the major causes of burnout in teachers is a tendency toward self-abnegation. They
learn through cultural messages, teacher education courses, and their experiences with
administrators, that students come first; "Years of this kind of psychic self-sacrifice take
an enormous toll on a teacher, a toll that can lead to incompetence, depression, and
attrition" (p. 105). Self-sacrificing is also reinforced by the traditional gender structure
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of schooling. Teaching is considered the domain of women largely because of its image
as a mothering, consummately selfless activity.
This is an unfortunate dilemma for both female teachers and for all students. If
women could find constructive and approved outlets for their psychological needs at
midlife like men teachers can in a school environment, society would benefit. At
middle age and beyond, when a woman realizes she will never have children, or another
child if she is a mother, she experiences a new energy, a new kind of creativity is
released (Sheehey). Whatever new pursuit she decides to follow, she pours herself into
it more than she was able to when child-rearing was an option.
This of course has important ramifications for education.
Female subjectivity is not constructed entirely elsewhere and then
brought ready-made to the classroom. The classroom is also a site of its
constitution... and the classroom is perhaps the most egalitarian public
space that any woman in society will ever inhabit. (Bartky, p. 90)
If women who remain in teaching experience a dilemma that they perhaps do not even
know how to name, and which they have no reason to credit as legitimate pain, they are
internalizing that pain as a result of being female and accepting that oppression. We are
therefore infusing our students, both female and male, with the same contradictions. In
addition, we are passing on the unequal way that power is allocated to males in our
society.
The paradox inherent here is what feminist Sandra Lee Bartky (1990) contends
is the central dilemma women face. In Femininity and Domination, she states that
feminine consciousness turns a fact into a contradiction. Female self-awareness is
constituted by a certain contradiction between appearance and reality. On the one hand,
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there is a presumption of equality with men; on the other, its covert unacknowledged
absence:
An ambiguous situation, holding itself out as fair while oftentimes
violating its own standards of fairness, tends to to produce in women a
confused and divided consciousness: believing themselves to be...the
equals of men, many women yet feel somehow diminished and
inadequate, this in the absence of any actual evidence of failure.
(Bartky, p. 94)
So there are discrepancies between reality and what is perceived as the reality. Even
back in the philosophical works of John Dewey, the obvious discrepancy was the fact
that teachers were obliged "to give lessons about democracy, yet take orders and remain
silent at their workplace" (Hoffman, p. 212).
Equal salaries for men and women teachers is another case in point.
Historically, of course, women teachers were usually paid one third of the wage of men
(Hoffman, 1981). Today, teachers' salaries appear to represent equality; nonetheless, the
inequality lies in the high proportion of male administrators who make better wages and
wield more power.
As mentioned earlier, those teachers most able to prevent isolation, which could
lead to burnout, were both men and women who were able to exhibit behavior that was
androgynous; that is, they were able to integrate both masculine and feminine traits
which resulted in lower levels of job stress and higher job satisfaction (Eichinger,
1991). The notion is reminiscent of Carolyn Heilbrun's work on androgyny, which has
grave warning for our classrooms, teachers, and society:
I believe that our future salvation lies in a movement away from sexual
polarization and the prison of gender toward a world in which individual
roles and the modes of personal behavior can be freely chosen... Because
masculine traits are now and have for so many years been the dominant
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ones, we have ample evidence of the danger the free play of such traits
brings in its wake. By developing in men the ideal "masculine
characteristics of competitiveness, aggressiveness, and defensiveness and
by placing in power those men who most embody these traits, we have, I
believe, gravely endangered our own survival. (Heilbrun, 1964, p. xvi)

Conclusion
As seen in the above discussion, women who have been nurturing and caring in
schools all along arrive at midcareer facing complicated dilemmas. Their accepted role
in schools would be to continue doing the same thing, yet at this point in their own
personal and professional development, they need to differentiate themselves more than
men do. Their feminine inclinations of caring, relatedness, receptivity, responsiveness,
and intuitiveness become double-edged. What is needed from them in schools becomes
that which leads to more emotional exhaustion at midcareer.
Sheehey (1976) proposes that "if the struggle of men in midlife comes down to
having to defeat stagnation through generativity...the comparable task for women is to
transcend dependency through self-declaration" (Sheehey, p. 345). I propose that the
way women teachers could do this in schools is to turn new energies to the task of
taking care of themselves, thus ultimately role modeling healthy behavior to their
students. The way in which women make transitions in their midlives could be an
example for their students who are experiencing changes during their adolescence.
Furthermore, midlife women teachers could better mentor female and male beginning
teachers who are typically facing isolation and stress which lead to the typically high
burnout rate within the first five years of teaching. The experienced women teachers
will benefit by this as well. They will be able to get in touch once again with those
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parts of themselves which were conditioned to remain silent in order to keep working in
schools.
Finally, when women teachers affirm themselves, find more authority in their
voices and new meaning in the workplace at midcareer, they will also be interrupting
the dominant male power structures present in high schools and the wider culture. This
is not to suggest denying the caring tasks already borne in one's role as teacher. But
women could renew themselves professionally by making healthy transitions through
midlife and midcareer through learning how to extend their nurturing to themselves and
each other as well as to their students.
Although many suggestions have been made for keeping teachers who are at
midcareer and midlife renewed and for preventing the negative symptoms which were
discussed in this chapter, the most viable construct is through support in the school
environment. The question remaining for educational research is beyond simply the
issue of how women experience their teaching jobs at midlife and midcareer. How can
these women teachers interrupt the established hegemony in a sexist institution to
prevent it from being passed on to future generations?
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this qualitative study is to examine the lives of middle-aged
women at the midpoint of their high school teaching careers. The data has been
gathered from private in-depth interviews with eighteen female teachers aged thirtyeight to forty-eight who consider themselves at midlife and midcareer and who were
willing to reflect on their experiences. Interviewing is “most consistent with people’s
ability to make meaning through language” and affirms the importance of the individual
(Seidman, 1991, p. 7). In-depth interviewing is an attempt to understand the experience
of other people and the meaning they make of their experience. The rationale for
choosing interviews as an appropriate method of understanding the experiences of
women (Belenky et al., 1986; Gluck & Patai, 1991; Lather, 1991) is explained below.

Methodological Perspectives
This qualitative research design is grounded in the theories of phenomenologists,
life studies researchers, and feminists, all of whom base their rationale on the use of
personal narrative. In the development of educational research, inquiries into life
history followed the assumptions of sociologists that the present is part of history.
Interviewing gave historians the format for oral history which eventually led to a
movement “whose basic ambitions have much in common with those of life history
sociology” (Thompson, 1978, p. 290). Historians found that oral history, which allows
participants to document what they themselves believe and feel matters most in their
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lives, brought about entirely new perspectives than traditional mass surveys or other
forms of accumulating historical data (Thompson, 1978).
Life story methods are particularly resonant with feminist theory, because
feminists, like social historians, “are initially attracted to oral history as a way of
recovering the voices of suppressed groups” (Gluck & Patai, 1991). A compelling
rationale for using interviews as a source for research is that the data are grounded in the
experience of the participants themselves. Interviews are especially relevant for
examining women’s perspectives. As a traditionally marginalized group, “women’s
voices have been seldom heard in the literature, except as they are appropriated in
quantitative studies which reflect the biases of a mainstream dominant culture
(Meccouri, 1995, p. 16). It is important, therefore, to hear the stories of women to gain
insight into how they themselves make meaning of the events and influences which
shape their experience (Anderson & Jack, 1991). For this reason, interviews of women
teachers can provide a vital source of understanding for the work women do in schools
and the meaning teachers make of their work.
As a feminist researcher, my work, like that of feminist sociologists, is informed
by the notion that the oppression and marginalization of women hinges partially on the
fact that their “existence and activities are determined outside them ...The very
organization of the world which has been assigned to them ...is determined by and
subordinate to the corporate organization of society” (Smith, 1972, p. 95). When they
are themselves the spokeswomen of their experience, and when only their experience is
the topic of research, women can begin their processes of liberation. Basic to the idea
of research though interviews is the notion that the participants’ stories are interesting
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because they are of worth (Seidman, 1991). Phenomenological interviewing therefore,
can become a method which bestows upon women a new sense of being the center of
focus, rather than being outside it.

Mv Research Perspective
My experience as a teacher at midlife and midcareer is certain to have influenced
my role as researcher in this project. After having taught in a public high school for
fifteen years, I found myself in a place of stagnation and frustration. I knew that I
needed something to prevent my career from getting more and more stale and my
teaching from becoming less and less enjoyable. I was concerned that I might become
burned out. I was realizing that it was not possible to discuss my concerns with
colleagues at work. Other teachers were hesitant to speak openly and honestly about
personal frustrations with school work, other teachers, or administrators. I felt that there
was little support for teachers who sought help from these situations.
During an unpaid sabbatical taken to rethink my career, I taught at a local
community college, experimented in other jobs, and took some graduate courses in
psychology. I belonged to a committed group of women writers and published my
poetry, some of which was about high school teaching. After returning to work the
following year, I came to the conclusion that I should seek a structured form of career
renewal through graduate studies in education. I believe this has had an immense
influence on my life and my work, which will undoubtedly find its way into my
research.
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For example, my graduate studies provided me with a new sense of commitment
and enthusiasm for education and my role as a high school teacher. Graduate work gave
me a network of colleagues, especially women, who had returned to graduate studies
like I had, at the midpoint of their adulthood and career. I found courses and readings
in critical theory and feminist pedagogy particularly enlightening. This course work
helped me form a philosophy about women teachers and the importance of their work to
equity issues. Involvement in a graduate program of education, therefore, informs my
work in this dissertation as it has in my career.

Choosing Participants
Participants were recruited initially through networking with other educators.
Names also were referred to me through my work as a Community Research Associate
at the Five College Women Studies Research Center. From my office at the Center, I
sent letters (see Appendix B) to several area high schools which described the topic of
my research and invited participants to join the study. Using follow-up phone calls and
other kinds of networks, I selected eighteen teachers. Selection was based on the
following criteria: (a) each woman’s availability for three 60 - 90 minute interviews,
scheduled approximately once a week for three consecutive weeks; (b) interest in the
research project; and (c) the following qualifications: she considered herself to have
reached middle age (ages 38-48), and she has been teaching high school full time
without interruption for a period of time long enough for her to consider herself at
midcareer or beyond (approximately 15-20 years). Selection also included a rigorous
attempt to represent women from different class backgrounds and ethnicities.
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Data Collection and Analysis
Some interviews were conducted at the Five College Women’s Studies Center
on the Mt. Holyoke College campus. This provided a private, safe place for
professional women to discuss their careers and conveyed a sense of the importance of
their work and of their own educational background. Other interviews were conducted
at the participants’ school (after school hours) or home.
Each of the weekly interviews had a focus. In the first interview the participant
described how she came to be a teacher and what it was like when she first began. In
the second, the participant described what it was like for her to teach at midlife and
midcareer. In the third interview she discussed what meaning she makes of her story as
a teacher. This three-tier schedule of interviewing follows the phenomenological
interview process (Seidman, 1991). I audiotaped and transcribed the interviews
following each session.
After all the interviews were transcribed I read them carefully multiple times. I
coded them by highlighting the material in colors which corresponded to themes or
categories which appeared in more than one informant’s interview. I began my data
analysis with a few preconceived categories gleaned from my survey of the literature
described in Chapter 2:
-

At midlife, participants feel a sense of transition

-

Teachers who are at midlife and midcareer may feel stagnant

-

Women teachers in a sexist environment may have experienced being
silenced or feeling subordinate to male co-workers and administrators
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-

High school teachers experience isolation and at midcareer, feelings of
frustration and hopelessness (may be labeled “burnout”)

It was important to remain open to other thematic possibilities as participants
determined what topics they discussed. This intensive period of data analysis culminates
in Chapter 4.

Trustworthiness
I scheduled debriefing sessions with three different peer debriefers during the
interviewing process and during data collection and analysis. In the process of
identifying categories or themes, I read portions of my material with peers in order to
gain some perspective on the ways I came to my conclusions. I shared portions of the
interview transcripts and asked them to identify what they see as themes in order to
check my own perceptions. Also, meetings with members of the dissertation committee
and a mentor professor from the Five College Women’s Studies Research Center
provided further feedback and input on my progress.
I did a form of member checking, which also served as a different form of
debriefing for me as the researcher. I shared with some participants portions of their
own interview transcripts and my reflections on what I had identified as categories and
themes from them in order to gain perspective on any conclusions I made. Finally, as
part of my work as a Community Research Associate at the Five College Women’s
Studies Research Center, I gave a works-in-progress lecture at Mount Holyoke College.
This allowed me to share my research with an audience of educators who provided
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feedback during a question and answer period. Participants who attended had an
opportunity to comment on my findings.

Timetable
Selection of participants were conducted continuously throughout a one year
period (1996-1997). Initially I met with each participant and discussed the interview
format, after which they signed consent forms, and three interviews were scheduled. I
completed data analysis and the writing of Chapters 4 and 5 in December, 1997.
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CHAPTER 4

GENDER ISSUES

Introduction
In this chapter I discuss the data from the interviews of eighteen participants
which I relate in both general and specific ways to gender issues. First these women
talk about how they came to be teachers. Among the reasons they give for having
entered this feminized profession was that there were limited professional choices for
women at the time, that they had lacked confidence growing up which in some ways
affected their acceptance of those choices, and that they were naturally inclined towards
nurturing others, especially children. In these sections the participants may or may not
be directly connecting their reasoning to gender, yet the discussion moves from
generalities to specifics sometimes by hypothetical contrast: how would the same
situations the participants describe be experienced by male teachers? It is important to
keep in mind throughout this chapter that school teaching is a job performed
predominantly by women and supervised predominantly by men. Finally the
participants discuss issues about teaching that they themselves specifically relate to
gender. For most of the participants, schools are sexist environments where women
are silenced or penalized for being outspoken, where privilege and duties are distributed
inequitably, and where a coterie of “good oi’ boys” has the upper hand.
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Entering the Career: “Dad, what am I going to do?”
Because the women interviewed in this study grew up in the decades preceding
the changes in career opportunities for women, much of what they talked about was how
being female affected their job choice. The historical reality of women’s professional
careers has been a story of few choices: nursing, teaching, or social work. Most of the
participants represent the classic version of a female college graduate who is very
cognizant of this reality of feeling like there were no options: “I couldn’t stand needles,
so nursing was out, and I was too short to be an airline stewardess!” [Nancy] “There
weren’t many opportunities ... I could be a teacher, a nurse, or a social worker ... I
think if I were young now, I would go to law school or something ... I would have
looked a little bit further” (Marsha). One participant said since her mother was a nurse,
she didn’t feel that she could measure up to a person she saw as a real super woman
growing up, so “nursing was automatically out. It was like a reaction to what I ever felt
about her and how much she did ... ” (Chris). Maria relates her story from a
specifically historical perspective:
In those days, the counselor said, “Well... there are four things you can
do with your life. First, get married. And your grandfather will kill you if
you do that. Two, you can be a secretary. Three, a nurse. There was no
way I would do that. Well, then you can be a teacher. That’s it! I said, “I
guess I better be a teacher.” I had never thought of any other options.
Even though I traveled and had been to lots of other places, that’s what
women did back then.

Variations: Change After “The Sixties”
A few participants remember that during the 1960's, they became more
conscious of civil rights and women’s rights, which influenced their decision to be a
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teacher. When these women made a conscious commitment to teaching it was for their
personal political agenda of making a difference in society. For Ruth, teaching
presented a way she “would be able to change things that had been role-modeled for me
as a student in my high school experience, and I thought I could change that.” Chris
committed herself to inner city teaching in response to the idealism of the sixties and the
challenges of the civil rights movement:
[There was] that environment of change after the sixties ... I think I
went in to teaching with a very idealistic point of view ... I saw
education as a way to make change in society. To be a special change
agent ... (after the sixties) it was possible to believe you could change
things that you could open up doors, you could establish alternative ways
of learning. The more creative you were the better it was going to be. I
do think that a lot of people I know who went into teaching and may
have left by now had that kind of idealism.
Maria, who did not feel that she consciously chose to be a teacher, said one
reason she resumed her teaching career after graduate school is that while studying
education she became a radical activist, and having come from the Third World, “that
really hit home! I got into literacy for native language people. I really wanted to stay in
the third world environment... when I started working in this country I found the third
world right here, right in Springfield and Holyoke!”
For three others, the opportunity to attend college and enter a profession
represented freedom from the restrictions of lower socio-economic class. Although
during this time period the choices for women were more limited to teaching, nursing or
social work, a college education provided opportunity. For the women in this study,
teaching was a welcome alternative to the jobs they had seen their own parents
experience. Betty’s father had to work three jobs to support his large family. Four out
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of her seven siblings graduated from high school; she alone earned a college degree.
Betty described having worked on farms picking tomatoes and peaches, and how she
knew she wanted something better for herself; a career in teaching represented an
attainable change in her socio-economic status. For a poor Latino girl, the notion of
going to college was not even a consideration. However, Isabella was the recipient of a
minority student outreach program - a result of the liberal politics of the sixties - which
helped her overcome the restrictions not only of class and race, but also of gender
coming from a culture which typically denies girls a higher education. Like Betty, she is
the only member of her family of four brothers and three sisters to graduate from
college.
Cindy’s story is similar except for the fact that as a white woman, she
undoubtedly found the move upward in economic status easier. She started working in
her parents’ restaurant when she was fourteen and after a couple of years decided she
“didn’t want to be a waitress for the rest of my life ... guidance counselors tried to talk
me out of going to college and put me in the general track, but I was very strong and
said ‘No. I want to be a teacher!”’ In general, throughout the course of the interviews,
these three women expressed more job satisfaction than the other participants.
An exception to these stories is that of Jeannette. In her interview she never
mentioned selecting a career in teaching as inevitable given the lack of guidance and
lack of opportunities. She was steered by her guidance counselors into social work,
another profession considered appropriate for females during the time period. However,
she not only refused to be a social worker, she changed her major in college from the
social sciences to the natural sciences when she realized she had a great deal more
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interest in biology and chemistry. Today she loves being a chemistry teacher and being
able to offer college preparatory sciences to bilingual students who previous to her
employment, were not able to take chemistry in Spanish.

Teaching: “You’ve Kind of Been Programmed for It”
The majority of participants, however, recall that as female high school students,
they had little or no career guidance for a profession other than the two choices of
nurse or teacher. Linda’s comments are typical: “No one ever suggested anything else
to me ... I got no career guidance whatsoever, so I didn’t know what else was out
there.” Fran makes the same statement:
No one counseled me ... My mother was also a teacher, but that was all
I knew. I wish they did more counseling back then ... they channeled
me. They said to go to Westfield State and become a teacher. They
never mentioned anything else.
Being a Hispanic student made it difficult for Isabella to get any college or vocational
counseling. Her culture expected girls to stay at home, and although she did extremely
well in school, no teachers ever approached her about going to college. In fact, she
doesn’t even remember having a guidance counselor. Although she wanted to be an
accountant, majoring in Spanish and later becoming a bilingual Spanish teacher was
more feasible. She felt she was unprepared in high school for the language difficulties
she experienced in college courses.
Even after college, some participants still didn’t have an idea of what to do, so
they ended up in teaching because they were finished with college, and it was inevitable.
Pam said: “I didn’t look into [careers] enough, I really didn’t search for anything.”
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Sara went on to graduate school in education after getting a bachelor’s degree in theater
because she didn’t have a job, then “figured somewhere along the line that I’d better put
this into teaching because that’s where I can use my [theater] skills.”
Often, when women got out of college they accepted teaching as inevitable.
Even though Chris chose to go into urban high school teaching to be an agent of
political activism and social change, she also admitted that it was a time when “The
picture for women teaching becomes one of those things that you’ve kind of been
programed for.” Sometimes this “channeling” into teaching overshadowed other
interests or marketable talent such as math or architecture, as in the following four
examples. Fran said that “Just because I was good in math doesn’t mean all you can do
is teach it... I knew I liked it and was good at it, but I wish they did more counseling of
students back then.” Tina had wanted to be an architect, but she was afraid
That I wouldn’t be good enough because I had never seen any black
architects ... [So when she got to college] I said to my advisor, “Well,
what program has something where I could possibly do some
architectural drawing?” She said, “Maybe industrial arts,” which was in
the education program.”
Pam said she just wanted to do math, she didn’t know she wanted to teach. And Ruth’s
main ambition was to coach athletic teams: “It wasn’t the idea of teaching that brought
me to be a teacher. It was the thought of coaching. I thought I was going to be a coach,
to facilitate athletic teams” (Ruth).
In contrast to guidance counselors and college placement center personnel,
whom these participants considered as weak sources of information about career
alternatives, parents of these participants were important influences in their choosing
teaching as an occupation. They wanted their daughters to have a secure source of
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income should problems occur with the assumed future husband’s health, and the
daughter’s job had to be one which wouldn’t interfere with an assumed future family
life. Everyone took for granted that eventually children would put restrictions on the
mother’s work schedule, and teaching was a job which allowed women to fulfill their
maternal responsibilities and have careers at the same time because of similar school
schedules they and their children would follow. Arlene’s comments reflect the
complexities of parental influence:
I got into teaching the usual route. Father told me go into teaching! “It
will be a wonderful career for a woman! You’ll have your vacations,
you’ll have your children”... I once brought home a brochure when I
was 14, (about being) a lawyer .. . and he said “no, it’s too hard. Don’t
even think about it.” He gave me a lot of self esteem, and he never really
minimalized me as a woman, but I think he just institutionalized in his
mind all the stuff ... So I was a product of the time.
Nancy’s father kept saying, “You have to have something to fall back on in case
your husband has something go wrong;” and Ann, who was married right after college
(“Wasn’t that what every girl wanted in 1970?”), went to her father who was politically
connected in town: “I said ‘Dad, what am I going to do?’ My husband was still in
school, so somebody had to work and support us! ... He called the superintendent and
the next thing you knew I was teaching!” In this case, Ann is the beneficiary of her
father’s white male privilege and political connections.
The problem with establishing this as a pattern is that certainly both men and
women have embraced the career of teaching out of enthusiastic choice, and both men
and women have become teachers with some ambivalence simply because it was a ready
alternative. One reason why college graduates regardless of gender may decide to teach
is that after accruing four years’ worth of financial loans to pay back, it provides an
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immediate and adequate job salary. Second, given the general nature of a liberal arts
degree, and given the fact that they have been in education their whole lives, teaching is
one field for which students may feel they have been prepared. Finally, the participants
from this study come from a historical era which provides an interesting factor as to why
some men entered the profession of teaching. For most of my own male colleagues, for
example, staying in college was a requisite for avoiding the draft and the horrific
experience of Viet Nam. Others cite the fact that “in those days” they got married right
after college. “How do you support a family after you spent four years studying
Romantic poetry?” one veteran male teacher said. So many young college graduates,
not just females, might cite the fact that they “ended up” in teaching. But for the most
part, as the literature states over and over, historically women were limited to few
professional career choices, which is the reason for placing this discussion within the
parameter of gender issues.
I think it is also important to note that today the fact that these women remain in
teaching or choose to enter teaching represents a particular problem. Becoming a
teacher two decades ago might have been one of few career options for them, but at
least it was socially acceptable. Today, the low status of women teachers “has been
intensified by the influx of women into other professions, glass ceilings notwithstanding
... if a woman chooses teaching rather than the new options available, she is even less
respected than her predecessors” (Walsh, 1995, p.31). The opposite may be true for
men who go into elementary or secondary school teaching. They become heroes who
rescue students, such as Jaimie Escalante of Stand and Deliver fame, or Joseph
Fernandez, author of Tales out of School: Joseph Fernandez’s Crusade to Rescue
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American Education (1993). They may also be considered heroic for breaking gender
stereotypes by entering a female occupation.

Economic Motivators
Everyone needs economic security. The decision to enter teaching and to remain
in teaching is an economic motivator which is of course not limited to women. This
general reason is clear in Chris’s case. Because of her economic status growing up,
teaching represented something safe: “You don’t just walk out on something good. You
get your vacation, your pension. That was like a mantra in my house. I said ‘Dad, I
don’t want to teach.’ And then I did.”
In some cases the participants couldn’t afford the education that other careers
would involve, which is a constraint for either gender. Teaching represented a job with
financial security that they might not have experienced while growing up, having come
from a lower economic class. For example, Tina wanted to be an architect, but she
couldn’t afford to go to a school which offered it as a major. Her experience illustrates
this quite poignantly: “It was an economic decision. I had gotten into Cornell (for
architecture), but we just couldn’t afford it. My father had died, my mother was raising
three children ... I had gotten a full scholarship to the state university, so I went there ..
. it still bothers me that to this day I didn’t go to Cornell.” The state school Tina had to
attend did not have an architecture major.
The same story of economic inhibitors was true for Fran, who had to attend a
state teachers college. But here the story of economics begins to be distinguished by

gender inequities. Since her father disapproved of girls going on to college, she had to
pay for it herself, and that was all she could afford:
My father didn’t feel that I should go to college ... so I went to [the
state teachers college] and I became a math major. At that point I still
could’ve gone into something else but I went as a math major and of
course it was a teacher’s college, so that’s what I did. They never
suggested scholarships ... I know I could’ve gotten one ... My brother a
year later, and his grades were not as good as mine, was also good in
math. All of a sudden they talked about being an engineer to him. He
didn’t have the finances, but they said to him oh, there’s scholarships for
that! So he went to Columbia University on a full scholarship ... I paid
my own way through college, every penny. My father felt it was a waste
of money for me to go to college. So I had to pay for it... [When my
brother went to Columbia] I was really upset... There were a lot of
things I couldn’t do because I had to work. And it made me resentful.
[My brother] not only got scholarships, but they also gave him money.
So he got to play football and stuff. Plus I was upset that my grades were
better. I was in the top ten students ... I could have gone to Mount
Holyoke College for free, but back then you had to live at home and I
was not going to live at home! There were only two bedrooms with three
kids in each, so you couldn’t even study. It was time to leave home. So it
just wasn’t an option ... I lived at school and I paid for it all up front.
These two examples dramatically portray inequities. Tina’s represents the lack
of privilege both female and male African Americans experience. Fran’s lack of
opportunity is a direct result not only of class, but also of gender. Her large family
struggled with finances, and her father’s attitude reflects disinterest in higher education
for women.
Sometimes the economics of single parenting necessitated a teaching career, or
remaining in one. Regina’s husband died in Viet Nam, so she found herself the sole
support of a baby. Since she already had her degree in education, she “really had to get
on the stick and not complain.” Any parent, male or female, who loses a spouse is faced
with the economic challenge of caring for children alone. However, men are still able to
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earn higher wages than women, and that gap was wider fifteen to twenty years ago.
Today women’s average earnings are only a bit higher relative to men’s than they were a
hundred years ago (Hochschild, 1989). In cases of divorce, gender could affect the
economic stability of women who were single parents during that time. A divorce left
some women as the sole financial provider of her family in cases where fathers
abandoned their responsibilities, or where women were left with meager settlements. In
the year after divorce, women experience a 73 percent loss in standard of living,
whereas men experience a 42 percent gain (Hochschild, 1989). None of the women in
this study benefitted from today’s practice of joint custody which could have alleviated
the economic stress of child care. Since extensive child care is both expensive and can
be difficult on family life, teaching enabled women to have the same daily schedule as
school-aged children and allowed mothers to be home during vacations as well.
Teaching is a job one single mother described as one you could “carry the child on the
hip with.” One woman had three- and five-year-olds so the time after school and
vacations was “free” from child care expense:
I felt that it was the only thing I was able to do with a degree and
experience. I spent the first year after moving here even cleaning toilets .
.. I was getting no child support. I had a 3- and a 5-year-old ... the
closest job I could get was first Mass, migrant work, then as a teacher’s
aide that was getting my foot in the door. The reason was financial and
because my children were so young I needed the time after school and
vacations. I was a single parent. That was why I went back, not for any
great desire to teach again. (Linda)
Another participant said that with two small children teaching was a job that
offered the best solution to having to go to work to support her children by herself: “The
school was just down the street; what more could you want? They had day care at their
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school... I think all schools should have day care. It eased my mind. I could go to
work without having to worry about how they would get home” (Cindy). In this story,
“worry” is a key word. The father of her children had disappeared without providing
child support. And Linda’s story above is made more difficult by the fact that she was
terrified her husband would give her a custody battle if she asked for financial support
because she had come out as a lesbian. So these women were in no financial position to
explore alternative careers.
Later in their careers economic need coupled with the fact of having assumed
sole custody was the basis for some to remain in teaching. For example, as a teacher,
Maria could be home more when her two boys when they were growing up. Teaching
isn’t what she wanted to do, “but it is what I have had to do, because I’ve been a single
parent... I learned very quickly that as a single mother there was no way I was going
anywhere!” Now Maria says that she would like to leave teaching if an opportunity
comes up, but she can only take it if it’s secure. She has her children’s college bills to
pay for: “It just doesn’t end.” Looking for a different job seemed risky. Her fear of
losing financial security is a gender related issue in that she feels that being a woman at
the later part of her midlife is a detriment. The needs and interests of this group of
women in their middle years are often forgotten by policy makers. Gender stereotyping
often sees ageing women as having little sexual or personal appeal (Deem, 1987).
Whether or not this is a statistically proven fact, Maria’s feeling of being denied a
different career because she is an older woman reflects the societal notion that men
improve with age, whereas women are becoming less attractive and perhaps are
therefore more subject to gender and age discrimination.
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This idea is further tied in with how women teachers are looked upon later in
their careers in comparison to other male dominated professions:
Male professions ennoble age ... senators, lawyers, judges ... supreme
court justices begin their terms at an age when most people retire ...
Dole ran for president at age seventy ... Society considers older men
capable of contributing to their field ... but teachers with many years
experience are considered a liability ... Professors believe that
classroom teachers who taught for many years were the major obstacles
for progress in education. (Walsh, 1995, p. 14)
When the financial responsibility of parenting children falls to a single spouse
and conflicts with seeking new careers or professional development, an emotional
dilemma can result. Teaching provided economic stability for Linda and her children,
and the choice to continue teaching instead of going to graduate school was a necessity.
But what are you going to do about it? I have this constant war which I
rage at within myself... what did I sacrifice? When people say, ‘Well
you should be teaching at a college level,’ or ‘You should be here or
there,’ well I can’t because I chose not to go back to school....

Married Women: “Feeling Guilty on Two Fronts at the Same Time”
Married women with children faced similar dilemmas to which gender issues are
more subtly connected. In The Second Shift. Arlie Hochschild (1989) discusses some
of the inequities in sharing housework and child care when two parents work outside the
home. Although the workforce has changed because many more women are entering it,
our cultural understanding of marriage and work have not changed with it. “Workplaces
have remained inflexible in the face of the family demands ... and most men have yet
to really adapt to the changes in women” (p. 12). The reality is that women end up with
approximately one more month of work a year in what she terms as today’s “stalled
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revolution - when women have gone to work, but the workplace, the culture, and most
of all, the men, have not adjusted themselves to this new reality” (p. 235).
This predicament describes the situation for some of the married women in my
study. When Nancy had twins, she couldn’t afford to take more than one semester off
because her husband was working on his Ph.D. She was the financial support for the
household and
it was clear that one of us had to make the decision to hang in tight and
bring in the income ... since I had already had my thing when I was
gone with the debate team a lot, it was probably more equitable not for
me to say I want to do it [go for another degree].
Hochschild says that in her studies, “for a woman, getting a degree was not so honored
an act. There was no tradition of ‘putting your wife through college’ analogous to the
recent tradition of‘putting your husband through college ...’” (1989, p. 223). There
seems to be some ambivalence in Nancy’s decision when she added jokingly,
“Otherwise, he would have thought, ‘Why did I marry this woman?”’
Sara’s comments reflect some conflict in staying in her career for financial
reasons:
If I didn’t have my daughter I might look elsewhere. But I can’t now.
I’d like to do research, or work in teacher development... but if it
weren’t for my job I wouldn’t be able to do graduate work because I
wouldn’t have a student teacher ... I don’t have money ... [but] I want
to finish my degree then find something else to do ...
When Marsha’s husband had a serious heart attack, she realized she could never
be the wife and mother who stayed at home from that point on. She had two high
school-aged daughters at the time and was concerned about keeping health benefits, so
working as a full time teacher was crucial to family economic security. Underlying
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these comments is the notion that looking for a different career did not appear to be an
option in that the pressing financial need required on-going stability. There wasn’t the
time for personal or economic risks because of family issues.
These women’s statements reflect their sense that they have experienced gender
inequities. Nancy sounds as if she has internalized the notion that she shouldn’t expect
too much for herself, or a conflict in her marriage might result. Although she is
married, Sara doesn’t acknowledge any sense of financial support from her spouse in
her dilemma of simultaneously raising her daughter and trying to do graduate work in
order to change careers. Marsha feels she was discriminated against in a different way
due to her economic status. Since her husband was a self-employed lawyer, she was a
victim of the lay-offs in her school system. She lost her full-time status because “I think
in my case it had to do with gender ... I think they figured the males were supporting
their families ... [that] I was the second income in my family and I didn’t ‘need’ the
job.”
So the politics of domestics - child rearing and homemaking - can affect the
choices women feel they have to make about careers. In an interesting comment which
highlights the connection to gender issues, the inequalities of such politics play out
even in education:
Women educators ... although they held full-time jobs, were also fully
responsible for family and housework. This was true even if both
husband and wife were teachers. It was true thirty years ago and it is true
today. (Walsh, 1995, p. 21)
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Nurturing Predisposition: “I Have Always Been a Caretaker Type of Person!”
One reason women give for having entered teaching is that they are predisposed
towards mothering or caring for others. Teaching is working with children, and several
participants admitted that this aspect seemed very attractive to them because they were
naturally drawn to kids. Whether or not this predisposition has been internalized by
women from social conditioning is something to keep in mind. Women’s predisposition
to nurture others both enriches and complicates the analysis of their careers.
Regardless, these participants claim working with children as a personal reason they
entered teaching. Comments like Ann’s: “I had a ‘social worker save people’ kind of
attitude, which has been a recurring theme throughout my life ... I have this motherearth thing about me ...” is similar to Cindy’s:
I’ve always been a caretaker type, a person who tries to take care of
others ... I think that most of my students are looking for that parenting
relationship that they’re not getting at home .. . many of them think of
me as their parent...
Taking on a maternal role with students is a topic these participants spoke about
in a variety of ways. For teachers like Regina and Marsha, the motherly role which they
take to be clearly fixed in their students’ minds due their to age and the care they show
the students gives them a sense of satisfaction. Isabella’s relationship with her students
extends itself in an important way. Her “maternal connection” is with Hispanic students
who she feels don’t have enough of their own cultural adult role models in her school.
Since she has her own children in school, she gives her students advice “like a parent
because of my age now. I say to myself, ‘This is the way I would like other people to
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talk to my children.’” She is a protective parent figure who can offer support in the
school’s racial environment.
Nancy, who says she ends up being a parent to her debate team members,
experiences a type of extended family connection to her students’ siblings:
It’s kind of fun ... when I get the next generation ... they come in
already expecting things, as if they could already connect. In fact one girl
when she was a senior, brought her [younger sister] in, even though she
wasn’t in the high school yet. She said “I just want to introduce you to
my sister because when she comes up here you might have her in class ..

Perhaps serving as a parent fulfills women’s personal needs or fills a void they
may be carrying into their adult life. Fran says a lot of her extra-curricular activities
with students “comes down to I wish someone had done that for me. The programs I
took them to, like Women in Math ... I wish someone had done that for me.” In talking
to Pam, whose marriage lasted only three years, I learned that she had always expected
to have children, yet it was looking like that might not happen. Her parents refer to her
students as “her kids” and ask how they are doing from time to time. Her students
became part of an extended family when she was out of school for a while when her
brother was in the hospital. She received get well cards and letters from them at home.
Teachers may become too absorbed in the role of mother, however. Linda’s and
Fran’s choice of words in the following excerpts suggest that. “I’m a sucker for kids
who want to do something, like the class advisor stuff. I take them to the beach or
stuff,” says Fran. The students in Linda’s school are “very needy.” When she describes
their many problems she says she feels overwhelmed sometimes by the fact that “They
have a tendency to use me as a mother figure.” Being “used” as a mother signals a
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potential problem which may relate to how American schools have always imposed
upon teachers the dedication and self-effacement of motherhood: “Consciously or
otherwise, teachers expect or accept self-effacement as part of their motherly role, and
that attitude has a direct impact on their teaching” (Walsh, 1995, p. 129).
So nurturing could cause problems in teachers’ personal lives. Cindy, who said
her students see her as a parent sometimes, added that “It can be a good thing and a bad
thing.” One consequence is the teacher’s own children’s jealousy. Marsha discusses her
daughters’ resentment that she was so focused on her job and so engaged with it:
I was no longer available to do whatever... there were nights I was out
at school or correcting papers.. . . And when my children reached the
same age as my students in high school, I felt like when I got home from
work I still had some more teenage stuff to deal with, so that was hard.
Very blurry.
Nancy was more direct describing her children’s attitude. Since her debate
students spend so much time with her, she said she ended up being a parent in a way.
Her students would call her on weekends and write her letters after graduation: “My
kids hate it... they answer the phone saying ‘Ma, it’s a debater!”’ When Linda put
aside time for her writing she felt like she was being selfish to her own children:
I really had that hammered into me by my mother that your first duty is to
be a mother and everything else is secondary. You don’t need to go to a
workshop, you can do that when the kids are grown ... do that when
you’re 50! So that’s always been a struggle.
These comments reflect the sense that in the women’s profession of teaching, the
boundaries between personal and professional get “blurry” as Marsha says. It would
seem that this conflict might be a detriment not only to family life but also to one’s
career satisfaction. This is a job that is never finished, so a woman might be a teacher
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and a caretaker of several demanding children who vie for her attention around the
clock. Moreover, societal expectations require that she find satisfaction in performing
motherly or nurturing tasks. This is a pressure which male teachers might not
experience. While they may be considered father figures to some of their students,
society has not determined that they should derive satisfaction from nurturing children.
This could add additional emotional conflict for some women. As Linda said, “It’s
always a struggle” when one’s first “duty” involves care of others over self care.
One teacher’s commitment to the children she taught was brought under scrutiny
when her union voted to go on strike. Her comments about the financial relevance of
her job represents a classic tension in a women’s profession which involves work with
children and one’s need for economic status:
[The year we went on strike] my cousin told me that teachers should
never strike because they’re there for the kids, and if you don’t really like
where you’re at, then you can get another job. I was taken back ... it
really made me think.... Yes, I’m there for the kids, and I like the job,
but I have to admit, money is a part of it. I have to live, and I work hard
enough so that I should live comfortable. So I thought what part of me
does it for the kids, and what part of me does it for my livelihood? Her
saying that shocked me ... with a math degree, I could be making a lot
more money someplace else. I have a lot to put up with the kids the way
they are ... they take a lot of energy out of you.... I’m tired at night, I
put a lot into it, I’m a dedicated person ... (Pam)
Pam’s situation reveals an interesting conflict which can be interpreted as a
result of the gender inequities that come with a women’s profession: women taking care
of children shouldn’t expect too much remuneration. It is a dedicated service of the
heart that should not be in conflict with economic rewards. This theme is echoed
elsewhere in this chapter in examples where women often volunteer to do work in
schools which are not defined as part of their job description. Women have internalized
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that this free labor is part of their being caretakers. This is connected thematically to the
idea which follows about how some women are predisposed to be nurturers. In light of
Pam’s experience above, it should be remembered that years ago, union organizers
couldn’t get teachers to strike because of their concern that their work involved the care
of children. When they finally did strike, “the nation was shocked at their callous¬
ness...” (Walsh, 1995, p. 127).
The expectation that women teachers are nurturing caretakers causes
complications in the professional arena in the form of gender inequities. Two women
reported that they do all the “nurturing work” at school like cleaning the teachers’ room,
making sure there is coffee (Marsha: “The men don’t do it!”), or taking care of students
in a situation like chaperoning an assembly: “I think that women’s role as caretakers
allows the men to just sit in the back of the auditorium and let us do the work” (Regina).
In Nancy’s department the issue is more serious:
We struggle with issues of equity in terms of who gets the younger kids,
who gets the older ones ... it turns into intellectual elitism ... it is so
easy to say to the women, “Oh, you’re the nurturers, you take them when
they’re young and we’ll take them later.” ... The highest enrollment
tends to be in female- taught courses. Some of the men say “Oh, that’s
the kids wanting to be with mama,” or that we [women] don’t have the
rigor they have ...
The fact that women here should “get” the younger kids insinuates a gender bias which
has its roots in nineteenth century gender ideology. Women were not considered to
have an intellect equal to men’s, but since they were thought to have better parenting
instincts they made ideal teachers, especially of young children (Preston, 1991). This is
like another teacher’s claim that in her school all the men get the “top” sections, which
follows the same reasoning, that male teachers are more capable of addressing the needs
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of superior students. Nancy’s comments reflect the sense that the men in her
department do not consider women equal to men intellectually. Moreover, they sound
as if they assume students prefer them because they are “mama” figures, and that they
work better with younger children, a stereotypical notion connected to their nurturing
role.
Sometimes the women express other inequities at work bluntly: “I think women
are working their asses off, a lot more putting out. When I look around and see who’s
working hard it’s usually women.” These women’s experiences reveal an ironic
predicament which accompanies their nurturing predisposition. They feel inclined
toward working with children and being caretakers, yet this very thing could oppress
them on the job. Their disposition obliges them to clean up after others, to pick up the
slack in the supervising of students, or to defer to a sexist attitude towards their
intellectual ability, but all of these activities concurrently cause resentment. Thus
caretaking in the “social hierarchy” of a school can be limiting to women in particular.
This concurs with Julia Wood’s discussion (1994):
Western society has not bestowed value on the roles traditionally
assigned to women through any of the rewards and privileges that sustain
social hierarchies. So long as what is associated with and encouraged in
women is not accorded widespread respect and so long as it serves the
comfort and convenience of those who enjoy positions of power, then the
roles and activities will continue to allow oppression and exploitation.
(p. 83)

Lack of Confidence: “I Grew Up Being Afraid to Be in the World.”
Since the issue of lacking confidence came up a number of times for the
participants, I began to question how this might be connected to gender. In that these
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women were brought up in the fifties and sixties, it could be that they were themselves
victims of an educational system which rewarded outgoing aggressive boys and shy,
submissive “good” girls. Even today studies on gender inequities in education indicate
clearly that by junior high school female students begin to show signs of silencing
themselves, to take a more cautious stance and back down from asserting themselves
over their male peers (AAUW, 1992; Orenstein, 1994; Sadker & Sadker, 1982). In
Carol Gilligan’s most recent work (Taylor et al., 1995) she reiterates this notion:
... a preadolescent resilience can give way to an increasing uncertainty,
a hesitancy in speaking, a tendency toward self-doubt that questions the
validity of their own feelings and dismisses the value of their experience
(p. 24).
A lack of confidence or self-esteem could be problematic for women who have chosen a
career which is predominantly supervised by men. As women teachers they are situated
in a traditionally submissive female role, which could further reinforce their own
disempowerment, and could contribute to their own oppression by their collusion with
the system which has disempowered them (Apple, 1982; Middleton, 1992; Shakeshaft,
1986).
Although these women use the adjective “shy,” which wouldn’t necessarily be
connected solely to women’s issues, their comments could infer an internalization of a
norm for “middle-class white girls” who are “under cultural pressure to conform to the
dominant conventional image of the ideal, perfect girl - who is always nice and good ...
who contains her feelings, especially anger ...” (Taylor et al., 1995, p. 43). Being shy
was a detriment to their self-esteem both early and later in their careers. Lacking
confidence early in one’s career caused nervousness; later in the career it hampered
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getting ahead, applying for more authoritative positions, or caused a silenced
withdrawal from confrontations. This is characteristic of theories of female
development which contend that women are encouraged to abdicate to men, and that the
story of “feminine development is one of fall and descent” (Labouvie-Vief, 1994,
p. 151). For Chris, “Confidence continued to be a chronic issue for me ... it was about
gender and class ... this success/failure thing ... it’s like you’re not good enough ..
This is a painful state of mind, as reflected here by five teachers referring to the early
stage of their careers:
When I started teaching I was terrified. Absolutely terrified. I’ve never
really had any self confidence.... I really suffered from self-esteem
issues, didn’t have a lot of self confidence and I was terrified of the
(male) principal... (Ann)
I was like a mouse in a comer that could blend in ... be nice, and take care of
people. I always felt like I had to walk on eggs, be nice, be good ... I
spent the first forty years of my life being quiet. I grew up being afraid to
be in the world ... [When I started teaching] I was nervous all the time.
(Regina)
I started to realize I wasn’t going to make it in theater. I just wasn’t the
right type of personality. I attribute that now to my insecurity. I just
didn’t have the nerve to use my skills. [When I first started teaching] it
took me a while to warm up to kids because I was an insecure person and
I did not have confidence in the material.... I still wasn’t a real
confident person. (Sara)
Probably the first three years were the most difficult... I think it took
about three years till I got my confidence. I kind of got pushed into it
when I got an intern for the first time. (Nancy)
Once I started teaching at the high school level [from junior high] there
were a lot more meetings ... people that were teaching calculus ... I
think I felt a little intimidated. (Pam)
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In the above excerpts, Ann is afraid of her male principal, Regina was taught to
be a good girl and blend in, and Sara, Nancy and Pam express a lack of confidence in
their material, especially as it refers to higher thinking skills such as Pam’s teaching
calculus. It is troubling to think that these women with the credentials described in the
profiles (see appendix) would be intimidated in a high school. Perhaps it is because
they have internalized the notion that they aren’t as smart as men, thus the reason for
keeping them with younger students as discussed previously.
Later in these teachers’ careers, their lack of confidence, which I have related in
a general way to internalized notions of inferiority in a male dominated culture, affected
their professional development. Marsha didn’t enter graduate school because she didn’t
think she could do the physical, emotional or academic work. She started thinking of it
as “maybe my age and where I am in my life, but I am not as confident...” Regina
reported feeling gun-shy about applying for an administrative job in the future because
of a rejection when she was turned down for a position in guidance:
I didn’t probe for reasons why they didn’t want me ... I felt like what the
hell is wrong with me? I can tell you that I feel very gun-shy about going
up for the chair of my department now ... I would be the last one to be
picked ... it makes me feel like not even going out for it... it’s so
demoralizing.
When Fran, who said she missed out on a lot of activities as a student because of
her shyness, applied for department chair she had all the qualifications, including a
fathomless devotion to the school. The man who got the position had worked there half
the years she had with half the experience, but she related how he had worked his way
in by soliciting support from parents, teachers, and other department chairs. That was
something she could never see herself doing: “I didn’t think that was fair ... I would
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never do something like that, it’s just not like me.... He is good at selling himself, he
does a lot of talking.” It would seem that in this case, Fran seems to have internalized
the notion of being the “quiet good girl” (Taylor et al., 1995) which ultimately caused a
terrible disappointment in her career. Or, she may have been banking on the notion that
teaches who keep students quiet and brought no attention to their classes are often the
most rewarded (Walsh, 1995, p. 155). Or quite simply, she is a victim of the sexist
hiring practices of her school, where all the administrators including department chairs
are male. Fran however saw it as a difference in the way she thinks she should behave.
The male was more aggressive (impolite for a woman), and won.
“Selling” oneself is the term Sara used when she described her difficulty in
getting a teaching job at the beginning of her career. “Looking back I realize I wasn’t
strong in selling myself.” Later on in her career when a graduate student asked her to be
his supervising teacher, she panicked:
I told him everything possible why not to study with me. I told him I
didn’t know if I was ready ... I was insecure with my teaching methods,
even after fifteen years! Somebody had given me the utmost compliment
and I didn’t even recognize it!
What is it that causes experienced teachers of fifteen years to be insecure? The self¬
denigration she expresses suggests evidence that she has internalized notions of
inferiority or at least devaluation of self (Labouvie-Vief, 1994).
Chris senses that she missed out on some important career opportunities because
she backed down from getting recognition for her outstanding research. Her account is
about how her lack of confidence affected the beginning of her career when she was in
graduate school at Harvard. She and her class members were told over and over how
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lucky and great they were for being there, “And I kept saying ‘I think they made a
mistake, I don’t think I can handle this, I’m shaky here, I’m not good enough ..
When her work attracted considerable attention from a professor and was described as
being on the cutting edge of urban education research, she was “blown away ... there
was this sense of awe ... I was on the ground floor, but I just stayed there ... I didn’t
take the next step.” As our interview progressed, Chris became quite reflective about
this and visibly upset, because as she described it, she had the opportunity to do
something in her field but her lack of confidence kept her from achieving it: “I think it
was really fear of success, or just fear of getting out there and being so vulnerable and
being put down. That was strong enough to keep me from it... life is full of regrets.”
Finally, there were comments which showed the personal side effects of lack of
confidence. Regina blames herself and questions her teaching ability in her difficult
job with special education students: “The special ed kids have tremendous motivation
problems, so I’m constantly trying to lift up that negativity that can get you down. It
causes me to question myself. I immediately think I’m boring or a terrible teacher.” As
was Regina’s, Linda’s confidence in her writing ability is shaken from within: “It’s the
feeling that you’re a fake ... how can you call yourself a writer or whatever-I make
up all these excuses for why I don’t find any time [to work on my writing].”
The women of color in this study present a very different picture of themselves.
They recall being encouraged and challenged as young women. Lacking self confidence
was never an issue for Tina and Jeannette. In particular, Jeannette expressed the fact
that she was always pushed to tackle any obstacle in her way, and she continues to do so
in her professional life. She attributes her confidence to having grown up with seven
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older brothers and having to fight for her own “survival” on a farm where everyone had
to share work equally. Her father always encouraged her to speak up for herself, or to
approach problems scientifically: “I remember him saying ‘What is the problem?’ Then,
‘What is the solution? Keep trying until you find it!’” This advice payed off in college
when she insisted on studying natural sciences instead of going into social work which
she was advised to do. Her study of biology gave her a maxim to live by: “Any kind of
life form has to adapt to its environment. If not, the environment is going to kill it!”
Today she sees herself as a thorn to school administrators because she often challenges
them on contractual issues and files grievances. She bristled during the interview as she
related a story about being told by another white female teacher she should learn how to
be a “good Catholic” and be more submissive.
Tina, who was the first African American graduate in her field at the university
she attended, remembers how tough she had to be in a predominantly male dominated
field of vocational education. She received strong support from her father and mother
who constantly told her she would achieve great success. Both Tina and Jeannette look
at life as a challenge, and both women as representatives of African American and
Latino cultures seem to be taking on life’s challenges with a great deal of confidence.
These two women are the youngest participants, too, which may account for their
energy, or may reflect the start of changes in the way female children were raised in
contrast to the ways the older participants were brought up.
For other women of color, lacking confidence was never mentioned. In fact,
Betty related how in her early career when teachers in her southern school would only
socialize in segregated groups, she would not let other teachers, especially white
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teachers, ignore her: “If they didn’t want to talk to me I made sure I talked to them and
made them my friend.” Jill Taylor (1995), in summarizing literature about African
American girls, suggests that their socialization
is often described as less stereotypic than that of white middle-and uppermiddle-class girls ... (who) are also encouraged to be strong and selfsufficient and to expect to work outside the home - as have generations
of black women before them ... and to stand up for themselves and fight
back - essential survival skills when racism is a pervasive reality (p. 43).

Summary
Many of these women teachers entered their careers with some ambivalence due
to the fact that because they were girls, they received little or no guidance in selecting
any other career but nursing or teaching. Furthermore, it appears that financial factors,
some of which are directly related to gender, such as being left without child support as
a single parent, or being a girl in a family that renders more importance to male
children’s education, helped channel young women into teaching and staying in
teaching. Finally, the emotional handicap of having little confidence, which is at least
partially the result of growing up in a white male-dominated society, has for the white
participants, perhaps made staying in teaching easier or inevitable. Schools would
benefit from more African American women teachers who might bring a stronger sense
of self to their classrooms, at least based on the few of these participants who are
women of color. But the majority of women teachers is white female, according to
statistics from the National Education Association (Who Teaches, 1992), and one
wonders if they might model submissive behavior, thereby reinforcing gender
stereotypes for their students.
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In the section which follows, participants discuss those gender issues in teaching
which, regardless of race, class, or age, these women have always experienced in their
jobs. What do women who have stayed in teaching till midcareer think of the work
environment of high schools?

School as a Sexist Environment
The American public high school can be an unsafe environment where students
experience racism, homophobia, and sexism from other students, and from teachers as
well. Chris’s story about the team with whom she taught is an example:
It was a cluster of five people, four men and me ... it had two jocks, one
good one and a pretty centered man, and the other who actually ended up
accused of molestation ... actually, they were all into some form of
sexual harassment... one would call girls princess ... the other would
call them honey or sweetheart... one kind of fondled them .. .he’d
have his arm around a kid ... it was just awful.
The focus of this study is about the women teachers who teach in such an environment.
As the idea of a sexism in schools emerges, it is usually in the context of the kind of
work environment in which these participants teach. One way to analyze the issue is to
look at the ways women are traditionally oppressed, such as through silencing and
marginalization. Next, the topic of administrators emerges in relationship to gender
issues in that most of those in authority are members of the dominant group in United
States society: white heterosexual males.
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The Silenced Voice of Women Teachers: “I Learned to Keep Mv Mouth Shut”
According to these participants, one of the political qualifications of the job
seems to be that most teachers, especially women, do what they are told and they are
silent; if not, they experience marginalization or retaliation. Some participants reported
a general sense that all teachers are submissive. Regina describes teachers as:
.. .just doing what they’re told, keeping their door shut, never speaking
up ... there is just such a little support system for speaking up and being
vocal, it makes it hard for one person to do it... as a faculty, everybody
just sits there and is silent... the fact that there are no women in
positions of leadership here should come out in the open instead of being
whispered in comers ...
The fact that teachers are submissive or choose not to speak out is not
necessarily connected to gender. All subordinates must weigh carefully any direct form
of resistance to authority. But although Regina says that all teachers may be submissive,
in her school, no women are in positions of leadership, a situation which is apparently
reinforced by the silent faculty.
Being ignored is one form of marginalization. Fran said that speaking up was
just “opening up a can of worms .. . you have to stop and think ‘What good is it going
to do if I say this?’ They take what they want to hear [at committee meetings] and
ignore the rest, so that the final product is only part of what you really felt.” Chris has
learned a harder lesson:
I feel like I’ve learned more and more to shut up and I hate it.... If you
don’t ask a lot of questions, if you don’t want a lot of answers, you won’t
get into much trouble. I feel like I’ve struggled.... I’ve worked out my
own authority issues within the system.... I think it’s always been hard.
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Again, teacher compliance and marginalization is not in itself a gender issue.
Pam’s “we” for example includes all her colleagues who are in a difficult situation
regarding academic freedom. She expressed fear
about the pressure we’re going to be put under to conform to the new
way of teaching with ed reform. One person said they can’t fire us for
teaching the way you want to teach, but I hope it’s not an uncomfortable
place to be in the future ...
She thought her faculty was submissive during the union strike, too, because
anyone who spoke against [the union] they were sarcastic to them. Then
when the vote came they shut people out of the conversation who wanted
not to go back to work. I’m upset about how they took control and
swayed it the way they wanted it to go.
Arlene’s sense is that teachers learn to be silent about their accomplishments,
which can be the result of working in a job which keeps a hierarchical structure in
which teachers are at the bottom. No one wants to hear a colleague boast. Yet she
includes in her accomplishments the fact that she went before the school board and
superintendent with a proposal for a new course in Women in Literature. She concludes
in reference to it:
I learned to keep my mouth shut about any accomplishment.... [After I
published my book] I didn’t share it, you couldn’t share that stuff with
people ... you keep your mouth shut... before I was tenured I had to
dance the dance, sing the tune ... I avoid confrontations. I don’t tell
other teachers what I am teaching in my Women in Literature class...
But as silencing relates to gender issues it becomes more critical to female
teachers’ attitudes about their job. When a school puts teachers near the bottom in
terms of authority, its organizational structure can be a “subtle mechanism that casts
teachers in the role of unauthentic adults, bringing loss of self esteem in its wake”
(Bruckerhoff, 1991, p. 121). Regina’s story demonstrates how difficult it has become for
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her to be a faculty member without voice in a school which always defers to men. “The
ones who talk at faculty meetings are men. I have never heard some women open their
mouths. There’s like this compliance. I see women taking notes.” This behavior
disappoints her, yet she does not feel enough support or perhaps self-esteem to break
away from her female colleagues’ typical behavior. She related a story about her
disappointment in herself when she had the chance to speak up to a newspaper reporter
who called her for her opinion on her school’s failure to hire people of color. She
backed down and the story never got written:
I felt like I had sold out. The story would have been valuable, there’s a
lot wrong here. But I could see people ostracizing me, it made me really
stop and think that maybe I better not shoot my mouth off.... I felt
really bad for [a teacher here who lost a promotion to a male]. She just
pushed it down, the disappointment.
By the end of her comments, she is relating to a woman who seemed to be
repressing her feelings in the face of deferring to a male. On the one hand, she doesn’t
want to be considered improper (“shooting her mouth off’) yet on the other, she is
disappointed in herself for not speaking up and feels she is repressing her feelings of
anger like her colleague.
Cindy left two committees because of the way she felt silenced as a result of
working with men:
They would get their paper out and start putting up ideas, and every time
I said something they’d say well, ‘We’ll keep that over here for now ...”
When friends asked me, “Why did you let them force you out?” One of
the things that disappointed me is that when I told the principal [I left the
committees] I explained it as being exhausted, not about the real issue.
So I wasn’t honest about that.
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In this case, Cindy is being silenced by colleagues, not supervisors, which more clearly
illustrates this as a gender issue rather than simply one of subordination of either male
or female employees. She tells us what if feels like when as a woman she attempts to
participate in power which should be equally distributed because the committee she was
on was all teachers. She was ignored, which led to her withdrawing her voice from the
discussions.
Marsha senses that the administration “silenced” her by isolating her from a
female colleague who was known for speaking out against the administration. She used
to have a common prep period with her, which was a useful time during which they
were able to collaborate on their teaching since they both taught the same subject. It
provided them a time “to vent, to take ideas from each other ... but what they’ve done
is they’ve managed to separate us. [We don’t] get the same prep or even lunch period
now.” Her sense is that her principal overtly denied her a chance to discuss work issues
with a female peer by separating them.
In these excerpts from interviews, there is an unsettling sense of shame for
having done something wrong, which could result in a loss of self esteem. Regina’s
expression of “shooting her mouth off’ suggests an impropriety, having acted like a
fool; Cindy feels she has been dishonest for having covered up her true feelings. Linda
reports feeling punished, and Marsha’s story sounds like two bad school girls being
reprimanded for disruptive behavior.
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Racism and Homophobia
I include the silencing which accompanies racism and homophobia in this
chapter on gender issues for obvious reasons. These participants are victims of white
heterosexual patriarchy and are denied its privilege and power. Three lesbian
participants relate silencing to experiences of wanting to be “out” at school for the sake
of students who are struggling with their sexual identity, but “there is a lot I can’t be
open about,” Linda said. When one woman’s partner died she said she felt terribly
frustrated that she couldn’t share her grief with anyone at school. Ruth, who is not
specifically “out” at school but is very visible in her support of gay rights for students,
says she was always “pushing boundaries” and raising issues at her school’s faculty
meetings. But the “problems developed faster than ‘voice’ ... the energy it took
became draining. I don’t spend as much energy now because I know it’s not going to
get heard.” Although Chris wants to organize a gay-straight alliance in her school, she
too feels that it is unsafe to do so.
Besides sexism and homophobia, racism in the work place is another form of
oppression which silences its victims. Tina, who is a new department chair, is frustrated
with how she feels she has to “size up” the meetings she attends in order to monitor her
in-put, a precaution she finds “stifling.” Her experience is reported here at length for its
intense emotional impact:
It's so stifling ... sometimes [speaking out] is not the best thing to do,
but I will think in my mind, "You are a fucking idiot. You are stupid." I
sit and look at people and think, "Oh, look at her kissing up to him to
stay in his good favor, she's over here trailing on every word he says and
she doesn't have any ideas of her own but she agrees with everything he
says ... ’’But I have to be calm ... I'm not always calm-It's strange.
You're always observant of what's going on around you. You're sizing
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up the situation. You see who's in control.... And I do this, whatever
meeting situation I'm in. I will enter a room and say nothing for a good
while until... give me five minutes so I can see who listens to who
when so and so speaks, I can watch the body language.... And you
always have to be ... I think very carefully what I say. I'm always very
observant of what's going on. And I've learned for the most part people
don't even realize what they’re saying. Even like "those people" or "you
people." It's like they’re not consciously thinking. When this town just
hired its first African American principal, I read the article in the paper
and I knew this word would appear, "qualified". And it did. It's all of
those pieces that.... I don't think they're really understood to the point
where if people, especially white people, if they could take what they say
about people of color and see how it sounds, put white people in there,
see how it feels for them.
Speaking out against racist policies can put a teacher in a vulnerable position.
Betty worries about retaliation if she doesn’t keep her silence in the following anecdote.
It is her opinion that the black students in her school are labeled too easily as slow
learners; therefore, most of the students in her special education classes are African
American. Also, if there are more black teachers or a black principal in a given school,
“They’ll try to get in a lot of Black or Hispanic kids there ... then you have some older
principals that they’ll stick with more whites. Betty is upset by these issues, but felt her
“hands were really tied” and that “You don’t want to make too many waves because you
need a job and you don’t want to mess yourself up saying something they don’t like, and
they’ll get rid of you.” Getting rid of a teacher in retaliation for speaking out against
racism is particularly threatening to equal education in a democratic society.
When Isabella considers speaking out against racism in her school, she cringes
with frustration that no one will listen to her: “Who am I? I’m just a teacher.”
Hispanic students at her school are treated differently than whites, who receive more
chances when they get into trouble. The Hispanic kids have no one to support them, and
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no one from home, often, who will advocate for them. Isabella relates how the other
Hispanic teachers in her building talk about the need for more Hispanic administrators
to understand the kids, but they don’t say anything about it, and she feels that the white
teachers don’t even recognize the need. In Isabella’s case, feeling powerless or invisible
in a school which seems to be in denial about the needs of its non-white student
population is the way she is silenced.
Two African American teachers lend an important consideration to the way an
exclusionary environment influences their jobs. Betty, who is older than Tina,
remembers when she first started teaching, black teachers and white teachers stayed
apart from each other, they “stuck to themselves.” This overt form of racism reminiscent
of segregation has lessened somewhat, she says. Yet years later, the racial environment
in Tina’s school, although more covert, doesn’t seem to be much of an improvement, as
her previous testimony reveals. The question which remains is, would these women “just teachers” - of color have more power if they were men teachers?

Marginalization of The “Outspoken Bitch”
What happens when women overcome their silence and speak out? Nancy, who
describes her department as having strong women who are able to support each other,
says she inspires her students in her Women and Literature class:
We talk about how you don’t have to be Gloria Steinhem in order to
speak out when you see something wrong ... they like saying “I think
that isn’t the way it should be ....” So many of them have taken up
different positions and said “Let’s go to the superintendent, let’s go to the
school committee and express what our views are.”
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Obviously in this scenario, students are benefitting from an education which offers them
choices and alternatives to the sexist status quo.
Arlene feels that her students grow tremendously from her teaching them to
question sexism in her Women in Literature class. Her outspoken personality sparkles
with humor when she relates fighting with her husband over her exclusive use of the
female pronoun in synagogue. But when she used it on parents’ night as she always does
in class, the result was a slap on the wrist from a parent, who called her at home to
complain that she was “feminizing his son!” Moreover, because Arlene is considered
the “resident feminist,” the “outspoken bitch” at school, when she spoke out against the
union, “People shunned me. Shunned me!” And the positive-sounding experience in
Nancy’s literature classes are off-set by the fact that she and her female colleagues in her
department are considered to be rebels:
“We have strong women in our department... in some ways I think
those kinds of voices shake up the powers as they stand .. . [they say]
‘it’s those wild women’ ... it’s such a strange experience to be validated
on the one hand and then on the other to be looked at as wild and
shrewish.”
These women are reflecting the fact that cultural beliefs reinforce the idea that a
woman’s attempt to speak with power or confidence
... are likely to be called “shrill,” “strident,” “egotistical” ... women
learn to experience their powers as dangerous ... [and] are engaged in a
constant struggle to suffocate their strong selves, to hide them
apologetically. (Labouvie-Vief, 1994, p. 157)
There are much more serious consequences for other outspoken women. For
some there have been covert struggles. When Tina was made chair of her department
she describes the way some male teachers posture themselves “looking at me like
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they’re thinking ‘Who does this black bitch think she is? ... we’ll wait till next year to
get her!’” Ruth feels she was taken off an awards committee — without her knowledge - because she “brought up the fact that we weren’t being equitable about how they were
handing out awards.” Jeannette recalls the anger she felt when she was told by an
administrator that she would not be listened to because she treats men like she is equal
to them. She was criticized for being submissive: “‘You have to be like a good Catholic
girl,’ I was told!” Linda and Marsha both cite instances where they thought there was a
covert retaliation for being too outspoken. A woman at Linda’s school “tried to break
through the good ol’ boy network in the union ... they stonewalled her. It was terrible.
She quit after that year, and I think people were glad.” The same happened to a
colleague of Marsha’s: “They ‘broke’ her ... she was a stickler for the contract... she
demanded what she felt were her rights and because of that I think they retaliated ...
and they were very happy to see her go.”
Like Linda’s colleague, retaliation for being too assertive in the political arena
is happening to Claire. As the new president of her teachers’ union she is confronting
the old ways of accommodating, and insisting in more “up front” ways of doing
business. The previous male president would “make deals with the school committee
and superintendent, who were all part of the old boys’ gang.” Since she came into
office, she wants everything put in writing. As a result, she feels her job is constantly in
jeopardy; there have been reprisals and she has been “written up” for minor infractions.
They don’t know how to deal with me. My first priority is to have my
classes always prepared so they can’t attack me from that angle. I am
getting innovative grants, and doing a lot of creative work, so they would
have a hard time getting me there. The only way they can hope to get me
is procedurally, but I am detail oriented. I’m not as good presenting my
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point of view when I am caught off guard. So that’s their strategy, to
catch me off guard. I am a real thorn in their side ... I do all these
programs, design things that shows up on all my evaluations. So the
problem is they have people like me who they consider rebel-rousers and
trouble makers, but I’m getting kudos for the kind of work I do in the
classroom.
While Claire’s scenario is only suggestive of sexist attitudes working against
her, and could apply to male or female union president who challenges traditional
politics, a more frightening gender specific situation is related by Ruth:
I think that from the very beginning of my profession I was very clearly
an outspoken female faculty member which puts me in a place of
dismissal. I think that that’s part of what is most consistent about my
career. If you’re female and outspoken, you’re dangerous.... I think it
started at the same time as Title IX. I thought I should enforce that! At
that time there were a lot of newspaper articles and news around how
schools were doing complying with the law. They called my
superintendent and talked to the female coaches. Basically I coached all
the teams for subsalary to what the men were getting for boys’ teams ...
so for a lot more work I was getting less than what one boys’ team was
getting. Somebody did an article and asked me questions. I told them
that we still weren’t getting equal money spent on us and that we always
had to take second preference to when the boys had games ... all kinds
of discrepancies.... I was in [the article] citing all these things. I got
blasted by the administration. The vice principal told me I had to learn
how to talk to the press and he was bullshit that I had tarnished our
reputation. I didn’t get what the problem was, I said I was just telling the
truth. He was livid. It was then that I realized that they did not want to
change things_So that established me as a loud mouth-Early on I
got set up as a trouble maker. Nothing has really changed. I think that it
dismisses the fact that you might have a valid point about anything when
you have a reputation like that. They don’t listen if I’m the one who says
anything.. And it becomes a matter of not crossing the line of authority
because there will be repercussions. You’re subject to targeting.
The marginalization of outspoken women presents a particularly troubling
picture in the plight for more equitable schools. As teachers, these women are
attempting to interrupt and challenge racism, sexism, and homophobia in an
environment which should be offering children the most equitable place in which to
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learn. They are modeling courageous behavior for which they are frequently silenced or
even punished. What could their students then deduce from such consequences?
Moreover, how long will women teachers continue to act so courageously? Will they
grow tired of such important tasks and give up by midcareer and beyond?

The “Good 01’ Bovs”
In Isabella’s school there are “too many men in charge ... too many men!” But
regardless of the actual number of male administrators, there is a way men can control
the way power is distributed throughout school staffs. Characteristic of many of the
schools in which these participants work is the notorious “good oT boy” network, a term
previously alluded to by Claire in her dealings with administration and school
committees. It is a term that describes a collegiality among men who will take care of
other men making an exclusive network of power which includes not only perks on the
job but also protection. The frustration of working as a female in an environment which
colludes to support males is obvious in many of the participants’ discussions.
Sometimes their comments would be straightforward and simple: “Our principal is
definitely against female teachers!” Often the term itself was used to cover a range of
events which contribute to make the work environment sexist by excluding women from
a powerful group.
here is a feeling among the women here where I am teaching now that
the women are second to the men. The men get away with a lot, better
schedules, a lot of perks_There’s an old boys’ network. The women
have always been treated poorly. Not salary wise because of the salary
scale, although, when I was hired I had eight years and was put on the
fifth step, but some men were given the full steps, depending on the
superintendent. To this day because I think the women are we are not
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given the same deal.... Some female teachers are taking a lot of flack,
almost to the point of harassment... they would never do that to a male.
This year they created a senior writing project and handed it to the
biology teacher a week before school opened. They assigned her three
other teachers to help during their duty period. Two of them never show
up. The English teacher is in there trying to help her get through it.
There was no preparation time, there’s no budget for the program, it is
very hard for her ... but nothing is being done, just two people who
aren’t doing their fair share, yet she’s being chastised constantly for no
production. I think they’re trying to break her, as they did to a [female]
colleague of mine.... So there has been a pattern for women, who have
left. When you look at who is there, the men have hung in because I
think they get a better deal. Most of the men in the system teach five
sections, but three preps. Whereas most of the women, interestingly
enough, have four or five preps! (Marsha)
Some of the inequities between women and good of boys involve work
schedules and classes. In one school a woman with a certification in computer
technology was closed out of planning curriculum and chairing the department by a
male teacher who had no formal education in that field. She was relegated to teaching
keyboard and denied her own key to the computer room. Another teacher says she
never gets advanced classes because her department head “feels his obligations are to
support males. Yup, to support males!” (Sara). In Chris’s experience, it has been the
male “jocks” who “coach their way into administration ... the jocks become the
administrators without qualifications and without talent... and you had to figure out
your strategies to get what you wanted.” Women have to go through more hoops to
hang on to their contractual rights, according to Ruth. She gets excess administrative
duties and has been scolded for coming in late to school, yet her department chair is late
a half hour each day and there is no mention of it. The other department chairs, who are
all male, know he is getting away with stuff, but “I think there is a male bonding issue
going on.” In another school new teachers are treated with gender bias. The male
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teacher can come in late, but the young woman who has had car trouble was late a few
mornings and was called in for it. She reported to Marsha, her union president, in tears.
Marsha says the men at her school leave early to go play golf. Regina complained that
the vice-principal, who can’t get his job done, is “incredibly incompetent” and is
protected by the old boy network.
There was a definite sense that the boys’ networks held power. “There’s a lot
that goes on in those groups, a lot of decision making comes from within it. Men get
plum positions” in Linda’s school for jobs that aren’t posted, and they get personal days
before vacation which is not supposed to be allowed. In Ann’s school all the
administrators are male, and “whatever the guys want, that’s what we’ll do!” Although
the head guidance counselor is a woman, “she has no power whatsoever.” Ann
remembers having taught in a school where “there was only one male teacher. The
principal was a man who split his time between three schools. When he was out of the
building, the one man was left in charge!”
The bottom line for these women is that the good ol’ boy network promotes
sexism. Three women cited that they were surprised there haven’t been lawsuits yet. In
three schools all of the administrators were male; two mentioned that some new jobs
that were filled by males weren’t posted, and in Arlene’s school some male teachers
engage in sexual harassment and the school is “too terrified to do anything about it.... I
find many men who became teachers are anti-modem, patriarchal. They make jokes
that aren’t funny about women in my presence because they love to offend me.”
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The Ladies of the Club
When women are in positions of power, there are interesting results. One
woman felt that her female superintendent is a “viper” who doesn’t advocate for women
and seems “almost asexual.” In Chris’s system, there are some women administrators,
“but the women don’t stand up to the men. The men are the control freaks, they have
the power.” In contrast, Cindy, a department chair, describes how important for her it
was to work with a new female principal and the good oT boys club was gone:
I was empowered to make changes ... it was very freeing. Incredible. I
think the men who used to be the good oT boys still are to some extent,
but they’re dealing with a woman, working the system to their advantage,
which is what good ol’ boys do!
When Isabella changed departments and began working with a female department chair,
her whole job changed for the better: “She was excellent... I had more guidance from
her and I learned a lot about teaching. It was very rewarding.”
But Tina’s perception of working with female administrators is different. She
says she has to be very careful of them:
I’m very, very suspicious of women that are aspiring leaders or
management leaders.... There have been women that I have come
across who will do anything to gain a step on the rungs. If you work with
them on a project, they'll claim credit for the whole entire work. I've had
more problems probably working with other women in middle
management than I've had with men.
Her observation merits discussion here in terms of a good ol’ boy network rather than
in a general category of administrators which follows. Tina’s wariness is reminiscent of
Linda’s when early in her career she had worked for a female department chair who
“knifed her in the back every chance she had.” The woman was a member of the boys’
club in Linda’s account, who felt she needed to protect her status by competing, often
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unprofessionally, with other females. Linda’s experience was dreadful. She had to
watch every step she made and in the end, her professional reputation had been unjustly
tainted from gossip initiated by her department chair.
Why do women in power turn on their female colleagues? Does this happen with
more ferocity than with men? Two powerful female administrators in my own school
system were considered members of the boys’ club as Linda’s chair was. One was
referred to as a male in fingernail polish and heels, the other as “just one of the guys.”
This, too, is stereotyping women by saying they have to act like men to have power. On
the other hand, perhaps in order to have power and compete in a male hierarchy, some
women may feel they have to reject characteristics they have been culturally assigned
and “prove themselves” as different from females without power. One way to look at
this phenomena involves a brief tangent into some literature about gender. Women
may need to turn against themselves in the process of socialization. To be considered
feminine in our society requires being non-aggressive and non-competitive. A “retreat
from achievement” is an option women may choose as an “adjustment to cultural
reality, to which the girl adapts by inhibiting her achievement so as to avoid competitive
conflicts” (Labouvie-Vief, 1994, p. 154). In light of the discussion about who has power
in schools, these are women who might feel the need to take on male role characteristics
to be in a position of power.

Administrators
Every participant initiated issues about administrators-- both male and femaleseveral times during the course of the three interviews. When teachers considered
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administrators positively, which was considerably less often than when they were
critical of them, it was due to the support their administrators can offer, either for
classroom management and discipline, or for professional development opportunities.
On the other hand, when they discuss their administrators negatively, two major
concerns were that they don’t listen to teachers, which makes collaboration a waste of
time and a drain of energy; and that administrators are often incompetent. Before
considering the gender implications of women teachers working for male
administrators, I will relate Claire’s story since she works very closely with her school
system’s administration as union president. Moreover, since she does not feel that her
school system is sexist, and it is comprised of both male and female administrators, her
assessment is free from personal resentments which could have had an impact on her
opinion.

Claire’s Story
It’s very disheartening. Very disheartening ... you don’t see people
working together. There’s a lot in the administration part of it... new
theories coming out and a lot of programs that people want to be trying
to look like they’re progressive and “with it”, but the reality of the
situation is that in my experience any way, that they just want to say
they’re doing it. But they are not meeting needs economically. In my
particular district we decided to fight that. We insist that we have proper
training before we do anything and then we challenge them to show us
that they can economically implement it before we start doing it. And it’s
caused a lot of problems ...
We had an administrator come in three years ago whose main goal was to
teach the teachers how to teach. She spends a lot of time evaluating us
and insisting we do cooperative learning and a lot of things and she just
didn’t have enough trust that after a period of ten or fifteen years you
have a sense of what will work and what won’t work, and it is not that
you don’t want to do block scheduling or cooperative teaching, but you
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don’t want to have it dictated how you’re going to put the kids in a
classroom ... we had to do what ever she said. There wasn’t any room
in that for us to look at our own district or our own needs and
backgrounds. One of our backgrounds is we’ll have 20 out of 25 kids in
class on special needs. And we’re not given resources to adequately meet
those needs. I am teaching three separate classes in one room while
they’re doing yearbook!! And they are oblivious to that. We are not even
getting the basic things met...
[As union president] I have to investigate every little thing ... I have
become very involved with negotiations and language on the contract.
The first thing is to protect us from future situations. We have language
to make sure that things are economically sound before we implement
their new programs . . . Our principal now who is very unpopular, she
has no clue about collective bargaining. She has been publicly
embarrassed. She wasn’t aware of Massachusetts laws. Everything she
tried failed. I think they hired her because they could tell her what to do
and she didn’t know what she was doing, she just had tremendous zeal
and energy. They used her ... It’s unfortunate, but [teachers] want her
to be gone. She is incompetent. One of the things I like about her is
having a woman administrator. So it’s too bad. Another woman, an
assistant superintendent, is gone now. She never tried to engage in
dialogue with the faculty and we gave her a vote of no confidence at the
end of the year ... about three years ago, when she came in everything
became “top down” ... then there were evaluations by her and they were
just narrative, just a record, so there isn’t any way of saying what was a
good teacher or not a good teacher . Then people would be called on the
carpet for not doing this or that, but there wasn’t any basis in the
evaluation for why. A lot of times it was people who spoke out that were
put in these negative categories ... there was no consideration for the
collective bargaining unit, you’d just get an unsatisfactory rating because
you wouldn’t do something they wanted you to.
I get overwhelmed sometimes by the amount of time we need to use to
solve problems which I feel takes away from my ability to do creative
lessons, I get angry about that. Like when we did the no confidence vote.
We spent hours documenting everything we needed. We just wanted to
have a dialogue with the administration. They wouldn’t have a dialogue
with us, they wanted everything in writing. Well that took a lot of time
and then when we gave it really wasn’t responded to.
We spent thousands of dollars visiting other schools on a block schedule
grant to investigate, but then when we came back with all the research,
and we said that it wasn’t going to work in our system, they didn’t listen
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to us. Any time our findings come out contrary to what they want, they
get very upset.
We had a serious problem with violence in the school. We started
working on that. We had a principal who would pull kids out of internal
suspension on her own and the result was that behavior got worse. Then
the kids thought they could get away with it. We had a very very tough
situation. We approached the school committee for several months, but it
took us a whole year to accomplish the fact that the principal should go
by the handbook. We insisted on the accountability of the handbook.
The results of that is that it has gotten better again.
Claire’s story raises the issues which are echoed by several participants.
Although Claire insisted that her school system was not sexist because it had hired
female administrators, she obviously felt that one had been manipulated. This idea of
women being used as “pawns” by male supervisors will be reiterated in this discussion.
In other teachers’ accounts, since the majority of administrators in their high
schools were male, often gender issues were intricately connected to women teachers’
attitudes towards them. Not paying attention to teachers is a practice administrators
indulge in which ranges from simply overlooking teachers’ concerns to outright
suppression. The following examples trace that progression.
When Sara chaired a committee to work on problems in her building she said it
took three years to accomplish some of the simplest suggestions about things like lunch
room procedure: “Three years! I don’t know what it was, a power thing, or what... we
had parents, students and teachers involved. I had this feeling on that council that
everybody was listened to except teachers. Three years’ documentation!” She discusses
her volunteer work with a mentoring program in her school which works as a clinical
site for student teachers in the area. Teachers’ commitment is what makes it work: “If
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the principals had had anything to do with it, it wouldn’t have worked ... we designed
it, we do it on our own time ... they don’t give a shit about it.”
Linda began some innovative work with team teaching, which she planned on
her own time, because “it’s easier not going through administrative channels.” Piloting
a career exploration program in her senior classes is another project that administrators
have never acknowledged. Even people outside the school hear about it, but “never the
administrators. It’s like as long as you’re not getting into trouble or your kids aren’t,
they don’t pay any attention to you.” She had the same experience after she did a
special project writing a radio script with her classes which went on the air for six years
at a local radio station. “During that entire time the principal and the vice-principal
never heard any of the shows ... no one ever came up to the kids and said this is a great
thing, I heard you on the radio! I felt bad for them.” When she tried to get more time to
work on the project, the principal’s reaction was that she’d just have to give it up
because he needed her to cover a shop class. The radio program disappeared, but when
the principal was writing a brochure about the school, he wanted to know about the
program for public relations: “I said don’t you remember, you said you didn’t have the
time to give me to do that!”
Regina describes relations between teachers and administrators as “ships set
adrift.” Her principal never visits classrooms, and although he acts like he listens to
teachers, “it goes in one ear and out the other. I have never heard him listen and
actually follow through.” She believes administrators are lucky teachers function on
their own as well as they do. Moreover, department chairs in her school seem to ignore
any new teacher, male or female, and let them “flounder.” She herself began
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volunteering her own time to help a new teacher who was having problems. Here
Regina was modeling the kind of nurturing behavior discussed previously, which is
sometimes a female trait that can lead to enabling dynamics between teachers and
administrators. Doing what she feels is her male supervisor’s job was reason for the
tone of frustration in her comment:
She’s not getting any help from the chair or the principal. It wasn’t me
that was supposed to do that. Isn’t the principal in charge of supervising
teachers? I don’t know what the hell they do with their time ... where
was he [the science department chair] when [a new teacher] had to be let
go?
It is interesting that Chris uses the same “sea” metaphor to describe her school’s
leadership: “I work in a dysfunctional system.... The boat out there in the ocean is
drifting and we’re not sure what direction we’re heading in but we’re all on it.” The
lost-at-sea idea characterizes Tina’s comments about working with administrators on
staff evaluations: “It’s a joke, a real joke ... there’s no manual, no job description. You
just go as you go and there is nobody guiding you ... no consistency...” Her former
department head sounded lost at sea as well. Teachers never knew what he was doing,
he’d leave and no one would know where he was. “So we were like a department
without a leader.”
Even though Marsha likes her principal personally, the reason she gives for his
being a “stinking administrator” is that he doesn’t listen to teachers. The opinions
teachers offer in faculty meetings “just go right by him.” Now that the principal does
the hiring since educational reform, she is concerned that he doesn’t ask for faculty
input on committees:
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When he hired a new language teacher he didn’t even ask me what I
thought! ... [Marsha is a language teacher]. By not asking for input, or
sitting down with people, [administrators] are missing some good ideas
from the rank and file. Once you move to the other side of the desk, all
of a sudden they think they have all the answers.
Chris brought up the same perspective: “Teachers are not listened to ... they’re in the
squeeze ... when in doubt, [they] tell the teachers they’re not doing enough ...”
Perhaps because she is going for certification in administration, Arlene sees the
non-communication from both sides. She feels that just being an administrator naturally
puts a person in a place where mistakes are made like not listening to teachers, and that
teachers don’t listen to administrators either. I think it’s a natural
animosity they have towards each other, and I don’t know if you can
bridge that gap ... teachers respect administrators in my school who
leave them alone, but to me that is not good administration .. ..”
Besides simply ignoring them, according to these participants, administrators do
not actively support them. Jeannette qualifies support as direct and indirect. She gets
indirect support when she uses the school facilities after school, the lights, the
computers, the copy machine. “But if you look at personal interaction or if I need help I
would say [there is none.] The facilities, yes. But not like ‘Hey, will you be on this
committee for support?’ Not like that, never.” Regina has felt “hung out to dry” on a
number of issues, as if her department chair would “sell me out in a minute” if a conflict
with a student arose. “That makes me feel like I don’t have much support from the
people above me ... my head is on the chopping block the minute a parent complains ..
. I’m out there dangling.”
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Ruth feels squeezed between her accountability to her colleagues and having to
do what she’s told. Her department chair puts her in positions which place her at odds
with her colleagues, and then abandons the responsibility for it:
He called a meeting during my duty period in study. Well, he didn’t
inform my study hall partners! They were like ‘Where were you?’
You’re jammed from all sides. Your colleagues get mad_it was his
responsibility. You go to the principal, he says you should’ve handled
that. So what it comes down to is you don’t have any authority to make
decisions, but you are held accountable for the decisions that are being
made when they’re unsound!
But the benign neglect of administrators does progress into a more sinister
picture. Maria says that she left one school where she taught after two years because
teachers were treated like children by the administration. Ann, too, feels that her
principal talks down to teachers, and it bothers her:
I have serious trepidation about what is going to happen to teachers here
because I don’t think we’re valued. I don’t think we’re listened to ...
my darkest times don’t have to do with kids, they’re not the problem. I
don’t like the fact that when I come in here I’m doing my best job and it
is not valued.
When Cindy worked as an administrator she noticed a “nasty side of administration ...
the negative things they say about teachers ... that teachers are lower class ... it points
to many of the problems in education!” Regina has always felt that in the power
hierarchy of her school system, “teachers are at the bottom of the barrel.” In Linda’s
school, the principal had “come up through the ranks as a teacher.” The irony is that
people tell stories about what he was like as a bad teacher, “drinking coffee all the time .
.. now since he knows what bad teachers really are like, he can criticize them!” The
hierarchy of power is put into a metaphor of a ladder that Tina finds frustrating. Since
she is a new department chair, she sees “a little bit more of the landscape from a higher
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rung. But what she sees is that “those a little higher up on the rungs take advantage of
what I can’t see ... then you feel squashed from the top, you’re squashed from the
bottom, you’re right in the middle of it.”
The notion that teachers belong to a lower class than their administrators is
reflected in the larger educational hierarchy, according to Chris:
There’s a class system operating here and I feel like those of us who
teach secondary might be a lower class, secondary [teachers] are the
working class ... we are in the trenches ... it’s sort of acknowledged
with a nod, but not really ... middle class, upper middle class are
teaching academia [college]. That’s the place of privilege.
From these attitudes teachers must feel a sense of both powerlessness and
denigration. It would seem that if women are already feeling this because of sexism in
society and in their work environment, it must be compounded by the fact that they are
teachers, at the “bottom of the barrel,” the “lowest rung.” One might ask whether this
attitude towards teachers is coming from the historical fact that teaching has been a
feminized profession? Certainly the reality is that formal authority in public education
has “traditionally rested with those (mostly male) administrators who manage the
enterprise rather than with those (mostly female) teachers who provide the service”
(Johnson, 1990, p. 145). In addition, the bureaucratic hierarchy of schools creates a
caste system, in which administrators assume authority over teachers, who are often
treated like children in the ways that they are denied decision making power
(Bruckerhoff, 1991; Johnson, 1990; Maeroff, 1988).
If teachers think that administrators look down on them, how do they feel they
are being treated? Linda’s superintendent “spies on people, harasses them, grills them
on petty, petty things.” In the same system, the administrators go to California for
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conferences while teachers have to fight for a personal day. Linda remembers what it
was like as new teacher: “I could stand back and see what the administration was like,
and what the principal was doing. I could see it was a very negative atmosphere, a very
unhappy place.”
These participants reported that they feel used. Administrators manipulate
teachers for their own purposes. Fran often feels used as a “pawn” by hers, who take
what they want to hear and use it, and the things they don’t want, they ignore. The
principal reports what he thinks the school committee wants to hear, and he isn’t telling
the whole story. Her department chair made her spend a lot of time choosing new
textbooks, but then chose the one he liked from the start. He then told the principal the
whole committee had selected the book. Nancy’s experience on a committee is similar.
After an enormous amount of work,
an administrator said I’m doing it this way. It became really fragmented.
There were two teachers he listened to and not the whole committee ...
it was like these people I agree with, I’m not listening to the rest of you.
The committee just went away ... it was quite a sad thing.
Johnson (1990) contends that school officials seldom regard informational exchange
with teachers as worthwhile, particularly in cases where they (officials) are not
controlling the topics. The resulting effect is teachers who believe that schools make
very poor use of them as professionals. Pam’s department chair concerns her much in
the same manner:
It scares me that he is so involved with new ideas like scaling grades ...
his kids said his exam was easy. Wow! Everything you work so hard for
to get the kids to work and earn, and then along comes this department
chair and says ‘no, we’re not going to do that’ ... It throws out all your
work....
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The way administrators have treated these women teachers has led to a real
negativity. For Linda this comes from not being treated as a professional:
You’re watched to see that you come in at the right time, not to walk in
the hall with a cup ... what you’re doing with your free period ...
there’s an aura of suspicion, not reward for good work ... faculty
meetings have a negative tone right from the start...
In general, her attitude towards administrators is one of resentment. Decisions are just
thrust upon teachers without input, decisions about curriculum, scheduling: “We are
told this is a good idea, but never after consulting teachers. Of course if teachers had
been consulted, we would have told them it wouldn’t work.” Fran’s attitude parallels
Linda’s: “Theirs are new ideas, and the only way to go or something. They just think
they have a better idea. If you’ve been around long enough, you’ve seen things that fail
and things that work.” These comments especially reflect the notion that teachers’
experience is ignored (Johnson, 1990), even though these women are veteran teachers,
several years into their careers.
Fran feels used by her department chair, who is
... very manipulative in a sneaky way ... you have to keep your back up
or you’re going to get a knife in it... he’d stab us in the back ... he’s
vindictive, too. He puts on this air like he’s mister nice guy, but you
have to be really careful.
And she feels that her age makes her a target. “He likes to have young submissive
women under him that he can control. With the older teachers he hates it because he
doesn’t have us under his control.” Two other female midcareer teachers in her
department feel that he’s trying to get rid of them. Fran is acknowledging sexist
practices here.
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Keeping her back to the wall is a phrase Ruth also uses to describe her
relationship with her department chair and her principal:
You’re set up by the administration ... they can undermine you ... my
chair is not in tune with what is happening. [We get] blanket
expectations from an administrator ... he doesn’t have a clue how to
supervise, so the professional interaction we have is poor ... it breaks
down and because it becomes a matter of it really doesn’t matter what
you do, you just keep your back to the wall... if I were a new teacher
needing guidance it would snap me.... I have come to expect the
incompetence from my superiors. It’s a matter of figuring out skills to
defend myself from this incompetence. He abuses the truth ... and he
intimidates.
Working with other administrators is like a “really big head game of
manipulation” according to Tina. She, too, feels she had to protect herself, even though
she herself is an new department chair:
You have to be diligent or you’re going to get sucked up ... if you’re not
paddling fast enough, you’re going down the drain.... I deal with
different building principals and I have to learn how to get beyond their
personalities ... and have a handle on everything.
After considerable documentation of these teachers’ feelings towards
administrators, some statements sum up the range of opinions from top to bottom. On
the lighter end, Fran feels that her principal “just doesn’t seem like he has a clue ...
same with the superintendent. They pass [ideas] down so quickly they don’t give any
thought to it, then they aren’t done correctly.... I don’t know what kind of authority he
has, I don’t really find him as a leader.” At the other extreme, Regina goes home
shaking her head saying “How did these idiots get to be my boss?”
Maria’s discussion of administrators gives us a total picture which varies from
one administrator to another. Her assistant principals (male) who are in tune with the
type of student at the inner city high school are very supportive of teachers. Their
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working relationship is one of mutual trust and respect. But her principal and his
assistant are another story:
We have a principal that’s an absolute wimp. He came here from
Minnesota and had no idea what he was getting into. The only kind of
minority he had seen was Native American. He had never been principal
before, just a guidance counselor, and he landed right smack into the
middle of this horrendous mess. And he had never seen this kind of kid
or worked with them. He wanted to give all this freedom! And we kept
saying, ‘you can’t do this!’ And one of the vice principals came with
him! They showed us pictures of their school, and it was all these white
cheerleaders, and homecoming queens! You don’t do any of that kind of
stuff around here! Unreal! ... He doesn’t come on strong, he never talks
to the kids over the loud speaker, but when he does, he sounds like a
complete fool. But there are two assistant principals who are very tough.
And there is a third in the system who is supposed to come who knows
the kids. And they have been supportive and helpful. So the school is
really functioning, thank heavens, to the qualified staff.
In Maria’s comments is an implication that perhaps the school system’s
superintendent hired the wrong people for the job, so the error starts at the top, while the
staff at the bottom must work all the harder to cover for them. Also, her principal
sounds like an administrator who ignores the advice of teachers with experience: “We
kept saying, ‘You can’t do this!”’
Betty experienced the same kind of ignorance of the students and teaching
experience that Maria did above from the administrators at her “district office” who are
not in the school, “but they’d come in and look at the type of kid you were working with
and say ‘You should do this with him’ but they’re never there to really see [the
problems]... and they expected you to go right in and do what they said.” In fact, she
described being a department chair was distasteful to her because of its distance from
the real issues of educating:
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[The politics] make you more weary of how to please an adult than what
is right for the child.... I went into education for children ... it wasn’t
to please big shots sitting behind a desk looking out a picture window.
The poor kids in reality don’t know what a comfortable chair might feel
like. You’ve got to get to the level of the children and find out what’s
going on. They have degrees and so on, but there’s so much more that
needs to be done. People should walk around in your shoes and find out
what you’re dealing with.... I don’t think they do that enough.
In a few school systems, administrators are getting positive reviews. Sara had
worked for many years for a department chair (now retired) who was responsible for
getting her school involved in professional development and mentoring, which gave her
own career a great deal of meaning. She felt she could talk to that department chair, and
“he would listen.” Nancy’s whole department shares a large communal office which
she attributes to promoting an excellent working atmosphere and collegiality. Her
department chair always “goes to bat” for them, which creates a lot of solidarity.
Although she says there is a lot of tension between the school committee the upper
administration and the faculty, and she wishes the upper administration wouldn’t go
along with the school committee so much, she expressed a great deal of respect for her
African American principal, who handles the undercurrent racism in the system by
directly confronting the issues with a white school committee. For example, when the
minority students were obliged to live by the letter of law, while the rich white kids
were getting privileged exceptions, the principal raised the issue instead of pretending it
wasn’t happening as the white administrator before had. “And what are they going to
say back to him? We need somebody like that!”
Betty, who is African American, enjoys working for a female African American
principal who “is a strong person and gets everyone channeled and she wouldn’t ask you
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to do things she wouldn’t do herself. She gives you a chance and works with you...
that lets you know you have an opportunity.” The fact her principal is female is a reason
Betty gives for her support of teachers: “She’ll look for quality, not just whether you’re
male or female, and if you need extra training, she’ll enable you to get it... .Men tend to
feel they are better suited to do things, but they’re lazy.” Working with a female
department chair revitalized Isabella’s energy which had hit bottom after seven years of
teaching: “She was excellent. I learned a lot about teaching. It was different and new
again, and it was very rewarding. I had more guidance from [her] and it changed the job
[for me].” The new female principal Linda works with has done a lot of school
improvement and teacher empowerment, “so the building is very much about moving
forward, learning your craft, getting better at what you do. The focus is on the student.”
Tina had support from her department chair in her early years of teaching. Since
she has recently become a department chair, that was an important lesson for her own
leadership:
My department head was very supportive, and that’s something that I
think as a new leader I learned ... how important it was knowing he was
there. He would stop by [and ask], ‘How’re you doing, what can I do to
help you?’ He as always helpful... he knew I’m the only one and he was
thinking I want to make sure she knows I’m supporting her and if
anyone’s bothering her, ‘Nobody bother my only woman here! Who’s
aggravating you?’
It could be, however, that her department chair was concerned that someone
might be harassing “his” woman, or harassing this teacher because she is African
American.
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Elsewhere Tina describes the environment in her school as being racist, and that
a teacher in her department was particularly hostile to her. Perhaps her department chair
was acting on the defensive by protecting Tina and himself from a racist or sexist
incident rather acting in a supportive way promoting her work.
How do midcareer teachers in other school systems represented in the study feel
going home at the end of the day after working with their administrations? For Arlene,
teacher/administrator relationships generate “burnout,” which is a term Pam also uses to
describe what she fears for her future if the administrators force teachers to ease up on
their standards; if that happens, “I’d really get burned out,” she said. Marsha uses the
term
hurtful... the administration does stupid things that don’t have to
happen. I continually hear about how a principal or a director or
supervisor has screwed up ... they have to be supervisors, but by and
large the majority of them do not know how to work with teachers, how
to support them, and that’s a frustrating, hurtful situation.
Tina’s metaphor for how she feels is indicative of how frustrated she can get as a
teacher and as a new administrator working in her system:
I'm like a simmering pot with the cap on it and every so often the cap just
pops up just a little bit... different issues that will bring that cap off just
a little bit, blow out some steam. It's a simmering pot... slowly
cooking. There's always something cooking on the surface. I think it's
the kind of thing where_It could blow ... I think when we have
summer breaks that's when the time the steam is allowed to dissipate. It's
strategic throughout the year, the little breaks so the steam is allowed to
dissipate.
Ruth feels “hopelessness” from her situation with administrators, which is
similar to Chris’s feeling “down”: “Sometimes I can’t find my sense of humor. It’s
really kind of weighted down by all this frustration and anger. You have to cut it. I
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don’t always do it well. I’m too angry at the stupidity.” At the end of her interview
with me, Fran laughed when she made a final comment about her administrators:
“Everything [is] such a bunch of bull... I guess the only thing you can do is always
hope that we’ll have a new principal, a new superintendent, a new administration!”

Summary
The participants in this study have voiced their beliefs about how and why they
entered teaching, what they were like as young women, and what they face now as
women teachers in their schools. Some of their experiences are not gender specific
unless we look at the subtle ways their experiences might be different if they were men
teaching in the same school. If they were male teachers, would they feel the same
censorship or powerlessness to say “Who am I? I’m just a teacher ...” Sometimes they
witness and personally experience more overt exclusionary practices like racism,
homophobia and racism. Fran’s closing statements suggest a vision for education
reform. If schools are to be equitable institutions for students, their faculties and
administrations must proceed with deliberate care to become more cognizant of what
teachers - both male and female - think about the ways people are treated. If all teachers
pay attention to what happens to them and to their students, perhaps they can work
more collaboratively on social change. Then the simmering pot Tina feels she is
cooking in might be turned to creative energy that poet Adrienne Rich (1993) describes:
“These thoughts and feelings, suppressed and stored up and whispered, have an
incendiary component. You cannot tell where or how they will connect, spreading
underground from rootlet to rootlet...”
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CHAPTER 5

THE JOB

Introduction: The “Tao” of Teaching
As I listened to the discussions about the job of teaching from the eighteen
participants I kept reflecting on the words of one of my own teacher colleagues who
practices a form of Zen meditation. He summed up his feelings for his job in this way:
after all the complaints we teachers have about the school, the administration, the kids,
and the public’s disdain for us, teaching is “right work.” That is, we are ultimately
doing a meaningful thing; it is labor which contributes to the good of the world. When I
was doing a pilot study interviewing teachers about their attitudes towards their jobs, a
graduate student from China gave me a broader perspective on my research data.
“Work is difficult, isn’t it? There is always struggle ....” People will complain about
work and our daily necessity of having to “chop wood, carry water” as the Zen saying
goes. I remember the wisdom in what my two colleagues said as I now present this
chapter about the many positive and negative aspects about these participants’ jobs.
First I identify what they find still rewarding about teaching since they began. Other
aspects are negative elements which have always been a part of teaching or which have
become increasingly more difficult over time. It will remain for the final chapter to
determine what philosophical stance each participant chooses to make meaning of her
work.
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The Wav We Were
At the beginning of their careers these women were extremely conscientious and
worked very long hours to prepare for their classes. This lasted for at least the first three
years. One woman said she was usually the last one to leave the building - that she came
to work in the dark and left in the dark, although high school teachers’ work hours
generally run from 7am to 3pm. Another described how terrible it was to look from a
school window and see the sun go down over the city on a late Friday afternoon. Some
women expressed that because of a lack of confidence early in their careers, they were
very nervous from stress. They also felt that they had to work much harder than men to
prove themselves, evident in comments like Marsha’s: “ I always felt that I had to be
better and work harder because I’m a woman. So I do and I drive myself. Just to prove
myself. I need to really work through that because I’m going to make myself angry and
ill.”
For minority women, the burden of the proof of their abilities is even more
difficult. As Tina said, “Even when I’ve achieved so much and overcome so much, I
will still not be taken as a professional colleague. It will always be ‘She’s that black
woman with her doctorate ... .’’’In Tina’s opinion the racist attitudes will never change
in her lifetime, which demonstrates the depth of racism’s affect on her professional and
personal life. Isabella said that “Being Hispanic and a woman, I really had to struggle to
be accepted ... I had to work twice as hard. It was very difficult, and I was going to
quit. I wanted to be accepted as a teacher, not just as a Hispanic teacher or the only
Hispanic teacher in the mainstream program.” For the lesbian participants like Linda,
having to conceal her sexual identity and feeling unsafe in her work environment is an
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added burden she lives with. It is especially difficult when she sees some of her own
students suffer. Not being able to offer open support to teens who are struggling with
their own sexual identity is very hard for her.

The Wav We Are: Better Teachers
For the most part, however, at midcareer these teachers now feel more confident
of their classroom strategies: “It’s the accumulation of life experiences that’s helpful”
said one teacher. Discipline, too, is established more easily. As Linda says, “The
people in my school who have the biggest discipline problems are not the middle aged
women teachers!” Nor do these teachers have to work long hours in preparation for their
classes. As Nancy said: “Now I have a backlog of experience so I don’t have to kill
myself the way I did when I first started teaching ... it’s not separate pieces of a puzzle,
it’s all connected.” I now discuss some elements of the job which have continued to be
positive throughout these teachers’ careers.

“I Love Mv Job”: The “Kids”
The teacher-student relationship is the major element of teaching. It is also the
primary reward of teaching (Lortie, 1975; Little, 1987). When these teachers expressed
a love of their job, the reason they all gave had to do with working with children. This
has a life-long commitment for Betty who expressed a great love for this part of her
career: “I can remember I have always worked with kids ... I work with them here at
school and at church ... I have a tendency to collect them in the neighborhood and
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spend time with them helping them in one thing or another ...” Tina states that
although she has negative feelings about many aspects of the job.
It's never been about the kids. I have fun when I'm with them ... when
I'm in that classroom with the kids, I love it. I absolutely love being in a
room with kids and I talk to them like young adults. They'll ask me
questions about life, or we'll have a philosophical discussion, which is far
from the realm of what we may be teaching at that time, but it makes me
feel good that I can connect with them and communicate with them on
multiple levels.(Tina)
Having “fun” with kids is the same phrase Cindy uses to describe her work. She
genuinely likes working with her special education students. “I hear people
complaining about these kids, and I say wait a minute! You’re supposed to be leading
them! Teaching them! Having fun with them! Gee, every day you can have such fun
with these kids!”
Although Ann said that she would not have gone into teaching if she were
beginning a career today, she would still have chosen a job working with teenagers, in
drug or alcohol counseling. She likes the variety and adventure that kids bring into her
life: “Every day you don’t know what is going to be going on ... someone is in crisis or
someone has had a victory, or something to look forward to.” The excitement and
variety of experiences working with kids is obvious in Chris’s reflections:
I really like working with kids, city kids. And I like the diversity (of a
city school). I'm fascinated by people's backgrounds and life experiences
... schools have always been like the gateway to, access to other things.
It's pretty moving. I like opening up experiences to people with books
and stuff like that... I think I grew up so much from my family
believing that education was a way to really to make it, to become
someone ... I guess it's a personal feeling about..what learning is all
about. Learning does help to make a bigger world ... I want my students
to see that there is a bigger world out there ... and really opening your
mind is really important. I basically like the decency and the integrity of
some of my students ... We certainly have terrible kids, too. [School is]
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people struggling to get somewhere. I think underneath, you feel more
needed maybe. (Chris)
Feeling needed by children is another part of the satisfaction of teaching which
remains as a constant throughout one’s career. These teachers felt that their work with
youngsters is meaningful. For Chris, being able to challenge kids, and open them up to
things they never thought of before is a reward of classroom interaction; as a counselor,
Chris could see that teachers have a really big impact on kids: “There is a bond there
that is very strong.” Linda says she gets a lot of feedback and thanks from students that
she doesn’t get from colleagues. Marsha feels she is important in the lives of her
students when she can be there “to tell them ‘Good job!’ and see a smile on their faces.
Some of them don’t get that at home.” Maria explains her students’ needs from a
similar perspective of understanding their deprivation: “They are so empty and so needy
... it’s a place of just so much need for affection and attention they’ve never had as
children...”
Teachers cite instances of students returning after a few years to thank them.
This means a lot to Maria:
A student came back a few years ago and told me he really appreciated
all the ways I taught him. He had been a really rotten kid, and later got
married and had a family ... I am still close friends with his family, so I
feel there is something special there. Even my worse kid I feel that
somewhere along the way they are going to appreciate me.
The same was true for Ann, whose student was a tough kid who had been extremely
difficult to work with, and involved with drugs and crime. He stopped by her house
several years later to tell her he was in Alcoholics Anonymous and doing well.
Jeannette receives a lot of gratification when she hears from her students:
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It’s very nice to have the kids say ‘Hello’ in town or they come up to you
and say ‘Hey, you were my teacher’ or they give you a kiss. A letter I
just received --I don’t remember the person-- but it was all about how
taking a course with me was so important. He wrote me a very nice letter
about how I told him never to drop out of school now he is in the army
and returning to his education. I felt wow, they remember.
Finally, Betty’s conviction that her work with kids is a gift from God is a
reflected in a summary which weaves in themes from other respondents:
A lot of the kids open up to me, or will come in and talk about what they
did ... [supervisors] tell us not to get too personal with he kids, but it’s
hard when you’re working with kids not to get involved ... It makes a
big difference knowing what the kids are going through. You have to
listen to them and know what’s going on. In class we’ll be doing
something and a problem will pop up. Even though you’re not supposed
to deviate, the other kids will learn from discussing what’s going on. We
talk about movies and what we’re watching ... what ways they would do
something different to make things better in that movie ... I have them
journal on their thoughts. It gives them a sense that someone cares ... I
really love kids. I really enjoy my job. If I had to do it all over again, I
would chose it. I just pray that everything keeps going the way it has ...
I just have love for people and hope it keeps growing and I am always in
position to help out with problems and do whatever I can. Now, ten
years from now, fifty years from now ... I know that the kids that I teach
now are a lot different than the ones I taught a while ago, but I want to be
able to learn and grow with them and meet their needs, if I can be a
resource for them ... we wouldn’t have the problems we have with
people today if they had someone they could turn to ... I have one boy
who has been with me who requests to come back to my class because he
really feels good being with me. When I ask him why he says because
you make me learn things. And that’s rewarding in itself, someone who
really wants to come back. You feel like you make a difference by them
knowing that you care.
In her mind, a commitment to teaching is a life-long journey, regardless of the
changes and challenges. Betty feels that she is able to embrace changes with the help of
God. For others at midcareer, however, the job of teaching has become complicated by
the very thing they love about it: kids.
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The Changes in Students Today
These teachers also expressed negative concerns about their students which
affects their current attitude about their jobs. Some teachers made a generalization that
most students today are not as motivated as they were when they entered the field.
These participants complained that their students were unprepared and unwilling to
work up to teachers’ expectations. As a result, academic standards had dropped over
the course of the teachers’ careers. Isabella is frustrated that the Latino students in her
classes have so many more advantages than she had when she was in high school yet
they are not using them: “They are absent all the time. They don’t want to work. They
have more than I ever had, they have teachers who speak their language, and they don’t
use the opportunity. You have to be an actress to hold their attention. It makes you
angry.”
Students today don’t care as much as they used to, in Fran’s assessment. With
the lack of motivation is an immaturity: “They have no self-reliance. You have to tell
them everything. They can’t use their own minds at all.” This change in students has
Fran depressed and tired. Isabella says that although the Hispanic kids of today have
more opportunities that she had when she had just come to this country to high school,
they don’t reach out and take advantage of them: “They are absent all the time. They
don’t want to work. They have more than I ever had but they don’t use the opportunity.
They have people who speak their language, people who are willing to help [them]...
but I can’t teach the same things I used to teach because they won’t work.” Betty’s
describes her students in a similar way. Earlier in her career they were more respectful
and had more motivation. But now “they feel the world owes them and they just have to
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sit back and wait. They don’t value education. They just do what they want, and want
rewards without any work.”
Teachers relate their frustration with student apathy to falling educational
standards. “My expectations for my students go lower and lower and lower. There’s
not the commitment to education anymore,” says Marsha. The standards in Isabella’s
school are slipping too, and she is “not teaching half the stuff I used to. Everything is
too lax. They get too many chances and are irresponsible.” Sara feels that her school
system has been focusing too much on keeping kids in school who don’t want to be
there. As a result, the educational process has been neglected:
The population in my school has become less academically inclined ...
[the lowering of standards] has helped perpetuate a non-caring society of
students ... it’s gotten progressively worse ... in this standard level
English I’m supposed to teach them as if they might go to a two year
college and there are kids in it who can barely write a sentence ... I am
tired of fighting with kids who don’t want to be there ... I can’t help the
kids who want to work because I’m spending ten minutes each class
period dealing with jerks. They just come and sit there and talk ... my
school system has lost the thread and too many considerations are given
to them.
The increase in student apathy and lowering of educational standards is what
Pam fears the most in her midcareer phase. She feels that educational reform has not
gotten to the real problem which is students’ motivation. Her department is watering
down the curriculum to accommodate students who don’t work and “it’s promoting
mediocrity. That really scares me.” But the student population has become more
difficult. Some kids have many problems, like pregnancy, and sexually transmitted
diseases. One student’s parents were dying of AIDS.
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Three women teachers in vocational schools mentioned the difficulties of
working with their student population, many of whom are underprivileged and come
from violent, dysfunctional homes. There are frequent crises in their lives which
triggers negative behavior: “For one it was the funeral of a friend who had committed
suicide. In my school if you scratch the surface you find more than what you want to
deal with. Sometimes I can’t deal with it... the kids are very needy.” (Linda) Another
change in the student population is the fact that more and more of them are citizens of
other countries who don’t have necessary documents, a situation Chris deals with in her
urban high school. One student who had been trying to get a visa describes his being in
a state of limbo after coming to America “from the rock bottom!” Today her students
need many more social services and a very ordered, safe environment in school:
They have short fuses and if they think something is wrong [in their
schedule or something] they go nuts ... there are eighty doors in our
school, and when you’re not interested in school, you never find the way
to the third period ...”
Working with kids today can be very difficult, and is becoming more difficult
with societal changes (Duke, 1984; Dworkin, 1987). Teachers in this study reflect this.
No one’s story is as poignant as Maria’s. Her is her extended account of the students
she teaches in a large urban high school:
They come [to school] because we give them breakfast and lunch and it’s
warm. And they skip, go to other schools to get into fights, do what ever
they want. There’s a lot of fights. The kids leave between first and
second period. We don’t know how. They sneak out, and go to central
high school to get into trouble. Last year I had a kid who was skipping all
the time and he got killed in a horrendous accident... he got hit by a
train. We have kids who are just plain coming to meet a bunch of other
kids and then they just leave. Or they come in and they just create trouble
all day long. We have four lunch periods ... they stay all four lunch
periods, we have no way of checking ... it’s impossible ... I have a lot
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of Spanish speaking kids, a lot of black kids, and a lot of poor white kids.
They are the ones falling through the cracks because there is nothing for
them. There are programs for the black kids and the Latino kids ... but
nothing for the whites ...
I see girls deferring to boys, and pregnancy issues. I think among the
white girls an abortion is ok, but for the Latina it is a horrendous thing.
They have the babies. It’s just not acceptable, neither is birth control, it
means you’re a whore. They just get in trouble. The boys prove their
manhood by having sex. It’s what they think love is. They try and find it
in the wrong places ... They get the girl pregnant, they disappear.
[When] I talk to the kids [I tell them] “I want you to pass, that education
is the only key to changing your life” but I wonder sometimes if they
understand what I am talking about. Do they understand ? Do they have
anything to compare it with? For some of these kids, they’re in deep
trouble. Drugs and gangs and the police. I was talking to a woman who
works in the jail. She said she’s getting seventeen year-olds who have
committed murder, who are in for life. She asks them if they know what
they did. They know what they did. “Why did you do it?” “Well I was
mad at so and so.” “Do you know what it means being in here for the rest
of your life?” And they don’t know what that means. When she talks to
some who are in for a year if they’d do the crime again they say yes! ...
They are not brought up by anybody. They don’t have a sense of morals,
they have a sense that something is being done to them that is wrong,
That they are insulted. They don’t feel hurt, or pain, but they do get very
angry. Because they are not in touch with these feelings and because of
that, the real underlying reason for all that anger is hurt and pain ... the
injustice done to these kids that they don’t have anyone who loves them.
And so that kind of pain, they just can’t feel it. It’s too threatening to feel
that stuff. They would break down. All they know is reacting in an angry
way defending themselves. And so they do these things and don’t know
what you’re talking about when you say you can’t do this to someone
else. So we have these kids in school and we feed them and it’s warm
and the instance you say to them “Stop talking” they go berserk ... I had
a kid last year who threatened to kill me. So I had an aide thank goodness
who witnessed the whole thing. I called a guard who took him out
immediately by force. So this kid landed in my class again this year. I
already had several confrontations with him outside in the hallway, and
he was just removed from my class. Now he’s 17, he’s failed for the third
time, so I think he’s going to be recommended for an alternative program
... Last year the police had to come and circle the school. We’re next to
the vocational school, and the gang from there was going to attack our
school. So when I walked out in the hall, outside I could see all the
police had surrounded our school!
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As Maria’s comments reflect a general consensus in a broad sweep of both
society and schools, Ann’s reveals that these are institutions which have failed children,
who as a result, have changed for the worse:
I see what kids were like back then and what they are like today are like
two different types of kids. Even since I started in this school, I see that
kids aren’t as respectful as they used to be. I see them very aggressive
towards one another ... I don’t see that same intensity around issues, the
same academic zeal I used to see. I think the kids ten years ago seemed to
have more intensity around wanting to learn ... I see so many kids have
jobs outside school, that has become more important.. I see there is no
sense of family for these kids at all. Other than their friends at school,
there is no community outside the school.
Teachers like Maria, Nancy and Tina are concerned about the changing racial
populations in their schools. They feel that the needs of the minority students in
particular are not met, which reflects a major issue in education that schools are not only
shortchanging girls, they are failing minority students (Fine, 1986; Oakes, 1985; Semak,
1996). In both their schools, the privileged students fare better in terms of school policy
and tracking in courses. Both teachers expressed a great deal of frustration and sadness
about this. For example, Tina’s frustration comes from seeing the tracking system
oppress the minority students: “You don’t see any students of color in those level one
classes. Go to a [lower] level and it’s all students of color. That’s bothersome to me ...
it’s a battle, a real battle ...” Isabella frequently stated how deaf her school is to the
needs of the Hispanic population which needs Hispanic administrators for the kids to
look up to.
But [the school] doesn’t think it’s necessary. We need Hispanic
mainstream teachers and administrators, not just ones that can speak the
language! They need bicultural, bilingual people who would be able to
better understand the kids ...”
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Nancy’s school discriminates against minorities, and it becomes more troublesome to
her as the population of her school has changed:
Is anybody looking at the general population of students saying who is
going to be the advocate for everyone? That’s hard here because special
interests abound. I feel horrible about that because I don’t like to see
some kids get more equal treatment, it hurts me a lot. We do have a large
minority population now in our school... and the people that tend to be
hit by not having a voice are those minority people. They are never the
exception to the rule, and we end up with a divided school system, the
kids who are obliged to live by the letter of the law, and the rich white
kids.
One exception to this discussion is the change for the better that Jeannette
described seeing in her Latino students since the bilingual college preparation program
has expanded in the eleven years she has been teaching in it.
Any teacher that is good is taking the student 180 days ... so you have to
expect some changes in their behavior. In my case I would say that it is
very positive. I have many students who want to go to college, to be in
higher classes. Maybe most courses have some kids who don’t want to
change, one or two who don’t want to be here, but in my classes they
want to achieve ... In my case I work all the time with bilingual, Spanish
speaking population. They have the same needs today that they always
had, the same troubles with leaving their culture, adaptation to the new
culture ... the school does more to help them now. Now they have the
chemistry course, biology, more advanced courses. In math they have
more advanced courses too. Getting the Latino kids into college tracks,
school has changed. Most of them [take more college] courses. When I
came here I was the only Latino teacher at the time ... the population has
increased. We have two others now.
Jeannette’s comments are important. Minority populations have been victims of
institutionalized racist practices of tracking students into lower level basic courses. Her
students, however, are successful in college preparatory courses, thereby breaking
stereotypes. Her efforts are helping to improve educational opportunities for minorities
by working for social change.
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Teaching Content
Most of these women participants briefly discussed another constant which
persists through midcareer: their love of their content area. Nancy and Arlene, who
teach women’s literature, expressed both a commitment to teaching students about
women’s issues through writing and reading, and a personal enthusiasm for their
material. Chris loves teaching theater and choosing “relevant” literature by black
authors for her students, the majority of whom are African American. Tina, who
enjoyed her major in college, said she really liked teaching “hands-on” industrial arts,
and especially architecture. She feels she has a lot to offer students because she is
African American, and she teaches to heighten students’ awareness of diversity. Tina
also worked several years on multiculture curriculum for teachers and taught workshops
in dealing with racism.
Both math teachers went into teaching because they loved the subject. Ruth, a
strong advocate of the physical fitness of her students, is personally committed to her
own activities such as running, biking, and rowing; she competes in races and plays on
an adult volleyball team. Cindy said she always loved home economics and making
things; she also loves teaching hospitality skills to her vocational students, who compete
in a state education fair each year.
Claire’s content areas are Spanish, French, and art. She combines them in her
unique muliculture curriculum. She loves both learning and teaching about other
cultures, and she spends an enormous amount of time researching her subject through
travel and using the world-wide computer web.
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It’s fun and exciting ... Part of it is that the class work stuff is following
my own interests, it is fun for me. I think language teachers are more
aggressive than average. When you study that kind of culture, like South
American revolution, and coup d’etat, and when you ponder all those
issues in literature, and of course in French you are dealing with
philosophy like Sartre and Camus ... and you are able to go places ...
We take the kids to France, and Canada ...
Teachers expressed a love of working with teenage students and their content
areas. These are two consistently positive aspects about their jobs. Changes in society,
however, which are reflected in the changes in their student population present different
challenges for the teachers in this study. Nevertheless, they still care deeply about their
students, which is reflected in their concern and in some cases anxiety for them. They
still feel a sense of being an important part of their students’ lives. In the next three
sections participants discuss some negative aspects of the job which have been fairly
consistent throughout their careers: isolation, monotony, and the difficulty of the work.

Isolation
The isolation of the classroom teacher is a consistent experience throughout
these women’s entire careers. However, unlike the unchanging characteristics of having
a love for kids and one’s content area, isolation over the course of a career in teaching
exacerbates the job. Tina has felt isolated from the very beginning of her career and
even her own education as an African American female. In college she was the only
Black woman, and there were only three women in her department. The college was
located in a part of the country where when she went to a store, “little kids are starin’ at
you saying Momma, colored people!”’ As a new teacher she felt very alone ... there
were no other young teachers in this building and I didn t have any support... it was
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racist... and the teachers were only accustomed to dealing with mostly white kids ...
and there was not a lot of interaction anyway.”
Cultural isolation was strongest for Jeannette when she moved her from Puerto
Rico. “I felt lonely in terms of social relationship with other teachers. You have to
have a strong attitude to withstand that. I [needed] to share time with people from my
culture.” Isabella felt another type of isolation as a result of being a Hispanic teacher:
As a new Hispanic teacher I felt very alone, very isolated. I felt I didn’t
belong in the mainstream. Then [when I was teaching mainstream] I felt
even more left out. Where did I go? I was the only one in the
mainstream program! Now I don’t like to be seen as the native speaker
in the department... I always have to teach the native speaking kids.
That’s a form of isolating me. I went to school the same amount of
time, I majored in Spanish, like everyone else in my department. Why
can’t the others teach [Spanish for native speakers]? It’s not fair to me.
It’s draining, too.
Regina remembers her early years as very isolated, too: “It took a while for me
to know people. It’s because we’re so tied up time wise. Unless you make a concerted
effort people don’t have time to make connections.” Ann said that when she began
teaching in her high school the isolation was overwhelming; Sara felt even spatial
isolation: when she transferred to her school she was put in the basement. Also,
teachers were territorial and stayed to themselves: “From the very beginning I did my
own work. You didn’t see people ... it was very isolating. I taught my classes, there
was no exchange of information ... I didn’t feel a part of the faculty.” In Nancy’s first
years in teaching, “Everybody was individually stationed in a room, so you just lived in
your room the entire day. You didn’t see people and that makes for a lot of isolation ...
it was really hard to work here and I thought about leaving ...”
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Isolation persists into midcareer as a constant in the job (Duke, 1984; Dworkin,
1987; Farber, 1991; Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1971). Ruth says she’s “always taught in a
vacuum ... and there is no camaraderie.” Tina complains that teachers lock themselves
into boxes, and even between departments and other schools in her system there is no
cohesiveness because “It’s like everyone is saying ‘leave me alone.’” Linda describes
her school environment as having a “frontier mentality. Everyone is off in their own
world with their doors closed.”
From some comments it would seem that teachers themselves are responsible for
their own isolation, preferring to stay to themselves. Teachers do value their autonomy
and freedom. But as Regina says, “All I can do is keep my comer of the world the way
it should be, but there is a lot of “copping out and isolation.” But time is also a factor
in causing isolation. Marsha says there isn’t enough time in the day: “They don’t build
time into the schedule to talk to each other as people ... we’re running, passing in the
hall... We never get to build relationships, and I think that’s pitiful.” Her sentiments
are echoed by Chris who can only “talk on the fly with other teachers ... there’s no
time. Cindy is so tied up with “classroom, correcting, planning, getting the busses
straight... there’s always something going on ... It is real tough.” She also expressed
a frustration that when meetings take the place of socializing it causes more isolation:
There used to be a group in the teachers’ lounge before school. But then
we started having all these meetings and meetings and meetings. It’s not
the same going to a meeting as it is having a cup of coffee with your
buddy. That piece has been blown right out of the water with this
meeting stuff, and it’s been detrimental. Very detrimental. Hanging
around and joking all the time is one thing, but not being able to hang out
at all is a whole other thing.
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Besides a lack of personal effort, lack of time, and the school schedule, a lack of energy
and “the system” were cited as a reason for isolation.
The importance of working hard to combat isolation has become a central focus
of change for some of the women at midcareer. They described working collegiality and
benefitting from it. This represents a new development that their years of the
experience of isolation has brought to their attention: that colleagues matter to teachers
(Johnson, 1990). A central resource room was introduced in Nancy’s department which
was an asset to her work:
I don’t know what it is about that room, where we all have our desks
now, but even though we’re not all in there at the same times during the
day, there is something about that room that finally made it seem like we
weren’t separate entities just doing our job. For example two other
women who teach with me and I are constantly throwing out ideas, and
it’s great. One of them became a godparent to my children after we were
able to establish a friendship after working together.
Not feeling isolated during the school day has been a real important aspect for
Ann and Arlene. The importance of having community is both personally and
professionally supportive. One department colleague who has become like a family
member to Ann has been beneficial to her own teaching: I bounce a lot of stuff off him.
I run a lot of [curriculum] by him and he’s very helpful.” Arlene is clear about the
importance of having good friends in her department:
My environment is not an isolating place because I have these friends.
The English department is filled with a very close group of friends.
We’re all in our late 40's, on second marriages ... we tell each other the
truth ... we’re all short Jewish women who love each other. We all sort
of accept who we are. I have a lot of support from them. We go to dinner
... we’ve gotten very close.”
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The diversity in the staff at Maria’s school is the reason she gives for the
collegiality she experiences. People really get along and have a great deal of respect for
one another. Sometimes they meet for dinner, even during the summer. Betty, who said
that years ago the black teachers and white teachers stayed to themselves, feels that now
her school has improved from when she first started teaching and she felt isolated and
alone, to now, when everyone works together more. She said that they have social
gatherings, and her department tries to meet once a week after school. During lunch she
and other colleagues have a half hour, so sometimes they go out, and talk about what’s
going on in their lives, not just about school. As department chair, Tina takes her
teachers out to socialize after school once a month, and she picks up the tab. When
other department chairs look askance at this she tells them how important it is for a
working team to recreate together, and what a good investment it is. Tina speaks with
the authority that her own experiences of isolation earlier in her life and career have
taught her.

Monotony: Working bv the Bell
Because teaching is a job with a horizontal career line, the issue of monotony
might be expected to surface in the interviews with teachers who have been doing the
same job without a change in position or responsibility for at least fifteen years. This
concern with monotony is also a typical phase of faculty who are at a midpoint in their
careers (Burke et. al., 1989; Evans, 1989; Huberman, 1989). Some tasks can be very
repetitious, like assembly work in a factory. The term ‘boredom’ surfaces in the
discussion when teachers discuss the lack of intellectual stimulation in their schools
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environments. Marsha, for example, describes the job as “the same thing day after day,
year after year ... driven by a bell... you’re always in the same material, all by the
clock ... now we’ll be teaching to state testing ... it’s boring.” The monotonous
schedule is the same object of Ruth’s disdain: “Today I have six out of seven classes ...
There’s a sense of going through the motions ... it’s a struggle ... I finish one class and
I’ve got five more to go ... you’re totally wiped out from the first one ...”
In Chris’s opinion, “the system” has much the same effect as the schedule: “It’s
deadening ... there’s a certain way it traps you and then you’re in a position in which
you have established yourself... it is very hard to move into having more space, being
able to make a contribution ...” Chris discussed that what she meant by this was that
you end up not doing anything new and feeling dull. For her, school is like a factory, an
image which conjures up a monotonous assembly line. She distinguishes this from
working with the kids:
I don’t think kids are boring. The environment, the structure, the
bureaucracy, the schedule ... is very demeaning, deadening and the
environment is dull!” Pam’s schedule leaves her and her students dull as
well: “In the afternoon it seems like more drudgery. Plus I teach three of
the same classes in a row ...
For Linda, boredom is a struggle she works hard to overcome.
You don’t get a lot of [academic] stimulation from your classes [at my
vocational school] ... it’s pretty much a daily struggle. Some days or
weeks things just get so flat just in terms of getting any enthusiasm going
or any stimulation from the other teachers ... it just feels like it’s really
flat and when it does I don’t have a lot to talk about with some of the
people ... nothing that really gets me stimulated. That is the tone of my
department... In my department I just feel like I have to do it myself.
There is interest in the students, but I guess what I’m saying is that if it
doesn’t come from me, if I don’t provide some spark or some new
approach to something, I’m not the kind of person who can just say here,
open your book and just read for 45 minutes. That’s not how I teach, and
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that contributes to both boredom and burnout. Because if I do choose to
do that kind of teaching, it would give me a rest from the kind of feeling
that I have to be “on” all the time, but I just find it really boring ...
Sometimes I find the material really boring because I’ve been there
eleven years.
It seems that these teachers find it necessary to spend energy on keeping
stimulated in an environment which can be stifling. As Linda said earlier, teaching can
hinder creativity. Nevertheless, she tries to put a great deal of it into her teaching, so
“when I get home, there’s very little left.” We might also add that after teaching for at
least fifteen years as these women have, there might be very little left of what was there
for them in earlier stages of their careers. Spending more energy to keep stimulated
could cause a dearth of energy in other parts of their lives. For this reason, as the final
part of the chapter will discuss, many of these women have to make set priorities
choices between taking care of themselves and expending extraordinary energy on their
jobs.

Breaking the “Horizontal Line”
What happens after teaching for fifteen or twenty years? Isabella wanted to look
for something else: “I didn’t want to teach anymore ... I wasn’t getting anywhere, I was
frustrated ...Teaching is a flat line career (Lortie, 1975; McLaughlin & Yee, 1988;
Sarason, 1971) with few opportunities for change or advancement other than to
department chair or other administrative roles. This is what Arlene aspires to with a
principal’s certification. Tina also is working on her doctorate in hopes of becoming a
school superintendent. Yet this change brings the teacher further away from one aspect
she cares about the most: working with children.
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The women in this study who had administrative jobs either temporarily or
currently as department chairs, did not favor them over teaching. They are like other
women teachers who do not believe that administrative jobs are a step up (Biklen,
1995). Betty, Tina and Cindy found administrative colleagues disloyal to teachers and
too involved in power struggles.
A step away from the flat career line would mean moving on to college teaching
for two women. Claire, who wears an administrative hat as a union president, finds that
the content of high school courses in the basics of foreign language acquisition is now
becoming too intellectually limiting after twenty years. She would like to work with
college students who already speak Spanish and French in more computer technology
connected with cultural exchange. Marie, too, would prefer a position in higher
education and feels that she is not using her doctorate in a productive way by remaining
in a high school. Jeannette’s doctoral studies are part of her career plan to make more
money in the future. For her, teaching doesn’t provide her with a salary she feels she’s
capable of earning. She, too, would prefer a position in higher education. But what
these women may find is that the field of higher education isn’t “friendly” to women
according to statistics: “Women account for a mere ten percent of the tenured faculty at
all four-year institutions - a rise of only six percent from the 1960s” (Faludi, 1991,
p.293). Moreover, at the time Jane White wrote A Few Good Women (1992), while
approximately two-thirds of all public school teachers were women, only five percent of
the nation’s superintendents were female. So for these participants planning to break
away from the flat career line of high school teaching, they’ll have to contend with some
discouraging facts about their job possibilities.
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While these participants confront the horizontal career issue, others seem
content with it. One reason could be that at midlife, their energy and interests are
increasingly directed outside their jobs, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
Another reason could be the satisfaction they receive from mentoring. This provides
them with an important supervisory experience working with student teachers and new
faculty members. The fact that they are able to share their expertise is of vital
importance, for without mentors, new teachers have no clear idea of what should happen
in a well-run classroom (Walsh, 1995). Cindy’s school has a program devoted to
“instructional leadership” which provides new teachers with a mentor. She herself
decided if she was going to stay in teaching she needed more out of it, so she became a
mentor: “It was wonderful... It showed me how I didn’t need to stay stuck teaching ...
and it gave me a sense of professionalism.” Cindy mentors a teacher every year now, but
unfortunately her school system is in the process of cutting funding for this program and
limiting a teacher’s ability to observe her mentee’s classroom.
Teaching someone else how to teach made a positive transition possible for
Nancy:
I feel good about what I know. I feel good about having interns and
training them. Most of them want someone to teach them how to
become good teachers. That’s what I like. It’s fun for me to help people
along the way. It’s affirming ... they are learning and I’m learning too.
Sara, too, attributes mentoring with a sense that her career had changed:
I was ready for a change, but where was I going to go? ... the change
came for me when I became a mentor ... because of that I have been
able to keep fresh with teaching and learning and not focus on those
conditions that I complain about that still exist... This man respected
what I was doing and asked to work with me. All of a sudden it was me
being recognized ... my work was good!
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Unfortunately for Linda, the job of mentoring is a “plum job” given to a man: “We have
a position for a mentor-teacher. I would like that job. I thought it would be rotating, but
the same guy gets it every year ... the thing is, I spent a lot of time with this one teacher
after school to help her ...” So here Linda is formally mentoring, but not getting
remuneration or credit for it.
Finally, one participant recently chose to change positions in the same school
from teaching to counseling. Chris had discussed applying for the job with me and why
she wanted it during our interview sessions. Although it meant leaving the classroom
and working with the kids she really likes, the flat routine of having been in a classroom
for so many years was too stultifying for her. She had taken sabbaticals before in her
career because “the only way I knew how to survive was to get away from it.” At this
point in her career she again needed a job change. Chris’s sense of having a different
job is that she will have more freedom and power. Although “engagement with kids is
very satisfying, at a point it’s not enough to give you a sense of yourself... you have to
renew yourself... I would bum myself out.” In her case, the monotony which can come
from staying on the same career level for a number of years is an occupational hazard
for Chris.
Women like Chris felt a need to interrupt the flat line element of teaching. Their
career changes were still horizontal, and they were still in schools making the same
salaries, but they were able to see themselves in a different capacity which ultimately
led to a better sense of themselves and a renewed interest in their daily work. It appears
that mentoring, especially, allows people to remain in their jobs yet to assume new
responsibility which affirms their work in productive ways. These women’s
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experiences are important in light of the fact that little attention has been paid in reform
literature to teachers who have created alternative leadership roles for themselves
without ever leaving the classroom (Troen & Boles, 1992).
In fact, there is a negative side to rewarding teachers with mentorships.
Freedman (1990) discusses how The Holmes Group and the Carnegie Forum suggest
that teachers be promised rewards of higher positions of authority over other teachers,
creating the position of master teacher or “career professional” for elite teachers who
will supervise others. This is to “woo middle class women back into teaching.” Yet
removing teachers from their classrooms “illustrates the lack of regard the reformers
have for the work of teachers within classrooms, as well as ... reflects the belief that
[classroom teaching] is inherently mindless, unskilled, and inconsequential...
[ultimately] devaluing work traditionally done by women (p. 246).

The Workload
Even though teachers said that since they’ve reached midcareer their work is
much easier, they contradicted this throughout the interviews when they talked about
their work loads. They consistently refer to the fact that teaching preparation is time
consuming. This was true for Ann, who said that as a young teacher, she would “spend
all of Sunday doing lesson plans ... [now] it’s a different intensity.” Perhaps the
anxiety has lessened for them as they age, but not the work itself. Teaching at
midcareer is exhausting, according to most of these teachers. It is crucial that we don t
understand this as merely a function of age. First, it is a characteristic of the job.
Secondary school teachers spend an average of 50 hours a week on their teaching duties
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National Center for Education Statistics, 1993). It is also of a combination of factors.
Whether they feel that they have to prove themselves as women, or that they need to
stave off falling standards or monotony, or that the “factory” or “system” itself is a
cause of frustration, these teachers frequently express the fact that their work is
strenuous.
Sometimes the disciplining of students can be “absolutely grueling” according to
Cindy, who recounted a few days of confrontations with some students that required her
to take time off: “It was something I really needed. I obviously was exhausted for
whatever reason and was not handling [the situation] well.” It is interesting to note here
that Cindy, like Regina earlier, is blaming herself for a difficult experience. Similar to
her, Nancy makes the following comment in reference to the amount of work she takes
home to correct: “We are killing ourselves for the good of other people’s children and
no one knows ... it becomes overwhelming ... my biggest heart ache is saying ‘why
should I feel guilty because I want to have a life?’”Two participants used the image of
juggling things. As Nancy mentioned, there are “mountains of paper work ... and with
families it becomes a bigger burden ... you work really hard, juggling a lot.” Chris
knows the same feeling: “There’s a lot of stuff... it’s keeping all these thoughts in the
air hoping they won’t fall and break.”
Although these teachers feel more confidence and have experience to back them
up, the actual work that goes into teaching is still arduous. Cindy says that “staying
ahead of the kids is a real challenge ... I find that I’m exhausted at the end of a day.”
Marsha uses the word “challenge” as well:
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Being in education today is a real challenge ... I give a great deal of
thought about how I deliver my material... it sucks up my whole life,
just the preparation. I wake up at four o’clock in the morning sometimes
trying to figure out a way I’m going to get something across ... I have a
lot of anxiety, and I can’t go back to sleep ... Sunday nights are horrible
... I have so many preparations and I don’t have any thinking time, no
down time.
For some of the teachers, then, the pressure may be self-induced from a work ethic.
Nancy described herself as “workaholic.”
But sometimes school policies cause heavy workloads. In Linda’s vocational
school she feels that the academic course teachers
get the screws all the time, because of this perception that we don’t need
time, although we see [more than the trade teachers do in their small
classes.] I have 130 kids. They just gave me another class to teach.
Fran’s difficulty comes from without, too: “It’s hard [work]. Every year you have to
create strategies for dealing with things like a new principal or different style students.”
In Sara’s school she has “too many courses, too many classes, too little materials.” Tina
attributes her heavy work to being in the middle of upper management and parents:
“You make a decision and there is always someone squishing your decisions ... It’s a
strain. Sometimes I will go fourteen, sixteen hour days and I will be so exhausted
sitting here and just be out cold.”
Poor management burdens teachers. They feel their efforts are wasted and that
they do extra work because of poor management. There is also frustration about the
bureaucracy. The term Chris uses for management is:
... an octopus that squashes people. A lot of people our age are not
doing a great job because they’re tired, they’re cynical... you have to
find strategies that will fit into the nuts and bolts functioning of schools .
.. it’s a frustration ... working in a crazy place where things don’t make
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sense. We’re fighting against the kids’ own resistance, and this is an
unstructured, not very well run place ... there’s lots of depression.

The Burden of Invisibility
One of the reasons several teachers give for being drained from the workload is
that the rewards are few and unrecognized. This is a job “you don’t get a lot of kudos
for” (Tina), which must make it seem more difficult. Being a teacher is hard work, says
Marsha, and it requires dedication and public relations work as well, because “a lot of
people are teacher bashing ... the rewards are there, but boy you have to look for
them.” Nancy wants give the best for her students, but after working hard, “the only
time you get feedback is when you do something wrong, or if the kids won something ..
. [nothing is said] in terms of the general education of students that is quality and we’re
proud of it.” Not getting recognition for having worked really hard is difficult for Chris,
who finds it a struggle to “realize that people don’t get ahead in education because of
their creativity or integrity ....” Women who work without recognition is a cause for
concern when considering feminist theory. They are like Linda, in a earlier discussion,
who mentored another teacher without remuneration or time compensation while her
male colleague got the benefits of an actual job title for it. This can lead to further
devaluing of women’s voluntary efforts. When women commit themselves to caring,
and are willing to sacrifice in order to care for others, their sacrifice is devalued by a
patriarchal society that values individual competitive accomplishments rather than
nurturing acts (Cohen, 1991; Semak, 1996).
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A more astonishing part of Claire’s interview was hearing about the lack of
recognition she received for her countless awards, grants, and interesting multicultural
projects all over the world. “They never once recognized me for any of it. They never
put anything, even a blurb, in their newspaper articles or newsletters home.” After she
studied in Korea last summer, she offered to present a K-12 curriculum project on
Korean culture to her system’s faculty on a work shop day, free of charge. They turned
her down. Ignoring teachers’ opinions and experience is an administrative behavior
discussed earlier. Failure to acknowledge the kind of extra work teachers like Claire do,
is a grievous error which makes an already difficult job more tiresome.
The effects of this error is summed up by Jeannette, who feels that when
teachers and their work are ignored, “that is human waste. [Schools] could use talent
more. I have a lot to give and I could give more. There are people here that are very
talented. Sometimes that bothers me, and there is nothing I can do.”
Once again, it is important to note that teachers distinguish the rewards of
working with kids from the lack of recognition they get from their administrations and
from the public. As stated earlier, almost every teacher cited the feeling of satisfaction
which comes from working with youngsters. This is especially true in Jeannette’s case,
she says, because people in the Hispanic community value teachers more. Parents allow
you more respect: “I can go to any of their houses ... they call me Ta teacher.’ It is part
of the culture. If I go to the supermarket, they say ‘hi!’”
But gratification comes only once in a while, sometimes years apart. For Ruth
the reward is more bittersweet because by midcareer, her once optimistic attitude has
changed:
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The kids that touch base with me are the ones I’ve been in the most
conflict with. They come back and say ‘I remember being so mean to
you’ and recognize that their behavior was off the wall... the other ones
I had the most impact on I’11 never know. [The idea that you have] a
major impact on students ... those kind of illusions are gone.
These women teachers acknowledge the rewards of working with kids and
enjoying their content areas. But by midcareer, working in the school environment can
become “an emotional battleground” (Ruth). Tina’s sentiments reflect a somber attitude,
even more serious in that she is at a relatively early stage of midcareer, before time has
worn her teaching experience as thin as other participants’:
If much doesn’t change with this job, I’m leaning to stop because it’s
doing more harm than good for me. I think I’m doing a real decent job ..
. but being in this job is very taxing and pointless because you spend so
much energy working on a project or trying to get people to see your
point which they’ll never be able to see through my eyes.

Burnout: “Why Bother?”
When the pointlessness of effort becomes an issue, teachers may experience
burnout. Sara did not have a word for what she was experiencing, but she describes
coming to a place where something wouldn’t work, something was wearing her down.
Her career had gotten a boost of energy for a period of about six years when she became
involved in mentoring. But lately she has been feeling less optimistic about her school
system and her place in it. She doesn’t feel rewarded, and there didn’t seem to be any
benefit to what she was doing:
You become very complacent... Next year my expectation won’t be
high. I’ll just get some workbooks, we’ll work on remedial stuff... I
have learned that what I have to say doesn’t make any difference.
Because the school system says these are eleventh grade kids .. .I’ll end
up passing them on like everyone else does. So what does that do for
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morale, what does it do for education?? It takes the spark out of it. I’ll
just do my job till I find something better.
In Fran’s comments there is a note of dejection, or resignation for work rendered
meaningless. As discussed earlier, she would work on committees but her ideas
wouldn’t be implemented. Later she talked about how her department chair scales
grades and the principal wants to know why kids are failing, so she gives in: “Why
should I stick to my ideals and keep [my course] challenging if nobody cares? Why
bother, it doesn’t get me anywhere!” As for working on committees, she’s refusing all
work unless it’s paid. Who would then work on committees? “The new teachers, but
they’ll get burned out too. They’ll see the handwriting on the wall and say ‘Why
bother?’ I have a lot more understanding now of the teachers who are burned out.”
When teachers aren’t valued for their work, estrangement, a form of burnout,
can result (Kottkamp et al., 1986). Ruth admits that there were times when she felt
“totally burned out.” It was precipitated by having done some important professional
work for which she received no acknowledgment:
I had done this article in a professional journal and I had gotten a grant..
. but with no recognition. It was like so what if I did anything? ... Even
though you put the effort in, you’re in a vacuum ... you can slowly sink
down...
Pam defines her concept of burnout in an example of a colleague
... who has been shot down time and time again in the school... He’s
just on automatic, teaching the same things over and over, not doing
anything extra... I feel like I’ve been in that place myself, but it’s never
lasted anything more than maybe three months. But I haven’t felt like
I’ve crossed over that line yet..into total burnout. If that ever happened to
me it would be time to leave teaching. I guess the energy comes from the
gratification, the feedback.
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Summary
If a teacher’s energy comes from the feedback, she herself may be feeling more
burnout than she admits since the rewards are few in teaching, as discussed earlier.
Moreover, it is once again apparent that these women teachers feel that they have to do
something “extra” to avoid burnout, like they do to avoid boredom. As Claire
mentioned earlier, she is never bored with her job because of all her grants, traveling,
and involvement with multicultural curriculum. However, she said later in the interview
“I realize that because of all my [work], I am burning myself out. All the grants I get in
those areas, I am burning myself out. I am trying too hard to keep up with everything.”
At midcareer Claire had developed cancer which she attributes to stress over keeping up
with all the work she had created for herself.
Arlene finds the extra work to avoid burnout necessary:
I’m the kind of person who as soon as I think I’m bored, I find another
mountain to climb. Even though I hate it... I always needed some
mountain to climb. So burnout to me is unconscionable. I see a lot of
burned out teachers around me and I get angry.
Here Arlene is blaming the teacher for burnout, and guilt adds its own weight to
the job. Chris feels that the teacher’s responsibility to avoid burnout is in itself difficult
work:
There’s a tremendous thing to always cope with, keeping your head
above water ... the need to do things fresh it that matters to you. Some
teachers can teach the same things every year... I’ve not been able to do
that... I sometimes feel tired of having to find things that keep you alive
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Perhaps more telling is the comment Chris made later in the interviews when reflecting
on her career. She feels most disappointed in herself for not having handled the system
better. This personal disappointment was really bothering her:
I’ve been dealing with this for about six months, thinking about my
career. I couldn't talk to you three weeks ago because I was feeling very
depressed ... this really looking at one’s career ... I think that's really
on my mind a lot.
Finally, Pam sums up the attitude that avoiding burnout is a teacher’s
responsibility, when she indicated that if she were to get burned out, she should leave
teaching. From this discussion on burnout and monotony, it appears that for some
women at midcareer, the negative elements of the job of teaching are the result of some
personal negligence. This could exacerbate their attitude about their jobs and could put
their health in jeopardy. Claire, Marsha, Cindy, Isabella, and Jeannette all stated that at
midcareer they have had health problems which they attribute to the exacerbating affects
of their job. This leads to the discussion in the next chapter about what participants do
about taking care of themselves at this point in their lives.
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CHAPTER 6

MIDLIFE AND MIDCAREER ISSUES
Introduction: Turning Points
What do experienced teachers do to avoid the negative effects of a job which
naturally occur over time? How do they see themselves now at midlife and midcareer,
and what is their sense of their future teaching years? Almost all of these women
teachers have experienced a turning point. They have learned that they must take care
of themselves differently than they had earlier in their careers. In this last section of the
data analysis, I discuss how the participants describe going through a midlife transition.
For some the transition was a dramatic realization or a time of crisis. For others, it was
a gradual change in their focus from career and taking care of others to taking care of
themselves.

All of these women felt that midlife is a very satisfying place to be. This

is not to say that the problematic elements of the school environment and teaching have
changed. But their ability to cope with them has become more of an acquired skill with
age.
The participants’ discussions follow' a kind of wave-like pattern, flowing in and
out of recounting the daily reality of the job to taking a more philosophical look at the
meaning of the work of teaching at this point in their lives. Their accounts do not
follow a linear pattern of “before and after midlife , but rather a spiraling inward
tow'ards a clearer center of how they see themselves both in relation to and outside of
relation to their careers. So for Ann, who said earlier that the work of teaching still has
an intensity at midcareer, this stage in her life is also a comfortable one: I m prett\

comfortable with my professional life and with my personal life now. And that’s a nice
place to be rather than having to perform every day or do it just right... things like that
are gone now.” Sometimes this was true about other women’s teaching as well as their
personal lives; otherwise, they expressed coming to a realization about things they
couldn’t change about their jobs and what this meant for them. The discussion follows
the progression of how some women are more satisfied with themselves in their careers
at midpoint, to how these women also have come to realize that there had to be changes
in the way they were living and working in order to feel good about themselves and
remain healthy, to discovering ways to accomplish that change. Finally, they reflect on
their careers and schools as a result of their midlife, midcareer transitions.

The Rewards of Midlife: “I Love mv Grey Hair!”
Researchers have stated that midlife is experienced very positively by some
women (Huyck, 1994). These women attribute several advantages to arriving at
midlife. Women who had children in their early adult life feel a new sense of
independence. Later life can bring with it a liberation from the confinement of
traditional sex roles (Labouvie-Vief, 1994). Financial bumps of earlier career stages
have smoothed out, although college expenses for children are always a concern. These
women feel much more confident in themselves. Several women expressed a
satisfaction with themselves for the ways they handle relationships with partners.
Divorces are in the past, or they know how to approach new relationships with more
maturity and wisdom.
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For Claire, midlife is a “new beginning.” When she discussed this aspect of her
life she was smiling and animated:
It is very exciting. I have been divorced a long time. Sixteen years. I had
a one year marriage that was a disaster in between that... [When] I got
cancer I thought “I hope I don’t die before I know what real love is.” I
really had lost a lot of trust in people ... A few years ago a man moved
in next door. We see each other every day ... I know ultimately I want
to live with someone. Twenty years ago I would try and force him to do
what I need. But I don’t have the energy to try and convince someone to
want to live with me. I do know what I need to do for myself... I am
very determined to have that love relationship ....
Even though Claire is determined, past experience taught her that she can not force
anything. Having learned this, she is able to look forward with confidence to the way
she will manage her new relationship in a healthier way than she had in the past with
some abusive ones.
Tina is a woman in the earliest phase of her midlife. She looks forward
optimistically to the journey in terms of the future tense since for her, midlife will be at
fifty years because she believes she’ll live to be one hundred:
I would hope that I would have such a great sense of myself and where
I'm going where very little would phase me. Very, very little would
ruffle my equilibrium. Right now I think I'm still emotionally attached to
certain issues and topics and it just infuriates me when someone tampers
with that. So I think that I'll be a lot calmer. I'll be a lot more confident
in who I am. I hope to be a lot thinner. You know, it's like a fine wine. I
think women get better with age. I really do. A little bit of gray right in
here. I think I’ll be feeling good about my self and feeling good about
what I've done thus far ... being able to reflect upon what I've done up to
that point in life and feel good about it, the people in my life and having
real positive, good people in my life. That is going to be real important
to me.
Tina’s projection is a current reality for Regina, who is about ten years ahead of
her. Regina referred to her earlier adulthood previously in this chapter as a fearful time
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when she felt like a “mouse” and lacked confidence. Having come through midlife, she
now refers to the aging process as an unfolding and recovery of her true self:
Things are better now than ever before because I’ve learned to cope
much better... I found my own way to survive ... I find that I can
speak up to people in my life ... it’s been a life-changing path of
breaking down assumptions I have about life, of feeling fear but learning
to walk through it, feeling challenges, speaking up about things I believe
in ... it’s doing what I need to do, discovering myself. It’s about being a
woman in society, too ... this is a recovery of me.
Although sometimes people like Cindy experience a difficult transition when
their children leave home (“I’ve got this empty house ... I miss my daughter a lot.”),
others like Nancy feel more independence. In the following excerpt she embraces the
positive changes midlife has brought her:
I’m so glad I have the grey hair. It’s been one of the things I’ve rejoiced
in! When you feel like you’re settled and you’re pretty happy with your
life then you have lots more to give. When your own kids are older you
can bring more into what you would call your family ... I find [midlife]
interesting and I like it... all of the ways I’ve learned to put my learning
together ... different issues that weren’t even part of my thirties ... what
a liberating thing to be able to say “Hmm! I’m taking care of me!” My
kids are older ... I have time for myself. It makes me feel good to say
I’m important and I don’t have to be rushed. I can relax.

Midcareer Job Security
Midcareer as well as midlife has its advantages. Because these are women who
have remained in the same career their entire adult life, they feel a sense of job security
and confidence in their teaching. This enables them to relax, to spend more time on
other interests instead of proving themselves as teachers, and to plan for their futures.
Cindy feels “a hell of a lot more knowledgeable ... I’ve improved tremendously ... it’s
wisdom, knowing where the students are at and knowing what they need.” Knowing
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what students need is one benefit of Isabella’s tenure: “I have more of a sense of humor
... I give advice more like a parent because of my age now ... I am more
understanding.” She also feels that at midcareer she now has a good command of
English and can tell her Spanish speaking students how to be aggressive in studying the
language, and assert themselves in school; “I didn’t have someone to tell me that, and I
wish I had had that advantage.” Linda feels that the “You can respond to students and
confront colleagues on their issues” with more self-assurance. Nancy’s grey hair has
given her an edge at work that tells people she’s “paid her dues” and she knows what’s
going on. She has had much fewer negative interactions with parents than when she
was a newer teacher, and she has learned how to adapt a great deal of material to
whatever class she has:
I’ve got a great background. I feel really good about what I teach and
what I know ... You’re not struggling any more. It doesn’t mean you’re
THERE, but on the other hand sometimes it’s ok to say when you come
into school “What am I going to do in class today? Yup, I know!” and
not have it be something that has to be planned out in detail, wanting to
make sure you get everything in. I think in the classroom, too, there is
more of a flow to class, rather than it being regimented.
Her confidence in her ability and experience is similar that of Chris, who sums up the
reason teaching at midcareer is so different from earlier stages with the word “history:”
I think when I first went in being a young teacher [it was all a process of]
figuring out what I was doing, kind of needing to prove oneself, be on
top of things, get kids motivated. There aren’t any surprises anymore,
and not having surprises you’re kind of one step ahead in knowing what
you need to be doing. So there is a firmer grasp on how to get things
going, how to look at what you want to accomplish and knowing more
about the channels ... that definitely you have a map and the directions
are pretty clear. So I think it’s being on the ground ... There is a history
there, a lot of good work . .. coping with the whole thing ... there’s a
tremendous thing to cope with, keeping your head above water.
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Yet even though Chris feels like she has a map with clear directions, getting to
that clear place involved a history of coping, struggling to keep going. It is this aspect -the realizations about physical and emotional costs of midcareer— that I examine next.

The Physical and Emotional Needs of Midcareer
All but three of these eighteen women teachers felt that they reached a point at
midcareer of becoming physically drained. Isabella said that her energy level is low
now, and even though she likes what she is doing, she is counting the years. Yet
because of their age some may feel trapped in their jobs, which adds more weight to
their situation. Moreover, if women have placed high expectations of accomplishment
in their careers and this did not turn out to be quite the case, they may experience a
sense of failure or disappointment about their jobs. For very talented women,
awareness of superior skills which never came to fulfillment may diminish self esteem
in midcareer (Labouvie-Vief, 1994). In Maria’s excerpt, she repeats the fact that
teaching makes her tired:
Sometimes I am very frustrated because I think what in the world did I
get a doctorate for? Is this what I wanted to do with my life? And it
isn’t. But it is what I have had to do, because I’ve been a single parent.
For me it’s frustrating. And yet to start looking for a new job will be
even more frustrating, [because at midlife or beyond] they don’t want to
hire you ... I am too expensive. And in colleges, the competition is
horrendous, and they want younger people ... I am at a place where I
don’t want to move anymore. I’ve moved all my life. So I am coming to
terms with teaching and deciding that it is important to do it. Meanwhile
I will keep my eyes open for a community college, because there you
don’t have the discipline problems, which make you so tired! ... I
certainly hope that my energy level starts to go back up so I can make a
transition to something better. I finished bringing up my kids, and I think
it takes a couple of years to get your energy back after never stopping.
It’s been a lot of work non-stop. And I think I’m paying for it... I know
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that I could move away from here and get a good job, but I love it here. I
love this house. It has been a healing place for me. So I’m going to look .
.. I want to do something else. I don’t want to deal with discipline all my
life ... I do get through it. But it’s just my energy. You spend all the
time on it. I wish I were younger, and had all the energy to go back over
seas, but I don’t want to move anymore ... if an opportunity comes up, I
will take it if it’s secure. I have college bills to pay now for my boys, it
just doesn’t end.
The drain on Maria’s energy level is caused by emotional stress as well as
physical stress. Cindy feels drained of energy as well, which necessitated taking more
time away from school related tasks. Her comments reflect a fear of not being able to
keep going:
I feel exhausted at times, so I think I need to take more time off. I am
trying to be more efficient in my work. I think if I keep going the way I
am [burnout] is more than likely to happen. Maybe take a few more years
to work more on myself, meet more of my own needs, read more of the
books I want to read instead of correct papers ... .1 always told my kids I
can’t take care of you unless I take care of myself.
Marsha expresses the fact that she has actually lost confidence:
A couple of years ago I started to have high blood pressure. And I drove
myself crazy worrying about it. And then I broke my hip. And I really
lost my self confidence thinking I was getting old. I am starting to build
it again, but at this stage in my life I don’t have the patience I used to
have, and I am a little selfish now, I don’t want to give away all of my
time ... I have to look at myself and it’s a slow process, I have to learn
that it is ok not to do it. If no one else wants to do it, I don’t have to do it.
I have to start taking care of myself.
Yet her loss of confidence spurred her on to learning how to take care of herself more
than constantly caring for others.
These women insinuate that taking care of themselves is something new. Yet it
is a necessary component to staying in their teaching jobs. Claire’s physical health was
seriously challenged by the stressful experiences in midlife. Because of a disastrous
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marriage, she found herself alone and bankrupt by the time she reached her forties. In
order to raise her two children alone and keep up with the mortgage on her house, she
took a second full time job in a factory in addition to her teaching. After four years, she
got sick:
I broke down. I am convinced that I got cancer because of stress ... I
didn’t tell anyone. I never missed a day of work. But I knew I had to
change my stress level and quit the factory job. I was feeling guilt
because with the two jobs I never was with the kids ... I knew I had to
change ... I really believe that there are direct links to what our bodies
are saying to us. When you start following the signs you know what you
should be doing ... If I don’t pay attention I get really tired and stressed
out and burned out. I believe you have to face what’s wrong.
Isabella had to learn to take care of herself, “because if you don’t, you get sick.”
She said the job started to really get her down. She didn’t have any energy, and started
losing a lot of weight which resulted in having to be hospitalized to have tests done. It
turned out to be job-related stress. Since then she has had to learn how not to take the
job home and not to feel guilty about it, which is what she used to do.
Now I am going to do as much as I can, and that’s as far as I am going to
go. I used to feel guilty about taking time for myself. Now I don’t. I
know I need to replenish my energy and I don’t feel bad about it.
Claire and Isabella’s developing a sense of what was wrong with them is perhaps
more clearly seen in women who have felt emotionally drained from their jobs. The
women who feel emotional exhaustion seem to be able to reflect more on consequences
and how to make changes. Yet the change of focus from others to the self is not an easy
lesson for women to learn. Notice the choice of words Sara uses:
Maybe in time I won’t be driving myself crazy trying to renew myself.
And I will find fulfillment in what I’m doing. I won’t try and fit in all the
pieces. There are so many pieces I’m trying to worry about... advance
myself, graduate school, professional development, working towards ...
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I don’t know, just do my job. No more new ideas. I’ll just work with
what I have ...
Her statement reveals that her hopes are that with age she will stop worrying and driving
herself crazy trying to live up to her standards. Yet it is a place in her career that seems
to be more fulfilling which she seems to be hoping for. Like other participants who feel
solid about their teaching ability, she adds that at midcareer, “what I have to contribute
is valuable and is backed with proof that I’m a good teacher with a lot to offer.”

Energy Conservation
Midcareer teachers know how to save energy and time. They know what works
and what doesn’t work. Nancy knows what she does well and as opposed to earlier in
her career, there aren’t “big ups and downs” of wasting time experimenting : “I want to
figure out what works best quicker ... if we’re going to do something right let’s do it,
let’s not spend so much time committee-ing and let’s move!” Fran’s valuable
knowledge is applied to taking care of her physical and emotional needs. She says that
at midcareer she knows now where to expend her energy. She knows what’s going to
work and what doesn’t: “At midcareer you sort of know who is going to respond ...
and you come to the realization that you can’t do everything, you’ve got to settle for the
things you truly want to do.” Part of taking care of herself is manifest in the decisions
she makes about boundaries at work:
You don’t expend energy in directions that are meaningless. You’ve
figured out what’s going to work and what doesn’t work ... younger
teachers spend a lot of energy helping all kinds of kids and now at
midcareer you sort of know who’s going to respond to us ... and who
we’re wasting our time on. You come to the realization that you can’t do
everything ... when they give you a project to do at school, some
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meaningless task, you might do a little bit of it, but that’s all you’re going
to get from me ... When you’re new you put in your time ... What
difference does it make to me, why create headaches for myself? I think
now I do more things for myself... You have to learn how to NOT care
... those things come after you’ve been teaching several years. You
resign to it ... You have to relax your standards so you don’t get all
stressed out.
Her discussion of what she has learned at midlife echoes what Sara mentioned about
driving herself crazy living up to high standards. Now, Fran says, she chooses to ignore
the things that make no difference and to relax. It should be noted that these decisions
Fran makes are not easy at first. She has to learn how to say no, how to “not care.” She
has learned what the job has taught her by midcareer. This is a complex issue, and not
very settling in light of what the school might be losing when a teacher like Fran arrives
at the decision that she has to detach herself from her career in order to meet her own
needs.
“Boundaries” is a word Regina uses in describing what she has learned by
midcareer. She realized that there were kids she couldn’t reach, and that setting the
boundaries on what she could do and what she could not do has helped her survive:
All I can do is concentrate on what I can do ... I don’t dwell. I am not
going to say I don’t bring my job home, but I try not to be obsessive
about it... I’ve learned my limits ... I’ve set boundaries and I know that
if I have to help myself pull myself up that it’s up to me to do it.

The Transition: “I’ve Come to the Other Side ...”
Feeling drained both physically and emotionally, living up to high standards,
renewal, driving one’s self crazy with worry, getting headaches ... these consequences
bring some teachers to a realization in midlife that they need to change their focus from
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others to self-care. Some women experienced a definite period of crisis which
precipitated change. Jeannette, who has an extremely full schedule between young
children, her doctoral studies, and her voluntary involvement in many community
programs for Hispanic youth, says that at this point she has started to work with her
physician on her own health issues. She has gained quite a lot of weight and is not
getting enough physical exercise:
I suffer because for me being overweight is not caring about yourself. I
am dealing with that now. I suffered a lot with the change from not
living in Puerto Rico, too. I miss the weather and the sun. But
[regaining my health] is a priority now for me.
At midlife Arlene realized she was filled with anger at men, which was affecting
her marriage and her job. She felt she had come to a breaking point about a lot of
personal and professional issues, and went into intensive counseling, as did Linda when
her partner died of cancer at the age of forty-four. Nancy felt a dramatic shift in her
emotional stability when her best friend, who was pregnant at the time, was suddenly
killed in a horrific accident. This event ushered in a period of counseling with her
minister, who helped her realize her fear of ending up like her mother, who had a
serious nervous breakdown in middle age and had to be institutionalized. For Chris,
midlife has been a long transition, a crisis she has been in for a while: “When you take
leave of things as you know them in any career, you’re losing the place they’ve had for
you, and their meaning is changing. It’s real hard to come to terms with that.”
Ann describes a different turning point. Recalling her younger years as being
rigid and demanding perfection, she said that back then, everything was a “federal case.”
Like the other women have mentioned, she had a drive which she called her “quest.”
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This came to an end at midlife: “The quest for being the cutest, the perkiest, most
delightful, whatever ... is finished for most of us.” Fran’s comments echo this
realization: “The energy that the job took became really draining. I think I’ve come to
the other side of that. I don’t spend as much energy because I know it’s not going to get
me anywhere ....”
Cindy discussed at length what she feels to have been a major midlife transition
in her life and in her career. Her story is reminiscent of the themes discussed above:
I used to have all that energy for my students, then I thought maybe I’m
putting it all in my classroom instead of putting it into me ... so I
thought if people don’t care about me when I need them, then forget
them ... I think that teaching has been something I chose to do when I
was very young. It was a great goal and I managed to make it there and
was just so proud of myself. After I had the kids and had trouble with day
care, I decided to stay with it... but I’ve gotten stronger about not
tolerating behaviors I dislike. Previously I wasn’t. It’s important to let
people know how you feel, and if their behavior is getting in the way of
your being comfortable. I haven’t gotten to do that in the sexism in the
schools, but with one guy who said something that really offended me
and I was able to say something. But with another guy, he just blows you
off. So I think with this committee ... how much energy do I want to put
into it? I need to haul back, take care of myself. I will know when the
time is right [to deal with the sexism issue]....
Knowing when the time is right is a result of a wisdom Cindy felt that she had
been granted with midlife. This intuition is what some women say they depend on to
tell them how to take care of themselves. A clear example of this is described by
Jeannette who says she hears an inner “click” when it is time to take a break from work.
It is a “signal in me when it is time to stop. When vacation comes, nothing interrupts
me. I have to be near the water ... to Puerto Rico ... And I enjoy the island in a
different way now at my age ... the warm ocean and the coconut trees!”
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The Cure
At midcareer these teachers discuss the importance of seeking nurturance
outside their careers. Pam experienced a dramatic transition at midlife when she lost
her brother to cancer, and a husband of three years in a divorce. As her job, too, was
beginning to feel stagnant, she felt a need to step back from it and prioritize what was
important to her in the midpoint of her life:
If you’re going to a job that the kids are apathetic and it’s not as great as
you expected it to be, then you have to kind of go back and forth and
happiness kind of comes from within, I guess ... I’m pretty religious and
I’ve got a lot of good friends ... I expect that life is not what I expected
it to be ... I enjoy my house and golf. I’m trying to enjoy each day by
living today instead of for tomorrow.
One way Ruth takes care of herself is by not looking for fulfillment in her
professional life. Her career is a way to finance her personal life. Previously, to survive
professionally, she did a lot of workshops for women’s equity outside of school, and had
student teachers working with her which kept her stimulated. Reflecting on her career
now, though, she admits that “I’m glad the day is over ... there is nothing at school for
me ....” Isabella is keeping her focus on goals other than her teaching job. She wants
to go back to school and become a counselor: “I am getting older and looking towards
getting out of the classroom before I bum out. I have put off [own my goal] for too
long.”
Tina knows that the school can not provide her with what she now needs:
I need to be physically away from the environment. I do like to relax.
Sometimes I'll take time and go down to the Cape when there's school
vacation. Usually in April. I like to go in April and walk the ocean.
That's very soothing for me. Very therapeutic. I'll just sit and read and
walk the ocean. That's good for me ... I love going to Europe ... and in
Europe I don’t feel [as discriminated against]... I expect that I have to
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go out beyond to meet all the needs I have. You know, I enjoy listening
to music, so I have friends that I go and see musical things with ... [At
this point in my career] it's about meeting various needs ... one thing
that I do endure about the field of teaching is that it affords me time.
Time is very valuable to me to do a lot of other things that I enjoy being
nurtured in, nurturing myself with. That's one thing that I do like about it
... I've learned to block out a lot of the peripheral crap that goes on.
At midcareer, Marsha felt like she was looking for something with more
intellectual stimulation. She made a decision in midlife to invest more in herself by
returning to school. Part of the impetus which changed her behavior was feeling a need
to care for her own needs after her daughters had finished high school and her husband
recovered from his heart attack:“When I got into the car to go to school, I thought of it
as my time to myself. I was doing it for me. I looked forward to it... I felt like I
deserved it.” Receiving her Master’s degree gave her a great sense of accomplishment
and pride. Now that she is finished, she does other things for herself. She joined a book
club with other educated professional women from her synagogue, and she is on a city
government council. Her emphasis, after discussing her new focus at midcareer, is like
Fran’s and others: “I find that school physically exhausts me ... and it can’t be my
whole life..I need some nurturance for me.”

Spirituality at Midlife
A lot of women find a new interest in spirituality, or expressed the importance it
has in their current lives. The next accomplishment Arlene has in mind is learning
Hebrew to study the Torah. During her crisis, Claire started reading about spiritual
alternatives to traditional medicine, took classes in meditation, and hung on to her
belief that God would provide a way through her financial and physical emergencies.
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For Betty, “Choir, bible study, and missions take away the problems ... what good is it
sitting around worrying about things? ... I pray for guidance ... things will work out.”
Nancy gets up at three o’clock in the morning to meditate, which gives her focus on
energy and internal strength: “If I don’t meditate I lose perspective and get cranky with
the kids at school, or correcting papers ... It’s early in the morning, part of my ritual, a
personal practice.” Tina has a friend she considers very spiritual, and she “taps into
her.” But she herself has “lots of faith” that has helped her handle her share of very
difficult experiences she has had: “God doesn’t give me anything I can’t handle ...
everything happens for a reason ... it eventually will be revealed.”
It is important to add that when these women were discussing their spirituality,
they were talking about how their beliefs and practices help them in their jobs; the
problems and difficulties they mentioned were about school. For example, Jeannette
feels that her strong faith in God keeps her going when she needs support for her
teaching: “I believe I am here because of God’s plan ... I am here because I have a
purpose ... and if you are dealing with difficult children you have to be in control.”
This same concept is particularly clear in Claire’s story:
I have a little group that I study [and meditate ]with. My spirituality ...
it’s sustenance and also knowing one of the lessons I have over and over
is that I am not in the wrong place. I am where I am supposed to be, and
it has to do with my own spiritual growth. And I realize that, not only in
what I give to the kids in teaching, but also what it really must be doing
for me ... if I heal individually, I might be also helping others heal... I
have given up thinking that things are going to get better... I let it go. I
just let it go. I practice the course. I figure [the kids] are my teachers too .
.. I can’t put a judgement on them, including the kids that are going to
jail. That’s the path that they just need to take.
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Here Claire’s “letting go” is similar to the transition others mentioned at midlife.
Claire’s spiritual practice helps her deal with the harsh realities of teaching in her urban
school and the problems her students have which she recounted earlier.
The fact that these participants turn to their concept of God as helper is of some
concern in light of the subject of this research. I have been looking at how midcareer
women working in schools are confident, experienced and capable teachers in what
many people feel is the “prime of their lives.” Yet they are also embedded in a work
culture which is patriarchal and which silences them in typically sexist institutional
policies and practices. These women admit turning over their sense of powerlessness
and frustration to an abstract concept, which we might even define as patriarchal if we
look at the notion of God in traditional western religious sects. In this manner they are
continuing their own self effacement and learning to accept their oppression as part of
God’s plan much in the same way that Harriet Beecher Stow had Uncle Tom accept his.
I do not mean to undermine these participants’ religious beliefs. In my opinion,
one’s spiritual renewal in midlife is cause for celebration. Indeed, it can be a recovery
of feminine power and creativity as in the case of Hildegard of Bingen, who experienced
a dramatic transition in midlife. She stated that “because of doubt and erroneous
thinking ... [ and] because of controversial advice from men” she had been weighed
down with a sickness, “pressed down under the whip of God.” When she took over the
authority of her convent and began to invest in her own writing, she experienced a
profound renewal of spiritual growth (Fox, 1985, p. 27) and energy which made her an
important figure in Medieval history.
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Nevertheless, the ways that these women report their increasing dependency on
religion in matters which are troubling to them about their jobs suggest a type of selfimposed silencing, a giving up on self efficacy. This might be an effective coping
strategy, but one which separates itself from productive efforts towards social change in
light of the feminist concerns of this research.

“Letting Go”
As a result of their transition into midlife and midcareer, the majority of these
women teachers have arrived at a place where they are more detached from school.
Overall, they do not feel that this is a negative reaction, but an inevitable one. They feel
optimistic and self-confident about their lives and their teaching. But they have
definitely begun to turn their focus away from some of the negative affects of the high
school environment. What does this mean? Only a few women chose to carry the
discussion this far. A few mentioned retirement, but that it was too far away. For those
women who looked back over the course of the three interviews, their teaching seemed
to have been an important history for them up to this midpoint. Claire said that
being a teacher means that I have carried my destiny. We are bom for a
purpose and mine was to teach. But I am not content any more with just
that... I am going to Guatemala next, and then try and teach college.
For Linda, talking about her career in a circumspect way was very helpful because
looking at it from the very beginning she now realizes she has come to a level of
acceptance:
It does have to do with a midlife thing ... coming to terms, a settling ...
I made some choices, some bad ones, along the way. It makes me who I
am. It’s just all been a struggle and it’s all been really hard, but there
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have been purposes for it. I think I have so much in terms of my writing
and my friendships, I haven’t felt the devastation of the transition around
the time of [my partner’s] death. In terms of a midcareer thing, I think
I’ll make some kind of a change ... certainly a cutting back [of school
work]... doing more writing. I don’t see myself as accumulating or
picking up a pace and making it more busy, I see it as a paring down.”
As I work on closing this chapter of my dissertation, Linda is giving a public
reading from her first published book of poems, which had always been her goal
throughout her career. Ironically, it would be for her the accomplishment that would
enable her to more and more leave teaching behind. At the end of my interview with
Cindy, summer was beginning; she described her goal of wanting to learn how to sail:
“I just want to take care of me ... read books that don’t have anything to do with
school, and go out on my new boat.” It is true that teaching, like any career, requires
respite. But perhaps Cindy’s reference had more to do with her attitude about midlife
and midcareer than about her yearly vacation. Maria’s concluding remarks might give a
deeper understanding of what Cindy’s detachment is all about:
I think I have things to offer, but it’s not in the school system. I would
rather be doing something else ... I think these school systems are
etched in stone and they are very very hard to change. I don’t really want
to bother with them. I think they really need to crumble and fall apart.
They have to do that. They need to completely crumble. I don’t think you
can fix them.

Summary
For these eighteen participants midlife is a time when they are learning how to
care for themselves in new ways. They are not as much out to change society or prove
themselves in a sexist institution as much as they are learning how to balance their
professional lives with their personal lives, which has always been a dilemma for
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anyone who works for a living. The subthemes of each section grant a rich complexity
to the ways these women make meaning of their careers at midlife. This chapter has
given voice to women whose concerns are critical to the education of our adolescents. It
would seem from the stories they have told, that at the juncture between midcareer
teaching and midlife transitions, women find it somewhat necessary to detach
themselves from the schools to which they have devoted so much energy during the first
half of their adult lives. There are positive, healthy reasons for their doing this, and
there is an importance in their modeling self nurturance and turning away from
stereotypical roles of care-taking of others which can lead to subservience in women.
Yet, there also are understandably negative outcomes when we consider the possible
loss to their educational communities.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to explore the midlife midcareer experiences of
women high school teachers. These are women from a generation caught between the
feminine mystique of their mothers and the feminist mystique of the past 30 years. In a
career which is 72 percent female (51 percent of high school faculty are female), and the
median age of which is 42 (National Center for Education Statistics, 1995), it would
appear that midlife women’s careers should no longer be ignored. Women face a
different set of opportunities and perhaps a more complicated set of problems than those
seen by most men. Much of our research on women’s careers is fragmented, inter¬
disciplinary, and exploratory, lacking a coherent framework into which the developing
pieces can be fit (Gallos, 1989). What does a long-term career path of a traditionally
feminized profession look like? I have interviewed eighteen women who have provided
rich data about this phase of their lives and careers. In this chapter I discuss this data in
relation to research literature. I organize the material around the two research questions
posed in Chapter One.

Research Question 1
My first research question served as a broad base to explore the attitudes women
teachers have towards their jobs at this period of their lives and their careers: What do
women high school teachers experience at midlife and midcareer ?
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This question invited participants to discuss what teaching is like for them now,
as well as what changes they might have experienced during their professional tenure.
These women talked a great deal about why they chose teaching as a career, why they
staved in teaching, and what the job entailed in both beginning and current phases.
Much of their discussion was interrelated with gender issues, which became a prominent
theme.

Teaching: A Feminized Profession
As participants reflected on their becoming teachers from the perspective of
midcareer, they admitted that entering the field of teaching was a consequence of the
historical times in which they were educated. They belong to a generation of women
who grew up between two conflicting ideologies, the feminine mystique and the
feminist movement. This dichotomy between following stereotypical female roles of
the 1950s and early 1960s and seeking more independent sexual and social identities as
the women’s movement gained momentum was problematic for them (Friedan, 1963;
Gallos, 1989; Silverman, 1988). All but two women felt that they were expected to
become a teacher or nurse and raise a family. Because of this societal expectation they
received no alternative career guidance from families or school personnel. There were
few other professional fields open to them besides nursing or teaching; some said they
would probably have chosen a different career if they were starting out today, which
continues a trend noticed in Calabrese’s study (1987) of women who said they would
not become a teacher again, 34% less in 1981 than in 1966. In 1995, 41 percent of all
teachers, including those new to the profession as well as males, expressed the
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willingness to teach again with some ambivalence (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1995).
Several participants, usually members of middle to upper class families, chose
teaching because it allowed them to help support their future husbands financially while
simultaneously tending to homemaking and child rearing tasks. This concurs with
research about a major factor that determines why women become teachers (Baruch,
Barnett, & Rivers, 1983; Conway, 1987; Evans, 1989; Hoffman, 1981; Levinson, 1996;
Lortie, 1975). Two women stayed in teaching to support the family when the husband
became ill or when he was exploring other career options. These women experience
being pulled in two directions by having a career and a family. They also receive mixed
signals from society by having both (Bartky, 1990; Freudenberger, 1983; Kottkamp,
1990), and often work longer - approximately one more month’s time over the course of
one year - than husbands to keep family life running smoothly (Hochschild, 1989).
Moreover, these motivators are what Levinson (1996) uses as the basis of his claim that
teaching is not a professional career for women, but a job which is undertaken by
women whose priority is homemaking. Yet this is the very reason teaching is a
feminized job which is undervalued.
At the same time, the women from more economically disadvantaged backgrounds
chose teaching because of its inexpensive college education options and because of the
job security teaching offered. Tina, for example, would have preferred going to Cornell
for architecture, but couldn’t afford it. Sexist values made attending college financially
very difficult for Fran, whose father believed women shouldn’t bother with higher
education, and for Arlene, whose husband became abusive when she enrolled in a
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degree program. For two other women from lower socio-economic backgrounds,
teaching represented an upward direction out of waitressing or factory work.
Many of these women said that as they became older, they decided to stay in
teaching for its financial security. Women who were divorced or widowed and became
single parents were financially dependent on a job that provided them with security and
the same work schedule as their children’s school schedule. For some, this decision
based on security was tinged with regret.

Women as Caretakers
Reflecting on their lives at midcareer, a number of participants realized part of
being a teacher fit with how they identified themselves as caretakers. One aspect of
teaching that they “loved” which remained positive over the course of their entire career
was “working with kids.” Nevertheless, their nurturing predisposition, a factor which
often leads people into a human services profession, became an occupational hazard by
midcareer. Care-giving can lead to self-effacement. In fact, in a patriarchal society, care
may be a strategy for coping with sexism (Brabeck, 1989). Nurturing skills or
ideologies may come from the ways women have been socialized into roles where they
serve others (Puka, 1989). The women in my study reported feeling resentful of tasks
they were assuming just because they were “nurturing” women, such as extra duties
chaperoning students, housekeeping chores in faculty rooms, or organizing social
functions. Their resentment about being exploited is logical in that this kind of “labor
structures the subjectivity of those who perform it” (Bartky, 1990, p. 118).
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Identifying women as typically nurturing can be severely restricting, as critics of
Gilligan’s theories of the essential qualities which define women point out (Houston,
1989; Puka, 1989; Wood, 1994). They felt that unlike men, they would be criticized for
not performing these typically female duties. By midcareer, this aspect of their work
was becoming a source of irritation for them. As women, they felt they “picked up the
slack” for men who don’t work as hard as they do and that they did extra jobs expected
of them because of their gender. This concurs with the notion that women trying to be
accepted as professionals in a typically female career has entailed “a century-long
struggle against being treated like children, wives, [and] daughters” (Carlson, 1992,
p. 103). Moreover, women experience a kind of “psychic self-sacrifice” because they
have internalized the cultural notion that because their job entails the care of children it
should entail selfless activity (Cohen, 1991). This was the case for Pam, who described
her confusion and indignation after being chided for participating in a union strike for
better wages. The criticism stemmed from the perception that she was being selfish by
concerning herself with a higher salary, instead just “being there for the kids.”
As mothers, some women found that their own children became resentful of
time devoted to students. Being a mother also caused a conflict between career and
parenting. Linda’s comment typifies the dilemma, some of which is an echo of the
dichotomy discussed earlier: “Your first duty is to be a mother, and everything else is
secondary, including your career. That’s always been a struggle.”
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The School Environment
Since teaching is historically a woman’s job supervised predominantly by men,
we might expect the work environment of schools to be sexist (Apple, 1982; Calabrese
& Anderson, 1986; Khayatt, 1992; Shakeshaft, 1986; Weiler, 1988). All but three
women (who worked for administrations comprised of both men and women) reported
that their administrators were mostly white male, and that there was a sexist hierarchy of
power, a fact that at midcareer was becoming increasingly clear to them the longer they
worked in their jobs. This was a major source of frustration for them in their schools.
Several mentioned the unfair labor practices of the good oT boys’ network. This
concept emerged in my interviews; it was not discovered specifically in my review of
literature excepting in Walsh’s Schoolmarms (1995). In some research such as
Bruckerhoff s study of the microculture of a high school social studies department
(1991), which reports school policies that support a caste system with separate rules for
administrators, good ol’ boy networks are actually described but the author has failed to
identify them as a sexist practice. Perhaps this confirms the notion that often research is
written from a male, administrative perspective rather than from that of practitioners
(Lightfoot, 1982; Schubert, 1991), especially female practitioners (Casey, 1992), and
that little research has been focused specifically on women’s experience (Miller, J.H.,
1993; Noddings, 1989). The fact that women high school teachers are not represented
enough in qualitative research would explain the dearth of material about the good ol’
boy network in high schools.
Women in my study felt that over the course of their careers, they learned to
silence themselves in the school environment. They have learned to “shut up” or to
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refrain from “opening a can of worms.” This silencing of one’s self is behavior like that
documented in research about other female teachers (Casey, 1992; Kottkamp et al.,
1986; Miller, 1994). Also, participants tended to collude with their oppression by
keeping silent about injustices. Lesbian teachers felt silenced by their homophobic
school environments, as did Latinas and African Americans by racist school
environments. Tina felt “stifled” and Betty did not want to “make waves” and get
herself in trouble by speaking up for her black students whom she felt were victims of
racist school policies. Although all these women teachers feel the pain of having to
keep silent, their understandable behavior does contribute to their oppression. Collusion
with the dominant hegemony has been discussed in literature with specific reference to
female teachers. This collusion promotes their own oppression, contributes to a sexist
environment, and promotes the patriarchal model of schooling (Grumet, 1988;
Middleton, 1992; Shakeshaft, 1986; Weiler, 1988).
Some women teachers felt alienation from faculty and marginalization from
supervising administrators when they did choose to interrupt sexist practices and
policies. This included being forced from male dominated committees, being separated
on purpose from other female colleagues, being reprimanded for criticizing sexist and
racist practices, and being removed from jobs or losing full time job status. Feeling
alienation from peers and experiencing a sense of separation from one’s environment is
cited in education literature (Calabrese, 1986; Evans, 1989; McLaughlin & Yee, 1990)
as a frequent experience for high school teachers. As these women became older and
challenged the inequities they faced, their reputations got worse for being known
“trouble makers,” thereby intensifying the isolation some of them felt.
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Administrators
Other treatment they received from their administrators ranged from being spied
upon and scolded to being ignored. In fact, frequently these women mentioned how
their administrators consistently ignore their efforts and fail to reward accomplishments.
This lack of acknowledgment can be typical of school administrators (Evans, 1989;
Rothberg, 1986). Moreover, teachers in my study, as those in earlier research (Lortie,
1989) expressed a lack of confidence in the abilities of their supervisors. Teachers’
standards kept going lower and lower because school administrators withdrew support
from teachers who did not accept failing academic performances from students. Some
principals had no idea how to handle the difficult problems of urban high schools,
which created unstable school environments. Lack of confidence in supervisors has been
documented in literature about female teachers who left their jobs because of male
administrators (Casey, 1991), and about the ways male authority figures can operate as a
source of constant psychological repression (Miller, 1991).

The Teacher and Her Students Today
Another close parallel between the women interviewed for this study and
research literature is the changing nature of the job due to changes in students. Students
whom these midcareer women teach today are different from those they taught earlier in
their careers. This has caused a great deal of frustration and anxiety for them. Published
studies of teacher attitudes towards these changes ( Duke, 1984; Dworkin, 1981; Farber,
1991) are similar to those reflected in several women’s comments in my data. Women
in my study cited frustration over lower student motivation, student apathy, violence in
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schools, drugs and alcohol, gangs, teen pregnancy, and a growing lack of respect for
teachers and education. The cultural population of their schools has changed also, which
increased the complexities of teaching. Therefore, the job of teaching, which has
become increasingly more complicated and difficult over the last two decades (Duke,
1984; Silverman, 1988), has become frustrating for these women at midcareer, when as
Lortie (1975) suggests, anxiety and painful self doubt can become more acute. While
these teachers did npt express feeling self doubt about their teaching, they did express
the fact that their students are becoming more and more difficult to work with as time
passes.

Positive Aspects of Teaching at Midlife and Midcareer
While these findings suggest a disturbing portrayal of how midcareer women
experience their jobs, the teachers discussed some very positive aspects. As mentioned
earlier, working with students, even though they have become more difficult as a result
of societal changes, has remained rewarding and challenging. Some of these teachers
described having a “bond” or a deep connection to their students. The teacher/student
relationship is the major obligation to which teachers are held and the primary source of
the rewards in teaching (Little, 1987; Lortie, 1975). Another important connection was
to their content area. At midcareer they are steeped in the knowledge of their subject
and they enjoy opening their students’ minds and sharing their expertise with them.
Some women found a great deal of fulfillment in their roles as mentor to student
teachers and new faculty. Finally, for some of the women who identify their teaching
with feminist pedagogy and curriculum, their course content enables them to facilitate
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social change. They are like other feminist teachers who express a great deal of
satisfaction with their contribution towards gender equity in education (Casey, 1993;
Sattler, 1997; Weiler, 1988). The participants were all confident of their teaching
ability more than ever before, and proud of their accomplishments in their field of
interest. This confidence is typical of professionals at midcareer, especially for many
women, who find joy and satisfaction at midlife in challenging work (Baruch et al.,
1983; Heilbrun, 1984; Sheehy, 1976). Career span theorists find that teachers often
experience a comfortable stage at midcareer when morale is high because of having
confidence in their ability (Huberman, 1989; Sikes, 1985). However, their confidence is
in themselves, as a result of feeling more wisdom with age and experience, not with
their school systems.
The topic of supervisors had its positive aspects as well. Some teachers
expressed a great deal of satisfaction working with good administrators, whose
characteristics included being female, African American, and in tune with diversity or
issues of teacher empowerment. On the other hand, some female administrators were
more deceitful and manipulative than their male counterparts, according to participants.
These administrators were “vipers,” “acted like men,” or deferred to men and were not
to be trusted. For three women this was a lesson in midcareer. When they became
administrators themselves and were privy to information they did not have access to as
teachers, they saw what people “on the other side of the desk” were really like.
They felt betrayed by men and women who had positions of power and authority. The
fact that they were not like those administrators has its connection to the following
discussion.
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The Wav We Aren’t
Although all the teachers expressed having more confidence as discussed, some
women were still handicapped by their lack of assertiveness in the professional arena,
which prevented them from advancing in their careers. This included Fran’s being shut
out of the department chair position by a male she described as ruthlessly competitive.
Regina, who described her younger self as mouse-like, stated she felt too “gun shy” to
apply for a department chair after being rejected for a previous supervisory job. Cindy
feels she isn’t ready yet to confront the sexist behavior of her male colleagues who
forced her off a committee. It would appear that these women are not operating in the
same manner as others with more authority in a gender-biased environment which gives
more power and privileges to people who work in more competitive, aggressive ways.
These teachers are like other women do not have skills that are desirable in a
male dominated hegemony. They need to develop coping strategies against sex bias
(Calabrese & Anderson, 1986) in an atmosphere of “masculinized discourse” which
operates from an individualistic, competitive value system (Carlson, 1992, p. 103). But
as Fran said, her more fortunate male peer acted in a way that “was just not like me...I
could never be like that.” Perhaps Fran’s behavior and her values, embodied in her
opinion that her colleague had not acted appropriately, is similar to those of women who
value relationship with others over individual achievement and competition. They
might construct their values differently than men do (Belenky et al., 1986; Chodorow,
1974; Gilligan, 1977; Miller, J.B., 1976) and differently from the women administrators
which participants identify as “acting like men.”
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Burnout
Although feeling more positive about themselves and remaining positive about
some aspects of teaching, on the whole, the women in this study reported feeling tired
and overextended by midcareer. Just one factor - that of changes in students - can result
in burnout, according to one definition which attributes as its cause a combination of
individual traits and social factors; burnout always reflects features of the larger society
(Sarason, 1983). Other variables such as the administration of school systems, the job
environment, and the feeling of being emotionally exhausted by situations that
overwhelm teachers can lead to burnout (Chemiss, 1983; Farber, 1991; Maslach, 1981).
Several women used this term pejoratively in the interviews, and not in relation to
themselves. It was something that could happen to them if they weren’t careful. It was
something inexcusable for conscientious professionals, and they hoped they would quit
before they got as bad as some of their burned-out colleagues. New teachers who don’t
have the wisdom these teachers have gained with experience would probably bum out,
said one teacher, because they don’t know their hard work would not get them
anywhere.
This kind of thinking suggests a projection onto others of what the teacher
herself might be experiencing in her years of futile efforts. But guilt might be
preventing them from admitting to burnout. They may be feeling what some
psychological data suggests: women may feel they can only find satisfaction in activities
that serve others. They “truly cannot allow themselves to feel that their life activities
are for themselves. They spend their lives finding ways to translate their own
motivations into means of serving others” (Semak, 1997, p. 62). Therefore, it would be
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unconscionable for them to admit that they are tired of or feeling negative about the very
thing which can cause burnout: self sacrifice. I am suggesting that although caring is
taken to be morally right and ethical (Noddings, 1984; Houston, 1989), and according to
some theorists is by nature a particularly female trait (Gilligan, 1982), too much caring
without boundaries or an understanding of one’s own needs can lead to burnout.
Even though most of these teachers said that they themselves were not burned
out, they did relate that they felt emotionally exhausted from their jobs by midcareer.
Emotional exhaustion and detachment from one’s job is more characteristic of women’s
experience, while men tend to feel more depersonalization (Martin, 1993). Therefore,
these teachers may be described as “burned out” by midcareer, although they would not
use that term about themselves. They used the term in reference to a derogatory state to
which other teachers had succumbed. Yet this denial in itself can suggest a type of
burnout. As seen from several interviews, many of these teachers blamed themselves
for feeling not good enough, or not interesting enough, for example, if they were boring
their students. Many women pushed themselves very hard and questioned the quality of
their teaching at different points in their careers. This form of self abnegation can lead
to burnout (Cohen, 1991).

The Midcareer Phase
At midlife, almost every teacher in these interviews confessed feeling a lack of
energy and discouragement with several aspects of their job. Some discussed the
flatness, the monotony that is “factory-like,” the lack of recognition, and their feelings
of uselessness to an administration which ignores teachers’ experience. These were
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manifest in statements about how they had to learn how NOT to care any more. The
energy it took to speak out against sexism was draining for people, and the amount of
time needed to solve problems unrelated to teaching students was overwhelmingly
“disheartening.” One teacher’s synonym for this period of her career was “anti-climax.”
She felt that she had worked so hard all her career and yet it felt unrecognized and
meaningless. Research on midcareer and midlife suggests that at this period in people’s
lives they are questioning self worth. The fact that teaching is a demanding activity, and
as shown in the discussion, can be particularly complicated for women for a number of
reasons, compounds the difficulties these women face as midcareer teachers.
Midcareer is a phase in one’s profession which can be marked by a feeling of
monotony, diminished job interest, demotivation and fear of growing stale in one’s
work (Burke et al., 1987; Evans, 1989; Huberman, 1989; Levinson, 1975). Even though
some research, especially through a feminist framework, caution us that women go
through very different life patterns and do not have the same linear, predictable quality
that male life patterns suggest (Gallos, 1989), the women in this study reported all of the
above except diminished job interest. Most participants were still very much interested
in their work. In fact, several talked about the curricula they were developing, the
committees they served on, and the professional development they were interested in
still pursuing.
Research about women states that during midlife, they are more than ever prone
to enjoying their work (Bardwick, 1989; Heilbrun, 1984; Sheehy, 1976). In fact, they
should be experiencing increased professional accomplishment and assertiveness. They
have social permission to work and have a distinct edge over male counterparts in terms
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of health and well being (Bardwick 1989; Gallos, 1989).

Nevertheless, they did feel

bored by “the system,” and demotivated (“Why bother?”) by what they saw happening
in their school environment. This is an important distinction.
If we apply this statement to the women in this study, it would appear that just as
they are arriving at what should be a very enjoyable and rewarding phase of their career
lives, and even though their interest in their job is still very high, they are feeling too
powerless and undermined by the difficulties of their job to continue working they way
they have been for the first half of their career. Moreover, some of their frustration is
related to the lack of competence of the people, frequently white males, who are paid
higher wages to run schools. The situation is compounded when these supervisors
ignore the recommendations of these experienced teachers. So as a result, these
midcareer women see their jobs as becoming more and more exhausting. For some,
their health was threatened, in part they believe, because of job-related stress. When
this happened, it was time to change. This leads to a discussion of the next research
question.

Research Question 2
What are midlife midcareer women teachers ’ strategies for coping with the high
school environment in which they work? How have their strategies changed since they
began teaching? As mentioned above, some of these women have said that they had to
learn how NOT to care. Bruckerhoff (1991) discusses how in spite of teachers’
intention to do good work, their informal system may support a subculture that enables
them to survive, but which may be in conflict with educational aims (p. 121). So
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schools may be creating a cultural environment which encourages teachers to search for
coping strategies that might not be in keeping with high quality teaching. I suggest in
the following discussion that these women teachers are developing strategies for
themselves which they see as enabling them to continue to be good teachers in spite of
their work place.

Collegialitv
For these women teachers, recent changes in their school environment
implemented when they were at midcareer helped alleviate isolation they had always
felt. They benefitted from these changes and they worked cooperatively with them. The
changes included new administrators who were able to empower teachers, a shift
towards more diversity in the faculty population, and a logistic move from private office
space for one department’s teachers to a common resource room. This shared space
increased collegiality and increased the sense of community and sharing which some
feminist research suggests is very important for the way some women work (Gilligan,
1977; Chodorow, 1974). Other teachers reinforced themselves against isolation by
connecting with peers in doctoral programs or other professional development courses.
Meeting other teachers and learning new skills or knowledge revived their interest in
their careers which had become monotonous or routine by midcareer. Also, having
female cohorts in doctoral programs or seminars helped boost the morale of the teachers
who felt the effects of sexist school environments. Some activities these women cited
as part of their enrichment were mentoring programs, university courses, seminars,
travel, working on curriculum through grants and endowments, and creative writing.
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Involvement in the activities described by these women satisfied their need for
growth and expansion. Midcareer and midlife can be a time of great growth and
expansion for women. (Baruch & Brooks-Gunn, 1984; Sheehy, 1976). Yet it was self
motivated and almost always took place outside the work place. In other words, these
women were self directed in their effort to ward off some of the negative effects of
midcareer, and they were expending a great deal of energy to do so.

Detachment
Another coping strategy these women found useful in dealing with the emotional
and physical exhaustion they were experiencing by midcareer was detachment. Some
saw work in midcareer as simply a means of financial support. Their interests had
shifted from their jobs to outside involvement or personal interests more than ever
before. The fact that women have multiple social roles which prevent them from being
as solely focused on their careers as men are has been discussed in literature about
career phases and burnout (Freudenberger, 1983; Gallos, 1989; Huberman, 1989).
Women are supposedly better able to balance their energy between jobs and outside
commitments and are therefore less prone to burnout than men. But at midcareer,
women in my study claimed they had to learn more about “how not to care” and to
relinquish the emotional investment they had made in teaching earlier.
This strategy makes a great deal of sense in that at midlife, women more than
men, may need to find ways to nurture themselves and their own interests rather than
look after the needs of others as they have been doing all their lives (Bartky, 1990;
Sheehy, 1976). They had learned where to expend energy in useful ways and how to
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conserve it when work had become meaningless. These teachers knew what would
work and what wouldn’t; who would listen to their advice and who wouldn’t. Limiting
their involvement enabled them to spare themselves frustration and futile effort. This
kind of detachment resembles the period of disengagement from the career discussed in
Huberman’s research (1989). These women look as if they followed typical stages of
self-doubt and reassessment which lead to a more problematic, rather than positive
resolution in their jobs.

Intuition and Care of the Self
On the other hand, for many of these participants, midlife and midcareer brought
new confidence. These women recognized this and realized a way of dealing with their
jobs that drew from a reservoir of experience and wisdom that they didn’t have before.
This was described as being able to trust one’s intuition. One person related how the
book Women Who Run With the Wolves (Estes, 1992) helped her appreciate and
develop this inner wisdom as she was going through her own midlife transition.
Another described knowing intuitively when something “clicked” within her about her
own needs. Some women became avid readers of self-help books which helped one
woman feel she healed herself of cancer. These examples illustrate coping strategies for
the debilitating effects of the years they had put into teaching, and how they found the
relief through self-education and self-care. Other examples of self care included taking
more time to slow down, to recreate in activities unrelated to school, and to appreciate
friends and family. One participant related this as a “paring down” and away from the
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school involvement so she could write her own poetry more, instead of gearing up for
her job as she had done earlier in her career.

Spirituality
Finally, several women had found a spirituality, or a renewed sense of the
efficacy of their religious beliefs and practices upon reaching middle age. They are like
other women for whom midlife is a time of spiritual regeneration (Anderson & Steward,
1994; Bolen, 1994). After going through divorce, a change in life expectations, death of
loved ones, illness, and disillusionment from their jobs, these participants discussed
going through a transition, crisis, or turning point in their philosophy of life, which
literature about midlife phases suggests is typical (Lachman, 1984; Levinson, 1978;
Sheehy, 1976; Sikes, 1985). When a person’s focus shifts from the present to one’s
mortality, which often happens in midlife and midcareer (Sikes, 1985), she may turn to
spiritual beliefs for comfort or she may discover them. This is in fact what several of
these teachers did as a result of having come to the difficulties that changes can incur.
Spiritual beliefs and practices were strategies that helped these women maintain
equilibrium and energy in school. They mentioned using meditation and prayer as a
means of keeping focus through these difficulties. Some said that believing they were
where God wanted them to be, meaning teachers in a high school, helped them through
the periods of frustration and self-doubt of midcareer.
Others mentioned that they leaned on their faith in God, or they believed that
everything happens for a higher purpose, including their work as high school teachers
for all the years they had been teaching. Even though some women planned on leaving
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teaching and finding different work for the second half of their careers, the fact that
they had accomplished what they believed they were destined to gave them peace and
satisfaction. This in turn helped them cope with the everyday job that teaching had
become for them. In fact, two women expressed a desire to pursue religious education
in the future, and two others felt that the work they needed to do after teaching would be
a kind of missionary work in another culture, or working for a church.

Summary.
Unfortunately, although these coping strategies might be helping these women
who believe they are not sacrificing the quality of their teaching, they may also be
hindering social change. They may be displacing their frustration and anger. They may
be colluding as codependents unintentionally within a dysfunctional, sexist system
which depends on the sacrifice of women - some of whom Hochschild (1989) estimates
work a month a year longer than their partners -in order to make things run smoothly.
If they meditate at three o’clock in the morning, they “won’t get grouchy at work.”
Believing in that they are in the place where “God wants them to be” might be a passive
way of accepting an oppressive environment without having to confront it or work
towards change.
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Reflections on the Study

The Researcher’s Bias
As I interviewed these eighteen women I was concerned that my own teaching
experience could cause me to be biased and hear certain themes more than others. For
example, my own midlife transition included having to come to terms with some
elements of my career which were negative and demoralizing. I turned my focus
towards my own professional development through doctoral studies, which revitalized
my classroom teaching. Nevertheless, at this point I am actively seeking alternative
career options as a result of completing my degree, as are several of my colleagues who
are high school teachers in the doctoral program. I fully expected the women in my
study to have similarities in their own career patterns, such as the lack of enthusiasm for
the job at midcareer, and the mental and emotional exhaustion which can accompany
teaching high school today after at least fifteen years. I was cautious as I proceeded,
knowing that the subjective nature of the interviewing process could affect my findings
and prejudice me. What surprised me was the adamant insistence each woman brought
to the interviews that I understand her story. I had to learn to trust each woman’s own
voice and experience.

The Participants
It is important to keep in mind the kind of women who volunteered to be a part
of this study. Because all of these women were accomplished teachers they were
extremely busy. It was not easy to schedule three separate sessions, nor was it easy to
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get participants with all the criteria I required. Those who did agree to participate were
very committed teachers who believed in the importance of educational research. These
women were very sure that they had given a great deal to their teaching, and that their
jobs had taken a great deal from them. Yet they weren’t negative, as I somewhat
expected them to be. Indeed, I had approached many female teachers whom I had
decided not to interview for this study because they were too negative during
preliminary conversations. Rather, my teacher participants had given all they could to
teaching, and it appeared to have caused them some harm, or looked as if it could
become harmful to them over the long run if they had not found a coping strategy.
I was prepared to consider this as a burnout phenomenon. Yet again, these
women were insistent about this fact too - that they were not burned out. But at midlife
and midcareer they had all reached turning points which affected the ways they saw
themselves in relation to their jobs. A few described as this as “hitting a wall” at work;
others described having to learn to make other priorities for themselves as a result of
feeling that something had to “give;” still others said that they just couldn’t keep up the
way they were working. They had to take care of themselves in their jobs and in their
personal lives. Self-care is a healthy and necessary response for all aging adults. Yet
these women discussed the need to seek self-care as a direct consequence of their work
environment.
Perhaps it is by their very nature that these women needed to find alternatives to
their hard work and commitment at midcareer and midlife. Perhaps “hitting a wall” is
simply a part of anyone’s experience. Career theorists state that this transition is typical
of all professionals after twelve to twenty years of consistent employment (Christensen
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et al.,1987; Evans, 1989; Huberman, 1989; Sikes, 1985) . But in this study, it was
apparent to me, more so than I expected, that one of the most draining aspects of
teaching high school at midcareer and midlife for these women was the sexist
environment in which they work. As I reflect on these interviews I am struck with how
these women persevered in spite of this. Yet they could not, as far as this study goes,
find ways to change the sexist environment. At midcareer and midlife, these women
chose detachment and self care as coping strategies. And I am reluctant to admit that
because of this, schools will be losing the energy and wisdom that teachers like the ones
in this study would have gladly continued to give if the work of women were more
valued by schools and society.

Women as Models of Transition
I was hoping to hear that there was more of a connection between women
teachers going through midlife transitions and their students going through adolescence.
I was curious about the possibilities of women being models of life transitions. This
theme did not come up in the interviews unless prompted. In fact, one woman felt that
such a concept was far-fetched in that midlife women are too removed from the ages
and experiences of their students. Still, the recent collaborative work by members of the
Harvard Project on Women’s Psychology and Girls’ Development suggests this is a rich
area (Taylor, J., Gilligan, C., & Sullivan, A., 1995). Some of the retreats for women
teachers and the interviews with adolescent girls described in Between Voice and
Silence, the book based on some of the work of the Harvard Project, reveal the
possibilities for such important relationships. The students from a diverse group of
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urban school girls who were interviewed over the course of three years said that when
they got to high school they experienced a sense of loss from not having the teacher
relationships they were used to having in eighth grade. Their transition to high school
was isolating, and they felt disconnected not only from their own feelings but from
others, including teachers, who they felt didn’t have enough time to pay attention to
them. These girls “persisted in voicing a desire for connection with teachers” (p. 190).
Because women in particular were the adults girls spoke about, schools and
communities should consider ways that will strengthen or create connections between
girls and women.
Connecting with girls in a meaningful way means meeting with girls at
the edge of their knowing...joining with them to develop and sustain their
critical perspective toward conventions and their own survival strategies.
This joining... enables them to go beyond themselves, to come back to
themselves - to their strengths, experience, questions, and knowledge (
Taylor et al., 1995, p.141).

I wish to add that the women I interviewed talked about the satisfaction they
receive from the challenges and joys of working with teenagers. I believe there are
many teachers who would not bring the same attitude to my study. This is not placing a
value judgment in any way on those professionals. I am merely suggesting that
midcareer could be a much more difficult phase for them. This difficulty might be
compounded by the sanctions society might place on professionals in human service for
whom working with children is not as enjoyable as it “should” be.
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Implications for Teachers and Schools

Why Aren’t They Listened To?
One of the most impressive features about these midlife women teachers is that
at midcareer they have overcome issues of shyness or lack of confidence they may have
experienced as young women. They are more comfortable with themselves than ever
before and more confident with their teaching abilities at midlife. They have been
extremely devoted and hard working throughout their careers. Why aren’t they listened
to? Why don’t schools take them more seriously? Schools are losing out on a valuable
source of expertise. It is important that education reformists and school administrators
pay specific attention to both male and female midcareer teachers. They should provide
more ways midcareer midlife teachers, as a specific population of their faculty, can
contribute to their schools. This might include more ways midcareer teachers can
advise policy makers, mentor younger, less experienced faculty, and make decisions for
the school community based on their seniority and experience. Having fewer classes to
teach than newer teachers could free up experienced teachers for such work and thereby
give it credibility and value.
Even though midcareer teachers are often at a transitional phase which can be
characterized by de-motivation and lack of interest, midcareer teachers are a renewable
resource! As shown through these interviews women tend to detach yet remain
consistent in their work rather than to proceed to the bitter disengagement that
Huberman (1989) discusses. Therefore they are important as valuable contributors to
school life if they are rejuvenated. Yet it should not be something they should take
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upon themselves or feel as an additional pressure to accomplish on their own. This
would take more energy from a depleted source. Teachers need help with learning
coping strategies and the permission to name this transitional phase in their careers as
normal and reasonable. The loss of enthusiasm at midcareer should not be looked upon
as a personal defect to be ashamed of. Professional development opportunities should
be granted to midcareer teachers who want to focus on learning about characteristics of
career phases. School systems should consider leaves of absence and sabbatical
requests as beneficial to faculty and to the students they serve. Other jobs or internships
in such areas as management within the school system might be made available on a
temporary basis to provide midcareer teachers a change of environment and new
perspective. In fact, administrators and faculty could both benefit from more
understanding of and an open dialogue about the positive and negative aspects of all
career phases in a more comprehensive approach to teachers’ coping strategies
throughout their entire career span.

Fair Labor Practices and Sexist Policies
The nurturing predispositions of so many of the women in my study were shown
to be an occupational hazard which in some instances began to injure their health and
contribute to their oppression. Administrators need to examine job tasks that are
assumed by some faculty members without being clearly defined. They need to allocate
job tasks fairly. In doing so, they should keep gender roles in mind to prevent
stereotypical assumptions from overloading women with “volunteer” duties. Obviously,
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the most beneficial recourse would be for all members of the school community women and men alike - to value the ethics of nurturing and care more.
The “top down” organizational structures of schools needs to change, not only
because they are often dominated by males, but also because when a school puts
teachers at the bottom in terms of authority, it
implicitly encourages them to search for ways to cope with their lack of
self-esteem and lack of power in ways that are detrimental to education.
An equitable partnership between school teachers and administrations
would include supporting more collegial work and truly listening and
implementing suggestions made by teachers. This “could have a
profound impact on negative institutional effects which impinge on
everyone’s work life at school, especially teachers and students”
(Bruckerhoff, 1991, p. 122).
Schools are still very sexist institutions according to the participants of my
study. Policies, marginalization, reprisal, silencing, and the good ol boys’ network are
examples of ways women are oppressed in these described work environments. Schools
need to change. In order to change all educators must listen and allow the voices of
experienced women teachers to be heard. They should provide a forum for these voices.
There should be a serious effort towards more equity training and education through
consciousness raising of teachers about the gender bias they may be experiencing within
their own faculty and administration as well as their student body. In this way these
teachers may become agents of change themselves.
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Implications for Research

The Bovs’ Club
Considering these women have indicated that schools are still sexist institutions,
research and documentation of sexist practices need to be continued. A specific sexist
practice these women identified in their schools was the “good oF boy” network, which
should receive specific focus in research. It would be extremely valuable to examine the
covert ways schools persist in keeping power limited to a privileged group of white
males.

Women and Adolescents
Although the topic of midlife women as role models for adolescents did not
appear relevant for these women high school teachers, more consideration should be
given to the topic. Women who are at their most confident stage in life after having
experienced a transition at midlife or thereabouts could become important models for
students, especially teenage girls who often suffer from a loss of self esteem by high
school ( Orenstein, 1994; Sadker & Sadker, 1982).
It is important for women to learn from other women and in the company of
other women. There is much evidence to show that they will benefit from this and
become more confident in their own potential (Keohane, 1990). More research studies
and interviews such as those in the Harvard Project on Women’s Psychology and Girls’
Development described above (Taylor et al., 1995) should be done with high school
students to examine the image youngsters have of their midcareer teachers. This could
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begin the dialogue about life transitions in high schools, a topic which as a high school
teacher myself, I believe is often ignored after middle school. The education of students
about sexism in work environments and society, about making healthy transitions
through life and taking care of themselves is vital to change. Midlife women teachers
who are able to model self-care and healthy adjustments through their own personal and
professional changes might provide ways to bridge the generational gap between midlife
teachers and adolescents. This could help to build more trust between teachers and
students which is needed within the institutions responsible for social change.

Exit Interviews
It would be interesting to follow up this research with a qualitative interview
project with these participants before they retire. This would provide a balanced
perspective on the effects their coping strategies of detachment and self-care may have
had on the second half of their teaching careers. As an additional means of providing
balance, it would be helpful to have administrators construct their perceptions of the
contributions female teachers provide at midcareer and midlife, which might be
especially relevant in the event that these administrators might have supervised the same
female teachers since their initial hiring date.
Along with the idea of a follow-up study is the notion of a comparative look at
young women teachers who have come to the career with a different set of female role
expectations. Reasons for their choice of teaching as a career and whether or not they
continue with teaching throughout midcareer may provide some insight as to whether
school as an institution has improved. Were they given better guidance in high school
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and college about career possibilities? Does teaching high school meet their intellectual
and emotional needs as they mature? Are minority women more confident in
themselves, and are they finding a more racially supportive environment where they
teach? What problems would they encounter as they approach midcareer midlife
transitions, given changes in society and future reform in education?

Women Outside the Dominant Society
I was conscious about having women of color represented in this study.
Nevertheless, I have worked in a white, middle-class high school and community my
entire career. I have not had the opportunities of working within a diverse community of
peers. It was only due to the efforts of colleagues in my doctoral program and the Five
College Women’s Research Studies Program that I was able to establish the personal
contact which led to these Latina and African American women agreeing to participate
in the interview process. Efforts I made on my own, such as networking, phone calls
and letters, were largely unsuccessful. Even after obtaining consent, some of the
participants were reluctant and nervous about sharing too much information with me
about racist policies they indicated were present in their school systems. I believe that
this indicates some resistance on the part of these women which I was unable to
overcome as an independent white researcher. More aggressive research must be
sanctioned through grants, research institutions and other agencies to represent midlife,
midcareer women marginalized by race, ethnicity or other factors in schools.
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Teacher Renewal
The study of midcareer midlife teachers might be linked with a study of teacher
renewal. As suggested by Levinson (1977), some of the frustrations and anxieties of
midlife transition could be alleviated by more involvement in nurturing activities.
Teachers are in the position to become involved every day with the nurturing of
children, more and more of whom are often in terrible need. It would be logical to
assume that becoming more involved in teaching children through career renewal and
professional development could be another coping strategy for the midcareer teacher
rather than detachment and self-care. I have also discussed the feminist perspective that
since women have been nurturing others all their lives, partly due to society’s sex role
expectations^) (Bartky, 1990; Sheehy, 1976), self-care is an antidote to the difficulties
of a midlife, midcareer change process. Research on women teachers’ renewal and
professional development specifically focused on midlife and midcareer women might
reveal some interesting connections. Perhaps some women at this point in their lives
would include professional development in their own definition of self-care.

Summary
The stories of these eighteen women have contributed to the understanding we
have of teachers at a particular phase of their lives and careers. They represent the
majority of teachers in terms of gender and age. Understanding the development of
women’s careers can not be ignored. They face different opportunities and complex
problems in their work environment and their personal lives than men do (Arthur et. al.,
1989; Calabrese, 1987). Some literature about these teachers, their careers, and Midlife
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transitions has been gender biased. Even the reform and educational leadership
literature of the 1980s and 1990s ignore the critical role that gender has played in the
history of the American school teacher (Troen & Boles, 1992). The findings of this
study support the fact that schools are sexist environments, and that midlife and
midcareer are important personal and professional phases for women which influence
schools. The effect of this impact could be a powerful, positive force in improving
education and in social change. The women in this research study are more confident
and self-possessed than ever before. They are more efficient and knowledgeable in their
teaching. They have the wisdom of experience and the life experiences which grant
them flexibility and management skills vital to increasingly difficult school
environments, changing populations, and the more complicated students of today.
Indeed, for many women at middle-age, challenging work is the greatest source of their
satisfaction and joy in life (Baruch et al., 1983; Heilbrun, 1964). Yet school systems and
administrators are ignoring the potential of these experienced women teachers.
Consequently, these women are finding their work more meaningless and their
exhaustion more acute. As the population of teachers continues to change with
retirement of the more experienced and their replacement by the inexperienced, more
than ever those who are midcareer, midlife practitioners need to be valued, their work
and their opinions affirmed. As long as schools remain impervious to their needs, they
will seek detachment and self-care as alternative coping strategies, resulting in a great
loss to education.
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I, Susan Clarke, am a full time high school English teacher and a candidate for a
doctorate in Education from the University of Massachusetts. As a teacher with fifteen
years’ experience, I became interested in issues of career phases in women, particularly
those who have reached midpoint, and who have also reached middle age. My work is
influenced by my daily experience working with adolescents, administrators, and
colleagues, as well as by four years of course work at the University. Attending
graduate school has made me more aware of issues of equity in our classrooms and of
the political nature of pedagogy. It has been an invigorating experience which no doubt
affects the way I teach and think about education.
At this point in my dissertation, I am preparing my research, an extensive
qualitative interview project which will include the stories of fifteen or more women
high school teachers. These teachers will be between the ages of thirty-eight and fortyeight, and will have at least fifteen to twenty years’ experience teaching full time in
public secondary schools. The purpose of my research is to hear participants describe
what it is like to be middle-aged women at midpoint in their career as educators, and to
identify some predominant themes in their stories.
There are three primary reasons I feel my project is important. Since some
research in education has shown that schools are often sexist environments for students,
it is imperative that we understand what is happening in our classrooms. But it is
necessary that we hear this from teachers themselves, since the research on teachers
often is told from the perspective of nonpractitioners, and does not make important
gender distinctions. Second, if women teachers are working in a sexist environment, it
is crucial that we understand how this may influence the ways women teachers perform
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their job and how they feel about it. Third, since both the participant in the interview
project and her students are at a kind of transition in their lives -the adolescent between
childhood and adulthood, the teacher at midlife and midcareer- it would seem that the
teacher could be a true-to-life model for her student. How does she feel she is modeling
the way women make important transitions in their lives?
What are possible drawbacks to consenting to be interviewed? Participants in
this research may feel slight time constraints since each person will be interviewed in
three separate appointments over the course of approximately three weeks. Perhaps in
some cases, additional time will be needed to clarify what has been discussed. Talking
about one’s career may raise issues the participant hasn’t confronted, or hasn’t wanted
to confront. Although confidentiality and anonymity will be assured, the participant
realizes that in speaking of her experience, she has made it public to the interviewer.
Because of the above, participants may without prejudice choose not to
participate. Those who do participate will have the right to withdraw from part or all of
the study at any time, and will have the right to review the material I have transcribed
from their own interviews. In order to protect their identity, participants will be given
pseudonyms in discussion and written material. Other steps will be taken to protect
identity: names of schools, geographic areas, names of supervisors, colleagues and
others will be changed. When I discuss the interview material with my dissertation
advisors, and one or more peer debriefers, the same precautions will be taken.
Despite any concerns, however, I strongly believe that participants will gain a
great deal of satisfaction in being involved. Each woman has an important story to be
told. Such stories enrich our perceptions of what it is like to be a teacher. Our voices
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give us credibility, empower us, and grant a dignity to the hard work we do every day.
Speaking about our experience can be extremely important in the work of achieving
equity for our teenage students. Moreover, it is very gratifying to be a part of a larger
group of women who, as a result of this study, teach others about their classrooms and
careers. Finally, self-reflection is both illuminating and beneficial to our teaching
practice.
The results of my research will of course be in the written form of a dissertation.
Parts of the dissertation may be published or used in conference presentations, journal
articles or books. The collective data will be the property of the researcher. Participants
will retain the right to individual use of their own interview transcripts. In December of
1996,1 presented a lecture of my work-in-progress at Mt. Holyoke College as a
Community Research Associate in the Five College Women’s Studies Research Center.
I hope to have a follow-up discussion with participants who wish to attend and meet one
another. The time and date will be announced to each teacher. As mentioned
previously, the identity of the participants will be strictly protected as always.
In signing the consent form, participants are agreeing to the terms of the study
outlined above.
I,_, have read the research prospectus
and consent form and agree to participate under the conditions detailed therein.

Participant

Researcher

Date

Date
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I chose to describe these women in narrative sketches and refer to them by
pseudonyms in resistance to other more impersonal formats such as charts, numbers, or
graphs. I make extensive use of the participants’ own words through direct quotes. At
certain places when individual stories are especially relevant and more interesting in
narration, I extend the excerpt as much as possible to allow the personality of the
speaker more room to emerge. I have indicated by brackets in the text where I have
slightly modified the dialogue for readability. Participants were selected to be in this
study because they generously volunteered their time, which for these extremely busy
women, was an important gift to educational research. I networked quite diligently to
find an interesting and diverse sample, which sometimes necessitated long daily
commutes and more serious travel. Since I have been a teacher for many years, a
graduate student, a research associate at Mount Holyoke College, and a parent, I have
many personal connections with teachers, educational associations and schools. Some
participants were professional acquaintances of personal friends who work in school
systems in other parts of the country. This has given me the opportunity to learn about
different school systems and I believe it has enriched my study.
Two points must be stated about my participants. First, they are all highly
accomplished women. Seventeen out of eighteen have their master’s degree, one has a
doctorate, and three are enrolled in doctoral programs. All are very active in their
schools and communities. Second, these are women who agreed to give a significant
amount of time (three to five hours) away from their busy schedules to participate in
extensive, personal interviews. We might assume they are committed to their careers
and to educational research if they are open and willing to share their stories which they
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know will eventually be reviewed and published in a dissertation. These factors of
course influence my study, because these participants are a particular sample of women
who are open to discussing their feelings about schools, students, administrations, and
other issues which surface for them. I will be discussing the implications of these two
factors further in the concluding chapter where I make my conclusions.
Isabella is a 43-year-old Latino teacher of Spanish in a large, diverse urban high
school. She is the only member of her family of four brothers and three sisters to
graduate from college. Completing her bachelor’s degree was a major accomplishment
which required hard work and perseverance in overcoming her culture’s restrictions
against girls continuing their education. She graduated in the top tenth percentile of her
high school class in spite of what she described as a racist atmosphere where she was
never encouraged to apply to college. Today she is involved professional organizations
and taking a computer course. In the summer she is a counselor for an inner city youth
employment program. She and her husband have a son in college and in high school.
Isabella wants earn a degree in counseling and eventually leave the classroom.
Ruth, 47, is a physical education teacher in a small suburban middle class
community. She has led several teacher workshops on women’s equity and gay/lesbian
issues, written for a professional journal, and received a state grant to create a
presentation on high school physical education. As an athlete Ruth participates in many
competitions and races to benefit breast cancer research and the women’s shelter she
helps run. She is a gold medal winner in the Gay Olympics. Ruth founded and
facilitates a student organization for the awareness of multicultural issues, and is
president of the teachers’ union in her school system. As carpentry is her current
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avocation, she is building an addition on her house. As a teacher during the 1970's,
Ruth experienced a major transitional struggle in her early career as the state
implemented the Title IX co-education reform.
Sara is a 48-year-old Jewish American who teaches English in a large diverse
urban school. She has been an important leader in her school’s professional
development clinic ever since she became a mentor teacher in midcareer, to which she
attributes much growth and a new perception of her teaching skills. She is active in her
teachers’ union and has served as chair of its grievance committee for several years.
Currently Sara is working on her doctorate in education. She became a parent in middle
age, and is now very busy attending to her ten year-old son’s various extra-curricular
activities such as soccer and skiing.
Linda, 45, is an English teacher in a poor, rural vocational high school. She has
worked with migrant workers’ children and has taught Hispanic students in a large
urban high school. As a recipient of a Horace Mann grant, she traveled to Appalachia to
participate in the Fox Fire Project which she used as a model for a program in her own
writing curriculum. Linda started an art and literary magazine at her school and created
a student written and produced radio show which ran independent of school sponsorship
for six years. Working with area colleges, Linda has been involved in piloting a career
search program in her English classes. Besides having to support herself as a single
parent, one major crisis for her in midlife has been the death of her 42-year-old partner
from cancer. Linda has been a member of a support group for gay/lesbian teachers and a
writing group for many years. She is a published poet; often her teaching experiences
are topics of her poems.
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Nancy is a 46-year-old English teacher in a diverse suburban high school. She
wrote the curriculum for a new Women in Literature course which is very popular, and
has led the debate team in interstate competitions for many years, which has decorated
her classroom with trophies. She was elected by her colleagues and students to receive
a prestigious award about midpoint in her career. The memory of her mother attempting
suicide and being institutionalized at the age of fifty is an important image for Nancy
when she thinks about her own midlife transition. She has three children.
Regina is a 49-year-old special education teacher in a suburban high school.
She recently traveled to Italy to visit her and her husband’s distant relatives. Because of
her own son’s tragic history with drug addiction, Regina became a very active member
of an Alanon Recovery group, which she feels has influenced her teaching. She also
facilitates a student multicultural awareness group, tutors, and is the grievance chair
person for her entire school system’s teachers’ union. She attributes this volunteer
position in the union with giving her a unique opportunity to confront issues which
marginalize women. Having to present cases to her superintendent and school
committee has taught Regina how to use the confidence and voice she feels she
developed in midlife and midcareer.
Jeannette is a 40-year-old bi-lingual chemistry teacher in a diverse urban high
school. She came to teach in this country after receiving her Master’s degree and
teaching for six years in her native Puerto Rico. Jeannette has received many grants for
programs she started for inner-city Latino students. She works many hours after school
tutoring her students and helping them with their college applications. Her
involvement in the Hispanic community and her own doctoral studies keep Jeannette
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quite busy. She lives with her husband, who has his doctorate in education, and her two
young children.
Cindy, 46, teaches home economics and hospitality career preparation at a
coastal city vocational school where she is the chair of the her department. She is
actively involved in the school mentoring program, and has chaired several school
improvement and professional development committees. Health has become a central
issue for Cindy as she approached midlife. The difficulty of raising and supporting two
children by herself was coupled with her son’s learning disabilities.
Fran, 45, is the treasurer of her teachers’ union, business accountant for the high
school where she teaches Math, serves as advisor to the Senior and Sophomore classes,
and the math club. Fran chaired her school’s re-accreditation committee and has
volunteered on in many other committees including the school improvement council.
She is an elected member of her town government. A major incident in her midcareer
was being turned down for department chair; a man who had been in the school system
half the years Fran had, with half her teaching experience was appointed. She has one
child.
Arlene is a 49-year-old Jewish American teaching in a large diverse high school
in an affluent community near a metropolitan area. Having published a book on
beginning teachers and mentoring, written the curriculum for Women in Literature and
piloted the course for her school system, she is now studying for her certification in
administration in addition to her full time course load. Both her children are in college.
Pam, 38, graduated from a prestigious women’s college Magna cum laude,
began teaching math in a diverse urban high school while she earned her master’s
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degree, and lived at home until she was thirty-three. At midlife she experienced two
losses; her brother died of cancer and she was divorced from her husband of three years.
She is an active member of her church and is an accomplished golfer.
Ann, 47, teaches social studies and is the director of the in-house suspension
program in a small suburban high school. She has served on a number of committees,
and as an acting vice-principal for one year. A devoted member of Alcoholics
Anonymous for twenty-years, she also counsels teenagers involved in substance abuse
and facilitates an Alateen program at the high school. Her two children are college
students. She and her husband are active in their political party and in city government.
Tina is a 36-year-old African American industrial arts teacher and chair of the
Technology Education Department in a large diverse urban high school. She earned her
B.A. and M.A. by the age of 21, and was the first African American graduate in her
field at the university she attended. She has been a successful real estate agent while
teaching full time earlier in her career, has been the advisor to student clubs, and has
taught workshops on racism throughout the metropolitan area where she lives. She is
also a doctoral candidate in education at a large urban university.
Marsha is 49, teaches foreign language and special education in a small rural
high school, and is the president of her teachers’ union. She has recently received two
education grants for her proposal to enrich the foreign language program. Marsha is an
elected member of her city’s governing council, and belongs to a Jewish women’s book
club. She is the mother of two college-aged daughters.
Chris is a 49-year-old English teacher in a predominantly African American and
Hispanic inner city high school in a metropolitan area. After receiving her master s
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from Harvard University she became committed to teaching in the inner city where she
began an innovative curriculum in theater and script writing. She travels extensively
and has taken two sabbaticals to study in Guatemala and work on her doctorate in
education. She has also served as a guidance counselor for the last two years, having
earned her certification in counseling earlier in her career.
Betty is a 43-year-old African American special education teacher in a large
Southern high school, and previously served as department chair for three years. She is
a very active member of her church and choir. For six years she has maintained a
volunteer position as leader of the faculty “Sunshine Club” which plans social activities
and provides personal gestures of good will to faculty and their families. As part of her
commitment to raising her two teenagers by herself, she belongs to the Jack and Jill
Club of America which supports African American youth. As one of seven children of a
hard working farmer, Betty overcame severe economic hardships to obtain her college
degrees.
Maria is a 48-year-old Spanish teacher in a large urban high school. Bom in
Guatemala, her interest in the third world included earning a doctorate in International
Education, and working in an inner city social service agency for Spanish Americans.
She has lived in Sweden and traveled to Africa a number of times. One of her
avocations is as co-founder and co-director of an alternative school for adult education.
She is a single parent of two sons and belongs to a meditation and spiritual study group.
Claire, 47, brings a rich multicultural experience to her suburban regional high
school in a predominantly white working class community. She has traveled
extensively on fellowships some of which brought her to a Native American tribe in a
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remote region of Mexico by footpath, and to Korea. An innovative teacher of foreign
language, for which she has received awards, Claire has received five Horace Mann
grants, two National Endowments for the Humanities grants, and grants from Tufts
University, Harvard, and Lesley Colleges, all having to do with intercultural exchange
and communication. Before she began teaching she worked in Alaska at a law office,
which gave her the background she uses today as a contract negotiations team member
and president of her teachers’ union. She is the single parent of two children in high
school, and is advisor to her high school’s International Club.
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APPENDIX C
SOME FACTS ABOUT PARTICIPANTS
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Seventeen participants have Master’s degrees; three of them are now in enrolled
in doctoral programs and one woman had her Ed.D. Thirteen women are of European
American descent; three identified themselves as Jewish; two are African American;
and three are Latina. In terms of participants’ socio-economic status, seven participants
said they came from middle-class families. Five women stated that they had come from
poor backgrounds while three expressed having come from the upper middle class.
Today, they all feel they are within a middle socio-economic class except for one
woman who is fairly affluent due to her husband’s income. Three women identified
themselves as lesbians, but none are “out” in their schools. Nine women are currently
married and fourteen women have children.
Participants’ ages are as follows: 36, 38,40, 43 (2), 45 (2), 45 (2), 47 (3), 48 (2),
and 49 (4). Their teaching experience ranges from fourteen to twenty-two years in
various urban (9), suburban (7), and rural (2) schools, four of which are vocational high
schools. Four different states are also represented. The participants teach English (4),
Science (1), Math (2), Foreign Language (3), Social Studies (1), Physical Education (1),
Art (1), Home Economics (1), and Industrial Arts (1). Four women are also Special
Education teachers.
In terms of their attitudes towards their jobs, for seven women teaching had been
their first choice in choosing a career and that they had always wanted to be a teacher.
However, eight women said that if they were to choose a career again it would probably
not be in teaching. Eleven women stated that they would like to change their careers in
the future. Ten women expressed positive attitudes towards their jobs including two
who were very enthusiastic (“I love teaching!”). Four women referred to themselves as
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“burned out,” although for three this was temporary and seasonal, occurring by the end
of an academic year. Three women expressed a fear of becoming burned out. Four
women attributed physical illness to their jobs. All of the women experienced either
racist or sexist discrimination in their jobs, or both. All of the women expressed
positive statements about being at midlife and midcareer and about growing older.
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